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Summary

Summary
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the electromagnetic properties of Surface Plasmon
Waves (SPWs) for developing optical biosensors. This is performed by studying the SPW
modal properties in various waveguide arrangements. It is shown that multilayer structures
can sustain SPWs that have the potential to exhibit significantly reduced modal losses and
subwavelength operation allowing them to be used for biological microscopy and sensing.
SPW excitation in prism coupled waveguide arrangements is also analysed by applying the
Transmission Line (T-L) theory. It is shown that the T-L analysis can reduce any multilayer
structure into a two section T-L circuit offering a clear physical insight of the nature of the
contribution of each of the structure’s layers to the overall phenomenon. Results present
that the SPW excitation seen as a ‘dip’ in the power reflection coefficient of the structure is
an impedance matching condition satisfied only when lossy metal films are involved.
Following that, theoretical analysis and experimental demonstration of SPW excitation in
such arrangements with the use of non-ideal optical sources having spectrally broad and
divergent output beam is also given. The results indicate that SPW excitation at longer
wavelengths becomes more sensitive to the divergence angle and spectral width of the
optical source. However, such sources show a significant potential for replacing the
traditionally used for such purposes gas lasers.
Moreover, SPW lossless propagation and subwavelength operation is theoretically achieved
with the use of dielectric media with optical gain that counterbalance the metal losses. If
such optically active dielectric films are used in SPW prism coupled structures, then the
SPW “dip” in the power reflection coefficient of the structure becomes very narrow and the
system sensitivity increases. Furthermore, the reflected signal exceeds unity indicating that
the metal losses have been overcompensated by the optical gain.
Finally, it is shown that SPWs in addition to the enhancement that can provide to the
intensity of weak scattered signals from particles, can also control and make more directive
the far field radiation of such particles which are modeled as dipole antennas. Hence, a
significantly increased collection of scattered signals can be realised.
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Introduction

The increasing need for small, portable, robust and non-invasive sensors which can be
used for medical diagnostics [1.1], environmental monitoring [1.2], food safety and
bio/chemical interactions, has led the research community to employ optical methods as
the detection mechanism [1.3-4]. Optical sensors allow the quantitative determination of
one or more of the fundamental characteristics of optical radiation such as intensity,
phase, frequency and polarisation. Hence, for sensing applications a change of the
activity, the concentration or the spatial distribution of the sample under investigation
results in a change in one of the radiation characteristics. Optical techniques such as
Resonant Mirrors (RM), Ellipsometry (Ell), Optical Interferometers (01), Total Internal
Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF), Raman Scattering (RS) and Surface Plasmon
Resonance (SPR) are very commonly utilised in various sensing applications [1.5].
Particularly, SPR has recently attracted a lot of attention due to the label-free sensing
character, the real-time observation of bio/chemical interactions [1.6], the compatibility
with different chemical environments and the simple arrangement needed to be
implemented [1.7]. In addition, the electromagnetic mechanism producing the SPR
phenomenon has recently opened new areas of applications, which will be discussed
later.

1.1 Surface Plasmon Waves
The SPR phenomenon is based on the optical excitation of Surface Plasmon Waves
(SPWs),

which

are

particular

kind

of

transverse

magnetic

(TM)

polarised

electromagnetic surface waves. Throughout this thesis, a surface wave is defined as an
electromagnetic wave whose field amplitude decays exponentially across the interface
in each medium [1.8]. Other types of surface waves are the well known Zenneck and
Sommerfeld waves which are supported at a planar interface between a lossless and
absorbing medium at radio frequencies, Figure 1.1a, the Goubau waves which are
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similar to Zenneck and Sommerfeld waves but sustained in cylindrical structures,
Figure 1.1b, whereas surfaces waves can also be supported in corrugated conducting
surfaces, Figure 1.1c, [1.9].
Zenn eck

V

Som m erfeld

\

^

air

air

A bsorbing m edium

HR I

\i
/

\

C onducting plane

»

%l

(a)

C on d uctin g su rface

Lossless dielectric co atin g
(b )

Conducting surface

(c)
Figure 1.1. Typical surface waves are supported in: a) p lan ar structures (Som m erfeld and Zenneck
waves), b) cylindrical configurations (G oubau waves), and c) corrugated surfaces.

Ideal SPWs in particular, known also as Fano waves, can be sustained at a single
interface between two media with opposite sign relative permittivity £, such as a
dielectric with ed = +

|£ d |,

and an (electrical) plasma with

Em

=-

| e m|,

[1.10], Figure 1.2.

Metals at optical frequencies and Ionosphere at Very High Frequencies (VHF) exhibits
plasma characteristics [1.11].
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dielectric, Ed > 0
^^T~SPW
t ~s p w field

x=0
plasma, em < 0
Figure 1.2. Typical SPW field at a single dielectric - (electrical) plasma interface.

The main mechanism of SPWs is the oscillations in the density of the free electrons,
referred to as surface plasmons (SPs), that lie within about 20nm of the surface of the
metal and produce em < 0 [1.12]. Hence, the electromagnetic fields associated with these
oscillations do not extend very far from or into the metal (around 300nm and 25nm
respectively). Interactions between electrons and vibrating atoms in the metal cause
SPWs to have a finite propagation across the surface and lose power in the form of heat
due to usual electrical resistance of metals. Note that SPWs are also referred to as
Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs) due to the interaction of SPs with photons [1.13].
It has been almost a century since Wood in 1902 while experimentally studying the
reflected spectra of visible light from a grating, observed drops in the intensity over
short ranges in wavelength but did not relate the effect to the SPWs [1.14]. Although
SPWs have been known as solutions of Maxwell’s equations for surface waves
propagating in conductors since Sommerfeld in 1909 [1.9], their properties had not been
understood until the end of 1950. Later attempts to explain the so called “W ood’s
anomalies” failed until Ritchie with his work in 1957 made SPWs widely known in the
field of surface science [1.15].
The first experimental observation of SPWs came by Turbadar in 1959, who observed a
decrease in reflectivity from aluminium films under attenuated total reflection (ATR)
with a prismatic structure [1.16]. However, similarly to Wood, Turbadar did not relate
the decreased reflectivity to the SPW. The explanation to the results was that “This
effect can be predicted from thin film theory but has not previously been n o ted ’ [1.16].
Same conclusions had already been made by Abeles in 1957 after theoretically
analysing the reflectivity for the same structure [1.17].
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It was then Otto and Kretschmann with Raether in 1968 the first who finally
theoretically related and experimentally established that the minimum in the reflected
signal from a prismatic structure under ATR, corresponds to the excitation of SPWs
[1.10, 1.18]. The prism arrangements employed for that purpose are the well known
“Otto”, Figure 1.3a, and “Kretschmann - Raether” (K-R), Figure 1.3b.
Incident
signal

Reflected
signal

Incident
signal

Reflected
signal

Glass
prism
metal film ~ 50nm

Air gap ~ ).o

v^SPW
metal

Dielectric
Substrate

7 ,

Figure 1.3. SPW prism coupled arrangem ents: a) O tto, and b) K retschm ann - R aether.

The only difference between the two prism structures is the air gap (typically of the
order of free space (vacuum) wavelength A,0 ) between the prism and the metal film in
the Otto configuration, unlike the K-R system where the metal is directly deposited onto
the prism. As Raether reports, the Otto arrangement can be employed for surfaces that
need not to be damaged or touched by the prism a very important issue when studying
for example surface phonon polaritons on single crystal surfaces [1.10]. Between the
two prism configurations, the K-R seems to be the most popular for various applications
since the Otto structure requires precise adjustment of the air gap thickness. Other
optical techniques/arrangements that have the potential to be employed for SPW
excitation involve the use of diffraction gratings [1.10, 1.13], textured surfaces [1.12],
and end-fire excitation [1.19-20].
Since the era of Ritchie, there has been a large research interest in studying slab or finite
width single and multiple dielectric - metal interface structures with linear or non-linear
media capable of supporting SPWs [1.10, 1.19, 1.21-26]. Multiple single interface
SPWs structures can support “symmetric-like” and “antisymmetric-like” SPWs with
respect to their field distribution [1.19, 1.23]. Symmetric SPWs are referred to as “Long
Range SPWs” (LRSPWs), due to the reduced modal losses (extended propagation
distance) compared to the antisymmetric SPWs which are known as “Short Range
SPWs” (SRSPWs) [1.10]. Hence, symmetric SPWs have become very attractive for use
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in various applications [1.26-28]. Excitation of SPWs in small metal particles have also
attracted a lot of interest due to the very strong optical field intensity that is produced in
such structures compared to flat surfaces configurations [1.29-30].

1.2 SPW applications
The high field localisation and strong optical field intensity of SPWs compared to other
surface waves [1.31], allows SPWs to be involved in a broad range of applications, from
fundamental physics to optical systems. Therefore, it has become very common recently
to refer to the area of photonics based on the use of SPWs as “Plasmonics” [1.13].
Some of the most interesting plasmonic applications are briefly discussed in this
section.

1.2.1

Sensors

As mentioned in section 1.1, SPR (based on SPW excitation) is commonly employed in
the area of optical sensors for biological/chemical detection. A typical SPR arrangement
is based most of the times on the K-R prism coupler, Figure 1.3b, rather than on the
Otto, Figure 1.3a, which requires precise adjustment of the air gap thickness.

In a K-R arrangement, Figure 1.4a, by considering TM polarised signals, SPW
excitation relies on monitoring the field intensity Ir of the reflected signal in terms of
the incident angle 0j (angle scanning) or wavelength X0 (spectral scanning) [1.32]. For
the angle scanning method, a source signal with field intensity ls impinges onto the
prism - metal interface at different 0j while XQ is kept constant. In the spectral method
however, 0j is kept fixed and X0 varies. In both techniques, at a specific angle 0i = 0spw
or wavelength Xq = Xspw , Ir -» 0 which indicates that SPW excitation is sustained at the
metal - dielectric substrate interface, Figure 1.4b. The position of 0spw or A.spw is very
sensitive to changes in the relative permittivity of the substrate dielectric, hence the
operation of the system as a biological or chemical sensor.
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(Ir 'I s )

1

Prism

Dielectric
S u b str a te
SPW
shift

(b)
Figure 1.4. a) K-R prism coupler , b) angle scanning SPW excitation.

If a K-R SPW configuration is to be used as a biosensor, then with reference to Figure
1.4a the metal film is coated with a chemo/bio-responsive layer with a typical thickness
between 5-8nm. That layer has to be smaller than the penetration depth of the SPW field
inside the dielectric substrate which is around 300-400nm, [1.33]. Such a layer usually
consists of biomolecular recognition elements for example antibodies which have the
potential to react and bind with specific antigens, [1.34]. If an analyte sample containing
such antigens is injected into the substrate area and passes over the biomolecular layer,
the antigens may bind with the antibodies of the layer. As a consequence, a
modification of the coverage of the metal with the biomolecular layer occurs (increase
of layer thickness) which causes also a change into the refractive index 5ns of the
substrate. That refractive index change alters the properties of the SPW which is now
excited at a different angle 0Shift = (9Spw + §0), Figure 1.4b, where 50 is due to 5ns,
[1.35]. A typical shift of 0.001° in the SPW excitation angle corresponds to a 10'5
change in refractive index, when the substrate refractive index is in the range of 1.331.4, and describes a change in the surface coverage of the biomolecular layer of around
10 pg/mm2 , [1.36].

Following that procedure, biologists and chemists can detect and analyse different
biological/chemical substances. The first attempt to utilise SPWs for biosensing
applications was made by Liedberg et al. in 1983, where a K-R prism coupler was used
to detect the anaesthetic gas halothen by recording refractive index changes in a siliconglycol copolymer deposited onto the metal film [1.37]. Since then, SPR biosensors have
been applied in a variety of applications such as immunosensing [1.38] and drug
discovery [1.34].
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Some of the benefits employing SPR sensors in bio/chemical detection as reported by
[1.34] are presented in Table 1.1.

SPR advantages
Lack of labelling requirements allows for the analysis o f almost all biomolecular systems
Real time characterisation
Reaction equilibrium is not disturbed during measurements
Stability of immobilised ligand can be monitored
SPR can be used in qualitative formats such as screening and as a biophysical tool
Automated instruments provide reproducible analyses
Low amounts o f materials required

Table 1.1. SPR advantages for biosensing [1.35].

The main limiting factor however in SPR biosensors, is that the analytes under detection
must have a sufficient mass ( > 2000 daltons) to cause a significant change in 0spw or
^spw [1.33].

Most of the commercial SPR biosensors are based on the K-R prism configuration.
Attempts have also been made to utilise optical waveguide structures, but their
sensitivity was found to be much less compared to the prism arrangements [1.38].
Among the various SPR companies, Table 1.2, Biacore and Texas Instruments (TI) are
the leaders of the corresponding market [1.39-41].

SPR Manufacturer
Biacore (Uppsala, Sweden)

System
BIAcore

Affinity Sensors (Franklin, MA)
Nippon Laser Electronics (Hokkaido, Japan)

IASys
SPR-670

Artificial Sensing Instruments (Zurich, Switzerland)

OWLS

IBIS Technologies BV(Enschede, The Netherlands)

IBIS

Texas Instruments (Dallas, TX)

TISPR

Aviv (Lakewood, NJ)

PWR-400

Bio Tul AG (Munich, Germany)

Kinomics

Quantech Ltd (Eagan, MN)

FasTraQ

Table 1.2. Commercial SPR systems, [1.42].
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1.2.2

Introduction

Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS)

An optical phenomenon that has seen an incredible boost due to the use of SPWs is the
Raman Scattering (RS), which is widely used in molecular spectroscopy [1.32]. When
an optical signal with frequency f is incident on a Raman active molecule, then the
molecule is polarised and is subjected to an internal motion such as vibration or rotation
of frequency fm. The scattered signal from the molecule has then three frequency
components: f, f = (f - fm) and f+ = (f + fm), where f+ and f_ are known as ‘Stokes’ and
‘anti - Stokes’ respectively [1.43]. Both f+ and f_ are very weak since only 1 in 1011
incident photons exchange energy with the Raman active molecule [1.44].
Until 1976 it was believed that the weak Raman scattered signals can be enhanced only
by employing a high power optical source or increasing the number of scattering
molecules, [1.44]. Fleischmann in 1974, [1.45], observed intense RS from pyridine
adsorbed onto a roughened silver electrode but could not explain the effect. It was
believed at that time that the extra - ordinary enhanced Raman signal was due to the
increase in the electrode surface area and as a consequence in the increased number of
adsorbed molecules, [1.46].

However, JeanMaire and Van Duyne with Albrecht and Creighton showed in 1977 that
rough silver surfaces in the vicinity of an illuminated particle, can enhance the weak
Raman scattered signals from the particle by a factor ranging from 104 to 106 [1.46].
The more intense Raman signal was then related to electromagnetic mechanisms such as
the enhancement of the local to the surface field intensity due to polarisation effects.

Such an enhanced RS signal can be observed only in structures that support SPWs, can
become very strong especially with rough metal surfaces and metal particles compared
to flat surfaces and is known as Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) [1.46].
According to Metiu and Das [1.46], “Large signal enhancements are produced when
the structure absorbs the photon and localises it. Gratings and fla t surfaces (in the ATR
configuration) absorb the photon and ‘store’ the electromagnetic energy into the
surface plasmon; this is delocalised in the direction parallel to the surface but localised
in the perpendicular one. This increases the electromagnetic energy density near the
surface. A sphere localises the photon, by surface plasmon excitation, in all directions
and the resulting concentration o f electromagnetic energy is larger than that produced
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by a grating”. As a consequence, the amount of the RS enhancement significantly
depends on the morphology of the SPW structure employed. Hence, it has been found
that closely spaced metal features as in aggregated colloids or cold-deposited films can
provide a sufficiently strong RS signal of the order of 1014 [1.47].

1.2.3

Subwavelength optics

An important feature of SPWs is that under certain conditions they can exhibit
subwavelength operation i.e. have an extremely short effective (modal) wavelength Xeff
and very tight field which are not restricted by the diffraction limit, as it happens with
“conventional” surface waves [1.13]. As a consequence, SPWs have the potential of
manipulating light in nanoscale dimensions structures allowing the design of optical
circuits. At the present days, electronic components such as transistors have dimensions
of the order of 50nm which sometimes do not allow the use of other connectors for
transferring signals, such as optical fibres (~ lOOOnm diameter), to be introduced due to
the incompatibility in the size and technology [1.48]. SPWs can on the other hand easily
operate under such environments and this has led in the development of SPW based
optical modulators, switches, interferometers, capacitors and inductors [1.49-50].

Another application of the SPW subwavelength operation is found in microscopy where
the diffraction limit of conventional lenses prevents the detection of small amounts of
molecules in cellular concentrations. As Knoll first reported in 1988, if SPW fields are
used to illuminate interfacial structures in microscopy, high contrast without loss of
spatial resolution can be obtained. This is due to the high sensitivity SPWs have to
small thickness variations of thin layers, [1.51]. Following Knoll’s approach,
Smolyaninov and co-workers in 2005 experimentally demonstrated a far-field
microscope with nanometer-scale resolution [1.52].

1.2.4 Enhanced light transmission
It has also been shown that the use of SPWs can increase the transmission of light when
excited in flat thin metal films with nanoholes. Ebbessen et al. in 1998 reported that if
light impinges on a metal film (~200nm thick) which contains an array of nanoholes
(~150nm diameter, X0I 2 separation), then more than the amount of light falling on each
hole is transmitted on the other side of the film which is opposed to what the diffraction
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theory describes [1.53]. The answer to the problem was found in SPWs. As the light
falls onto the film, due to the holes couples to SPWs and under certain conditions, a
SPW standing wave is formed. If the maxima o f this wave coincide with the positions
of the holes, then the amplitude o f the generated fields inside the film is enhanced and
more than the expected light is transmitted on the other side.
It has also been found that if a single subwavelength aperture surrounded by periodic
structures on both metal film’s sides is made, then the transmitted light can be beamed
rather than diffracted, Figure 1.5, [1.54]. This suggests that a well directed source of
light can be generated using a subwavelength aperture which can potentially be
employed in magneto-optic data storage [1.13].

5

10

Z(mmt

15

20

25

Figure 1.5. O utput beam from a metallic subw avelength ap e rtu re surrounded by periodic grooves
(1.54).

1.2.5

M etam aterials

A combination of both practical and fundamental physics applications involving
plasmonics has been studied recently in the design o f the so-called “perfect lens”. The
concept was developed by Pendry in 2000 by exploring a neglected idea made by
Veselago in 1967 [1.55-56]. This new type of lens was found to be capable o f focusing
features far smaller than the wavelength o f light, including small molecules. The
mechanism is based on a category o f materials referred to as “metamaterials” which
can have both negative relative permittivity (e < 0, due to the support o f SPs) and
relative permeability (p < 0). Hence, the refractive index o f the material defined as
n = ^/cp , becomes negative allowing negative refraction to occur which is the concept
o f the “perfect lens” operation [1.57].
10
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1.2.6 Other applications
Finally, SPWs have also been employed in various other practical applications such as:
holography [1.58], wavelength filters [1.59], long wavelength semiconductor lasers
(kQ ~ 17 - 19pm)

[1.60-61], optical polarisers [1.62], or to improve fluorescence

collection efficiency [1.63]. Fundamental physics have also been studied with SPWs
such as non-linear effects due to the local heating developed by SPW excitation, optical
phase conjugation through pulsed laser excitation of thermal gratings in Ag films, or
pulsed excitation of SPWs to probe the dynamics of thin metal films (e.g. electron
relaxation rates and phonon decay times), [1.62].

1.3 Thesis layout
This thesis studies and analyses SPWs in the context of optical guided electromagnetic
waves in various structures. The involvement of SPWs for light scattering purposes is
also examined. Hence, chapter 2 provides the basic electromagnetic concepts that will
be used throughout this thesis and examines optical wave propagation in different
media. The frequency dependent relative permittivity is also studied.

The main scope of chapter 3 is to review the modal properties of SPWs supported in
single and multiple interface dielectric - metal guides, and wherever is possible to
provide a comparison with conventional dielectric guides. In addition, a computational
model to solve multilayer waveguide structures consisted of media with complex
permittivities where for example SPWs can be supported is also presented.
In chapter 4, the theory of Transmission Lines is introduced as an alternative technique
to the cascaded matrix analysis for examining intricate multilayer prism coupled
arrangements, as it has the advantage of significantly simplifying such structures and
also providing direct and simple interpretation of the response of the system. The
emphasis of this study is to provide a simple yet rigorous design tool for analysing SPW
excitation in prism coupled structures.

Experimental demonstration of SPW and conventional dielectric wave excitation in
prism coupled waveguide arrangements is presented in chapter 5. The use of optical
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sources with spectrally broad and divergent output optical beam when employed for
SPW excitation is also given followed by simulation and experimental results.

In chapter 6, the use of optically active media in SPW configurations to compensate for
the usual high metal losses and provide SPW lossless and subwavelength operation is
discussed. The study is performed for the SPW structures of chapter 3 and extended in
some of the prism coupled SPW arrangements of chapter 4, which can be potentially
employed for sensing applications.

SPWs have also been used for enhancing weak scattered signals from particles as for
example in Raman scattering. Hence, chapter 7 studies the basic electromagnetic
mechanism behind this signal enhancement phenomenon. In addition, it is suggested
that the use of SPWs can be employed to alter the far field radiation pattern from an
array of particles, modelled as dipole antennas, and make it more directive.

Finally, conclusions and suggestions for possible future works are drawn in chapter 8.
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This chapter provides the fundamental electromagnetic theory and analyses the
propagation of a plane wave through different material in order to familiarise the reader
with some of the basic concepts that will be used throughout this thesis. Emphasis is
also given in the differences between dielectric media and metals through the study of
the corresponding frequency dependent relative permittivities.

2.1 Maxwell’s Equations
Electromagnetic wave propagation in a linear, isotropic, homogeneous medium having
time harmonic dependent fields of the form
F (x ,y ,z ,t) = F (x ,y ,z)ex p [+ jcot]

(2.1)

where x, y, z denote the use of a cartesian co-ordinate system, [Appendix A], (0 and t
are both real and positive representing angular frequency and time respectively,
j = V—T and F is a complex vector, can be described by M axwell’s equations [2.1]:
V x E = -jcoB
V x H = J + jo)D

(2.2)

V D=p
V B=0
V is a vector differential operator depending of the spatial co-ordinates [Appendix A];
E and H are the electric and magnetic field vectors respectively; D and B are the
electric displacement and the magnetic flux vectors respectively; p is the free charge
density; J = Jg + J c

is the total electric current density flowing inside the medium,

made of the contribution of the current source, J s , and the conductive current, J c . E,
H, B, D and Jc are related to each other as [2.1]:
D = £0 e E
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B = A fi

(2.4)

J = oE

(2.5)

where a is the materialconductivity; ft = p,0 p. where
space

|H0=47ixlO~7(H /m ) is the free

(vacuum)magnetic permeability and p. is the relative magnetic permeability;

80 = 8 .8 5 4 x l0 -12 (F /m ) is the free space permittivity (dielectric constant) and £ is the
relative permittivity of the medium which is in general complex and related to the
refractive index n as
E= n 2

(2.6)

Throughout this thesis M axwell’s equations, eqn.(2.2), are solved for non-magnetic
(ju = +1), source and charge free media ( J s = 0, p = 0).

2.2

The Wave Equation

By rearranging M axwell’s equations, eqn.(2.2), it is possible to obtain the wave
equation for the electric and the magnetic fields in the cartesian co-ordinates, [Appendix
A], [2.1]:
V 2E + k 2 e E =

a2 H a2—H a2 + k„
, 2£
dx

V 2H + k 2 e H =

where k 2 = o)2 £0

= [2 tt/A.0] 2, and

dy2

a2 + a2- + a2^- + lC
. 2£

dx2

dy2

(2.7)

dz
(2 .8 )

dz2

is the free space wavelength. The following

2
a2
32
a2
compact notation will be introduced: d\ =
" r r . a =— dx
dy

,3 2
a2 ^
and d z = — y . Equations
dz

(2.7) and (2.8) produce six scalar equations describing the six components of the
electromagnetic field. W hich one of eqns.(2.7) and (2.8) is used depends on the
convenience of the particular problem. If for example the wave equation in E is used
then H is obtained from M axwell’s equations, eqns.(2.2).
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2.3 Poynting Vector
The power flow out of a surface carried by an electromagnetic wave is described by the
Poynting vector [2.1, 2.2],
(2.9)

S= ExH

which provides the direction and magnitude of this power flow per unit area at any point
in space. Note that there is no power flow in the vicinity of a system of static charges
that has electric field but no magnetic, and in the case of a perfect conductor where
there is a zero tangential electric field component.

Since however S , eqn.(2.9),

has very rapid time variation it is more convenient to

calculate the corresponding instantaneous quantity. Hence, by rearranging Maxwell’s
equations, eqn.(2.2), for a surface A and volume V of concern, as it is given in [2.1],
the following equation is obtained:
{( e x H* )-dA = - | o E - E * d V - j ( o f | n H - H * - e E - E * JdV
A

V

(2.10)

V

where E* and H* are the complex conjugates of E and H respectively.

The first integral on the right side of eqn.(2.10) represents power loss in the conduction
current. Thus the real part of the complex Poynting flow on the left side can be related
to this power loss as:

z
where R e{} defines the real part of S which is measured in (Watts / m 2) . The amount
of total power carried by the electromagnetic wave can then be evaluated as [2.1],
P = |S d A

(2 . 12)

A

and is given in Watts.

The second integral on the right of eqn.(2.10) is proportional to the difference between
average stored magnetic energy in the volume V and average stored electric energy.
Hence, the imaginary part of eqn.(2.10) is
(2.13)
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where U eev and U h3v are the average stored energy in the electric and magnetic fields.
Thus the imaginary part of the Poynting flow through the surface can be thought of as
reactive power.

2.4 Plane Wave Propagation
Propagation of an electromagnetic wave in different media can easily be studied by
considering a plane wave (pw). By assuming a cartesian co-ordinate system with x, y
and z being the three axes, a pw is defined as a wave with no field variation in the plane
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. If the wave propagation is along the
z - direction, hence there is no field variation in the x - y plane, thus d\ = 3 y = 0 in the
wave equations, eqns.(2.7-8),
(2.14)

(2.15)
If the refractive index n is in general complex of the form n = n R - j n l5 then the
corresponding relative permittivity 8 becomes, eqn.(2.6),

For this pw M axwell’s equations, eqns.(2.2), give E z = H z = 0 . In this case the
non-zero field components are E y , H x , E x and H y , where E y is related only to H x
and E x only to H y .

By considering the set H y and E x , and solving eqn.(2.15), then
H y (z) = A f exp[- j k Qn z]
(2.17)
= A f e x p [ - jk 0 n R z ]e x p [-k 0 n r z]
where A f is the field amplitude. Equation (2.17) shows that the wave will propagate
with a propagation constant
P

r

—

nR

and a decay / growth rate (depending on the sign of n i )
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P , = k 0 n,

(2.19)

The characteristic wave impedance Zw is
E„
„
n R + in T
Z w = t ~~ = Z vac r2 j 2’

r-,

Hy

(2.20)

n R + n ]

where
Z vac = ap - = 12071 (£2) = 377 (£2)
V£0

(2.21)

is the free space wave impedance.

The corresponding time averaged Poynting vector component considering only H y and
E x is, eqn.(2.11),
Sz(z) = ^ R e Z vac
2

I

R- 2 |A f |2 e x p [-2 k 0 n, z] |
n R + n I

(2.22)

J

where it shows that there is only power flow along the direction of the wave
propagation when nR ^ 0.

The characteristics of the pw propagating in different refractive index media will be
studied and discussed in sections 2.4.1-3.

2.4.1 Wave propagation in real refractive index media
Consider that n = n R > 0

and e = s R > 0 , which represents a lossless dielectric

medium. Hence Hy , eqn.(2.17), becomes
H y(z) = A f e x p [ - jk 0 n R z]

(2.23)

describing a forward travelling wave along the positive z direction, having a real
(resistive) and positive wave impedance, eqn.(2.20),
Z W=-^BL

(2.24)

n R

and power flow as given by eqn.(2.22), in the direction of the wave propagation
Sz(z) = | ^ | A f |2
2nR
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2.4.2 Wave propagation in imaginary refractive index media
When n = - jn j then £ = —|eR| < 0 , and eqn.(2.17) takes the form
H y (z) = A f e x p [-k Dnj z]

(2.26)

with Zw and Sz both being purely imaginary (reactive), eqns.(2.20) and (2.22),

z w - +;

S2(z ) = +j f ^ | A f|2exp [ - 2 k o n I z]
2n

(2.27)

(2.28)

If nj > 0 eqn.(2.26) describes an exponential decaying wave along the positive z
direction having a decay depth A,
A = -----k0n

(2.29)

The n { > 0 case corresponds to a pw wave propagating in a free electron (lossless)
metal [2.3]. When nj < 0 , eqn.(2.26) represents an exponential growing wave in the
positive z direction.

2.4.3 Wave propagation in complex refractive index media
Consider now n = n R - j n j , and £ is as given in eqn.(2.16). Hence Hy, eqn.(2.17), Zw ,
eqn.(2.20), and Sz, eqn.(2.22), become,
H y(z) = A f exp[- j k 0 n R z ]e x p [-k Qn Tz]

(2.30)
(2.31)

a) nR> 0 and ni > 0
This n condition is a combination of the cases described in sections (2.4.1-3). Hence,
now, eqn.(2.30) represents an attenuated forward travelling wave along the positive z
direction, which propagates until Sz, eqn.(2.32), decays to 1/e (-37% ) of the initial
value at a distance
z = L z = [ 2 k 0 n I] ' 1
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If n l > n R > 0 then e = - |e R| - j|B i|, describing a lossy metal at optical frequencies.
When however n R > nj > 0 , then 8 = |eR| - j |s i |, which characterises a lossy dielectric
medium. Although both n cases yield the same pw characteristics, the difference is that
dielectrics have (3R > (3j > 0 whereas metals give Pi > P r > 0 , hence a smaller A,
eqn.(2.29), and a shorter Lz, eqn.(2.33).

b)

hr >

0 and ni < 0

In this case eqn.(2.30) describes an exponentially growing forward travelling wave
along the positive z direction with Hy, Zw and Sz as given by eqns.(2.30-2).

Let |nj| < |nR | with e = |sR| +j|Ej|, which describes a dielectric medium with optical
gain g as found from eqn.(2.32),
g = 2 k 0 |n j |

(2.34)

similar to that employed in semiconductor optical sources such as Laser Diodes and
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) [2.4].

A summary of the plane wave field characteristics studied for different refractive index
n = nR - j ni cases is presented in Table 2.1.

sz

zw

nR ni

e = n2

H y (z )

>0 = 0

8 = 8R> 0

Propagating

Purely real

Purely real

= 0 <0

e = - |er| < 0

Decaying

Purely imaginary

Prurely imaginary

(reactive)

(reactive)

Reactive

Reactive

(purely imaginary)

(negative)

Partly reactive - real

Partly reactive - real

= 0 >0
>0 <0

e = - |er| < 0

Growing

e M - jN
or

Oscillatory decaying

(lossy)

e = - N- JN
>0 >0 E= |Er| + j|el|

Oscillatory growing

Partly reactive - real
(optical gain)

Table 2.1. Plane wave field parameters for various n.
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2.5 Frequency dependent permittivity
The response of a dielectric medium to an external electromagnetic field is largely
determined by the behaviour of electrons that are bound to the atomic nuclei by quasi
elastic forces. In a conducting medium (such as a metal), unlike in a dielectric, not all
the electrons are bound to the atoms. Some move between the molecules and are said to
be free electrons, to distinguish them from the other electrons that are bound to the
atoms, just as in a dielectric. In the absence of an external electromagnetic field, the free
electrons move in a random manner and hence they do not give rise to a net current
flow. When an external field is applied the free electrons acquire an additional velocity
and their motion becomes more orderly, even though occasionally the electrons still
collide with the (essentially stationary) atoms. This more orderly motion of the electrons
gives rise to the induced current flow. This electron process can be described by the
equation of electron motion for displacement r [2.1],
d 2r
TT +
d tz

dr
2
— +“ oI
dt

e ^
r E ap
rn
F

(2.35)

where coT is the collision frequency between the electrons and the atoms given by,
[2.5],
wT = —

(2. 36)

p e is the electron mobility, co0 is related to bonding forces between the electrons and
the atomic nuclei, e corresponds to the electron charge, m* is the electron effective
mass;

E ap =Eexp[+j cot] is the plane wave applied electric field. Assuming that the

displacement and the electric field are in phasor form, eqn.(2.5) has then a solution

[2 . 1],
-( e /m * ) E ap
l= ( 2
2)
( w „ - ( o j+ja)coT

(2.37)

which describes a periodic motion which gives rise to a current in the medium. If there
is a ne density of free electrons, the current density J, eqn.(2.5), is given as [2.3]
J = - n e ev

(2.38)

where v is the velocity of an electron and can be found by differentiating eqn.(2.37)
with respect to time t,
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dr
V = —

dt

-(e/ mJE
= T~r

.

z -t

(2.39)

JO)

(c o „ -(o z )+jcocoT

Hence, by using eqn.(2.39) into eqn.(2.38), it is possible to obtain,
n (e2 /m*) E
^=7 2
2\
- 0 ) )+ jcocoT

(2.40)

But since J = a E ap, eqn.(2.5), and assuming no restoring forces present (o)0 = 0) then
a =

(2.41)

a)T+jco

where
(2.42)
80 m
is the plasma frequency. In general, m = k m e where m e is the electron mass and
k ~1 for metals [2.3], whereas for dielectrics such as GaAs and Si is 0.067 and 0.26
respectively [2.5].
For a source free, Js = 0, and charge free, p = 0 , medium, M axwell’s equations,
eqn.(2.2), give
r
e -J

a

\
(2.43)

V0 ) £ o J

= e0 ec
where e is a real quantity and describes contribution from the bound electrons of the
medium. By using a as given by eqn.(2.41) in eqn.(2.43), ec can be rewritten as
ec = e - —

co;

_ _

CD2 CPT

CD + CD2

J cd (cd

+C 02 )

(2.44)

= eR “ j £i
At high frequencies

( cd

—>

a —» 0, eqn.(2.41), hence ec = e = n ^ , eqn.(2.16),

describing a lossless dielectric. If however

cd

—» 0 (dc conditions), a

becomes,

eqn.(2.41),

a dc =

CD,
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and ec, eqn.(2.43), is written as
co;
ec = £ - J -

(o;

Since at such frequencies

(2.46)

(0(0,

» Id , 8 C , eqn.(2.43), can be given as

(0 (0 ,

(0r

(2.47)

(0 (0 ,

which is the case of a perfect conductor [2.6]. For this case, n can be written as
V2 %
M
n = -------^ = - J -

®P

(2.48)

(0 (0,

For dielectric media 8 > 0 , hence eqn.(2.44) describes a lossy dielectric material which
for the range of frequencies
f

S

(0 2 <

2\
-(o :

(2.49)

V£ /
can give e R < 0 (e.g. heavily doped s/c) which is beyond the Infrared (IR) spectrum
regime.
If eqn.(2.44) describes a (lossy) metal, then 8 = 1 [2.3], so that
(o;.2
__
~
ec = 1 " 2
J 0)((02 +(02)
(0 +(0 \

e R

j £]

(2.50)

giving eR < 0 for (02 < a)2 as typically (02 » (o2. Noble metals like gold (Au), silver
(Ag), aluminium (Al) and copper (Cu), have (0p = 56.5x lO 14 s -1 in the ultra violet
(UV) frequency region [2.7] and (0T = 1 0 14s_1 [2.3]. If an ideal (lossless) metal is
considered, then (0X—>0 (i.e. probability of collision very small and losses are
neglected), and eqn.(2.50) gives
r
£c =

1-
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In that case, the metal is expected to behave essentially as a dielectric [2.3]. A typical
variation o f s R and 8, o f Al, Cu, Ag and Au as a function of the wavelength X0 is
presented in Figure 2.1 for the optical spectrum regime. Note that the values of s R and
8, for the studied metals have been taken from [2.8].
20

16 Al

w

12

Au

Cu

Ag

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

w avelen gth

1.2
(jim)

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Figure 2.1. V ariation of |fR| / 16,| as a function of wavelength for Ag, Au, Al and Cu in the optical
spectrum regime. Data have been obtained from [2.8],

Among the different metals, Al for A,0 < 0.4pm, and Ag for XQ> 0.4pm offer the highest
( |e R| / |e j | ) ratio, 16 and 20 respectively. As it is well known, metals are widely used as
coatings on surfaces or as mirrors due to their high reflectivity. Hence, the larger the
( |e R| / |e 11) ratio, the better reflectivity is provided by a metal surface. Here reflectivity
is defined as the ratio between the reflected field intensity Ir from an air - metal
interface, of a signal with field intensity Is that impinges at a normal incident angle to
that interface, inset of Figure 2.2, and is given as, [2.1],

where em = - |e R| - j|ej| is the metal relative permittivity and 8 = 1 is the corresponding
relative permitivity of the air. Hence, for a large (|eR| /| 8j| ) ratio eqn.(2.52) gives
(lR / I s ) - » l . The reflectivity for the air - metal interface of the inset o f Figure 2.2
when Ag, Au, Al and Cu are used as a function o f the wavelength A,0, is presented in
Figure 2.2.
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0.75 -

Cu

0.5
Au

Air

M etal

0.25 -

0

1

0.5

1.5

K (nm)
Figure 2.2. Reflectivity from an air - metal interface as a function of wavelength, for Au, Ag, Al
and Cu metals.

Hence, for

> 0.7pm, all metals exhibit (Ir / Is) » 1, whereas when Xo < 0.7pm, only

Al yields unity reflectivity unlike Ag, Au and Cu which approach transparent conditions
i.e.

(Ir

/ Is) —» 0. The results for

< 0.5pm are due to the fact that only Al has a high

(|eR|/|e,|) ratio (>1) in that spectrum regime unlike Au, Ag and Cu which give
(|cR| / | s , | ) < l , Figure 2.1.

2.6 Conclusions
This chapter has studied the propagation o f a plane electromagnetic wave in different
refractive index media and showed that such a wave has a purely reactive wave
impedance and Poynting vector when propagating in a negative relative permittivity
medium. Lossless media represented by real relative permittivity, have real such
parameters indicating unattenuated wave propagation. Metals at optical frequencies and
heavily doped dielectrics in the THz frequency range, have been shown to exhibit
negative relative permittivity. This behaviour was shown by studying the corresponding
frequency dependent relative permittivity.
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Surface Plasmon Electromagnetic Waves

It is well known that confined optical propagation can be obtained by dielectric guides
consisted of at least 3 layers (e.g. optical fibers). However, it is also possible to have
electromagnetic waves propagating at a single interface formed by a dielectric and a
metal, known as Surface Plasmon Waves (SPWs). Hence, this chapter will review the
SPW modal properties at single and multiple dielectric - metal interface structures. An
“in-house” developed mathematical model for solving multilayer waveguide structures
with complex permittivity media will also be presented.

3.1 Single interface Surface Waves
Consider the planar interface of Figure 3.1, formed by two media with relative
permittivities s l = e1R - jEn and s 2 = 82R - j e 2I, for x > 0 and x < 0 respectively. Both
media are non-magnetic, with relative permeability |Li = 1. If there is no field variation
along y, the time harmonic dependent fields of the structure will be of the form
F(x, y, z, t) = F(x)exp[j((0t-|3z)], with

go

and t real and positive; p is in general

complex while F(x) describes the transverse field variation.

Figure 3.1. Typical schematic of confined optical propagation at single interface.

The wave equation in each medium assuming no field variation along y ( d 2 = 0 ) is
then, eqn.(2.7-8),
(3.1)
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where q = 1, 2 corresponds to the two media.

For confined (bound) propagation it is necessary that when |x| —> °o then F (x ) —> 0 . As
a consequence, the solution of eqn.(3.1) should be
Aj e x p [ - k xl xj,

x > 0
(3.2)

F(x) =
A 2 exp[+kx 2 x],

x < 0

where Ai, A 2 are field amplitudes in each region and k x], k x2 are the corresponding
transverse propagation constants related to (3 as,
(3.3)
Since kxq and (3 are in general complex of the form k xq = k xq(R) - j k xq([) and
(3 = (3r - j(3j , for confined wave propagation, it is required that PR,

> 0 and

k x q ( R) > k x q ( l ) > ° -

A schematic of electromagnetic bound propagation is given in Figure 3.1. In general,
electromagnetic waves providing optical confined propagation are known as Surface
Electromagnetic Waves (SEWs), [3.1].

3.1.1 TE Surface Waves
With reference to the structure of Figure 3.1, consider TE polarised waves. Such waves
can

be

best

described

by

the

electric

field

component

E y (x, y, z, t) = E y(x) exp[+ j (cot -(3z)], where 0), (3, t have been defined in section 3.1.

By considering confined propagation and following the procedure described in section
3.1, Ey will be of the form given by eqn.(3.2), while from M axwell’s equations,
eqn.(2.2), the other non-zero field components are H z and H x , [Appendix B .l]. As a
consequence, the continuity of the tangential fields, E y and H z at the interface x = 0
gives the dispersion equation
(3.4)
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which shows that confined optical electromagnetic propagation cannot be sustained at a
single interface when TE wave propagation is considered [3.2].

3.1.2 TM Surface Waves
When TM wave propagation is studied for the structure of Figure 3.1, it is best to start
the

analysis

by

using

the

magnetic

field

component

H y(x,y,z, t) = H y (x) exp[+ j(cot - p z ) ] . Hence, by considering no field variation along
y, and following the analysis given in section 3.1 for confined propagation, Hy will have
the same form as F(x), eqn.(3.2).
The other non-zero field components of the structure obtained from M axwell’s
equations, eqn.(2.2), E z and E x , are of the form
x>0

r — ^— Al exp[+ kxi x] ,
(ne0 Si

(3.5)

E x(x) =
— ^— A 2 exp[- k x2 x] ,

x<0

j -kxl - Ajt e x p [-k xl x] ,
(0eo 81

x>0

CDe0 e2

(3.6)

Ez(x ) =
kx2
J-

coe0e2

x<0

A 2 exp[+ kx2 x] ,

The continuity of the tangential electric and magnetic field components H y and E z at
the interface x = 0 can give the dispersion equation,
k xl
—

+ —

£1

=

0

(3.7)

£2

from which [3.3],
(3.8)

P=k° J\ Si
r 4+ 7£ 9 = p R - J P i
and
1^xq
c —If ^

-s;
£1

+e2

where q = 1,2.
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Equations (3.7-9) are studied for different El , e2 combinations to examine the single
interface structure of Figure 3.1 for bound (surface) electromagnetic waves.

a ) £j — £ jR > 0 , £ 2 = s 2R > 0

Under this condition, eqn.(3.7) cannot be satisfied and confined wave propagation
cannot be provided for any £,, £2 combination.

b) £1 = £ i R > 0 , £2 = —
The fact that now £2 = - |e 2R| < 0 allows eqn.(3.7) to be satisfied, having a longitudinal
propagation constant (3, eqn.(3.8),
'2R

' IR

(3.10)

P = Pr = ko.
' 2R

£ 1R

and a transverse propagation kxq, eqn.(3.9),

^■xq

^ x q ( R)

(3.11)

^
'2R

which are satisfied only for |e 2R| > £ 1 r . Optical surface waves with such features are
known as “Fano” waves and excited at interfaces between dielectrics and ideal
(lossless) metals [3.1].

c) £j —£1r > 0 , e2
A complex e 2 with

—

j£21

£ 2r

' 2R

»

'21

»

' 2R

»

' 21

leads to a complex P = PR —j P x, eqn.(3.8), which has

a real term
1/2
2R (£ 1R + E 2 R ) + £ 2I

Pr

IR
(£ 1R + 8 2 R )

+ 8

21

and an imaginary term
IR

£ 1R £ 2I

(3.12)
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As a consequence, k xq, eqn.(3.9), is complex resulting into oscillating decaying fields
into both media. From eqns.(3.12-13), confined propagation can be obtained when:
•

e 2R > £ 2 i

> 0 which corresponds to a surface wave between a lossless

and an absorbing dielectric, or
•

e 2R < 0 and s 2I > 0 , which corresponds to lossy Fano waves known as
“Surface Plasmon Waves'’ (SPWs) [3.1].

d)

= £1R > 0 , E2 =B2R j ^ 2 1’ 82I ^>'> 8 2R >0-

This case corresponds to the well known Zenneck waves, [3.3], supporting at an
interface between a lossless dielectric with relative permittivity £t = b1r > 0 and a
highly

conductive

medium

with

relative

permittivity

e 2 = £2R _ j e 2i ~ _ J 8 2 i »

eqn.(2.47), which have a complex (3, eqn.(3.8), with a real term described by
21 ° ]R

2

(3.14)

8 1R + 8 21

and an imaginary by,
p
C3
in

Pi = —
1 2

2

2

(3.15)

Bid
IR +
T °£2 I

The derivation of pR and pi for the above studied cases is given in Appendix B.2.

Table 3.1 summarises the combinations between £j and e 2 which give a confined
(surface) wave propagation at the single interface structure of Figure 3.1, when £n = 0 .

£ ir
>0
>0
>0
>0
>0

£2R
>0
>0
<0
<0
=0

£21
=0
>0
=0
>0
>0

Types of Surface Waves
No surface waves
Confined propagation with lossy dielectric media
Fano waves
SPWs
Zenneck waves

Table 3.1. Types of surface waves for different £ i, e2 combinations.

Among all the different SEWs briefly introduced in this section, our studies in this
thesis will focus in the analysis of ideal and lossless SPWs in multilayer structures, due
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to the large number of applications that they are recently involved into, such as
biosensing and nanoscale optical components.

3.2 Ideal (lossless) SPWs - Fano waves
Assume the structure of Figure 3.1, where medium 2 (x < 0) is an ideal metal with
relative permittivity e2 = £m = -|e,nR|, and medium 1 (x > 0) a lossless dielectric with
relative permittivity 8j = 81R > 0. Following the analysis of section 3.1.2, the structure
can support Fano waves (ideal SPWs) only for TM wave propagation as no TE surface
wave can be sustained in a single interface guide, section 3.1.1. The non-zero Fano field
components are then: H y , E x and E z . Because the metal is ideal, p = (3R > 0 ,
eqn.(3.10), k xl = k xl(R) > 0, eqn.(3.11). and k x2 = k xm = k xm(R) > 0 .

Hence, the dispersion equation for the Fano waves of the structure is, eqn.(3.7),
8.
^■xI(r ) —17 | ^xm (r )

(3.16)

| mR |

which describes a straight line with slope ( £j / 1

| ), instead of a tangent / cotagent -

like function obtained for a three layer dielectric slab waveguide [Appendix C,
eqn.(C.17-18)]. By subtracting
frequency, w, of the

k x](R) from

k xm(R), eqn.(3.11), the normalized

guide is evaluated,
kxm(R) - k xl(R) = k 0(e1+1 e ,^ |) = w

(3.17)

Equation (3.17) represents a hyperbola with an asymptote of 45°slope, i.e. for lemRl = Ei.
By plotting eqns.(3.16-17) on the same graph, any interception point between the two
functions will correspond to a bound mode in the waveguide structure, Figure 3.2.
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bound mode

Figure 3.2. Dispersion diagram for Fano waves sustained at a single interface. Blue lines
correspond to eqn.(3.16) for different (£] / |£mR|) ratios, w hereas the red line describes eqn.(3.17);
the dotted line is the asym ptote of eqn.(3.17).

For the single interface waveguide structure o f our studies there is a single interception
point between eqn.(3.16) and eqn.(3.17) when ( c j / | s mR| )< 1, which corresponds to a
Fano mode with p, eqn.(3.10),
P - PR - k 0.

’mR

1/2

= k oVeelT > k o- E
' mR |

(3.18)

°1

Any other |emR| , 8j combination cannot provide a (fully) bound mode, so the effective
permittivity o f the mode sefr has to lie beyond si, Table 3.2.
Single interface waveguide fields
eefTrange

Dielectric

M etal

Eeff >£1

Decaying

Decaying

Fano

0 < Seff < 8)

Propagating

Decaying

Semi-bound

-8, < 8eff < 0

Propagating

Decaying

Semi-bound

~ |Emr| < Seff < “ E1 Propagating

Decaying

Semi-bound

Propagating

Not realizable

Eeff < * lEmrl

Propagating

M ode type

Table 3.2. Dielectric and metal field behaviour for different eeir.

By replacing

e mR

in eqn.(3.18) with the corresponding frequency dependent

expression, eqn.(2.51), it is found that |smR| > Cj is only fulfilled for co > co /^/e, +1
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(or

< X pA/e7 + 1), and that P, eqn.(3.18), exhibits only material and not modal

dispersion [3.4],

The corresponding transverse propagation kx in the two media is, eqn.(3.11),
k'xq
„ = k“.xq(R)

(3.19)

kQ

l£mR

£1

which shows that the decay depth A of the field obtained when Hy = e' , eqn.(3.2), as
given by
Aq = Re{kx(q)}= Re((|32 - k „ £q)_1/2 }

(3.20)

is shorter inside the metal compared to that in the dielectric. For a typical interface
between air (Ej = 1) and Ag (8mR= - 49) at X0 = 1pm, P = 6.35pm -1,

= 1 lOOnm and

Am = 2 2 n m . Hence, almost all the field ( 98% ) is in the dielectric while guided by the
metal.

The study of eqn.(3.18) reveals some interesting features of Fano waves, such as that P
is always larger than that of a plane wave propagating in the dielectric medium,
something not feasible for bound modes in dielectric slab guides where P is limited by
the higher £ of the structure, [Appendix C, eqn.(C.6)l. Hence, Fano waves always
exhibit a smaller phase velocity U p , compared to that of a plane wave in a dielectric,

u

'mR

p

Vi,

Pr

-e ,

'mR I

(3.21)
Vei

The group velocity U , of Fano waves is
Oco

U„ =

(3.22)

3p7

which for [e , ^ | = (a) / go)2 - 1 , can be rearranged to give, [Appendix B.3],

U„ =

3

M |e mR 1M

go

dPR

c

-l

2

1/ 2

1+ ( % }
I W

J £ mR | ~ £ 1 ,

that is always positive for kmR > £i •
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In practice at long wavelengths |EmR| »
with P —> k 0

Si, hence P approaches plane wave conditions

, eqn.(3.18). If Fano wave excitation is performed at the UV spectrum

regime where it is practically possible that £j ~ e , ^ , then P~>°°, eqn.(3.18), leading
to very short A, eqn.(3.20), and effective wavelength Xeff, where
(3.24)
Pr
Both A and Xeff are desired to be very short to allow Fano waves to be involved in new
emerging areas such as sub-wavelength probing and miniaturized optical circuits or
structures [3.5]. As a result of the P —»

condition, U g —»0 , eqn.(3.23), and similarly

U p —>0, eqn.(3.21), which is a well known phenomenon in plasma physics and has to
be distinguished from the cut-off condition appearing in the dielectric guides where
Up->

OO

[3.6]. An infinite U p describes an electromagnetic wave that is only

oscillating in the transverse direction of propagation and not propagating in the
longitudinal.
The time averaged Poynting vector S of the structure, has non-zero component only
along the longitudinal z - direction, eqn.(2.11),
x>0
(3.25)
x<0

From eqn.(3.25), the direction of Sz is along the direction of the wave propagation in
the dielectric (S z > 0 ) , but opposite inside the metal (S z < 0 ) , due to em < 0 , Figure
3.3.

x
6-|

>

0

sz >o

( x = 0)
Em < 0

Z

s z <0

Figure 3.3. Schematic representation of the Poynting vector direction.
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Although Sz < 0 in the metal resulting in a negative power flow, eqn.(2.6), the total
power flow P of the structure, eqn.(2.12), given by
1

^xl(R )e i

^ x m ( R ) | ^ mR |

P=
4C08,

\

1

(3.26)

is positive for l e ^ I > S j.

Finally, because the intensity of the Fano field described by Sz is maximum at the
interface (x = 0), eqn.(3.25), Fano waves are very attractive for examining interface
properties e.g. in biological detection [3.7].

3.3 Lossy SPWs
If the metal of the structure of Figure 3.1 (x < 0), is lossy with 8m ^ —|emR|—j|emi|
whereas the dielectric remains lossless (x > 0, 8j = Sir > 0), then a lossy SPW surface
wave can be sustained, section 3.1.2. The lossy SPW has similar properties to the Fano
wave case studied in section 3.2, but now due to the lossy metal P, eqn.(3.8), and
k xi

k x 2

,

k x2,

= k xm

eqn.(3.9), are complex with
= k x m ( R ) - j k lm ( I ) .

P = PR -

Note that PR, P , ,

j P , ,

k x (R )

k xl

and

=

k x (I)

k xl(R) -

j k xl(l)

have to be positive

quantities to comply with confined propagation. Due to the imaginary part of (3 and
k X2 ,

and

k xi ,

the SPWs have oscillating decaying fields instead of purely decaying as for the

Fano waves. Note that typical metals at the visible / IR wavelength regime have
|emR| »

|Emi|, hence Pr > Pi> 0 as derived by eqns.(3.12 - 13). An example of Pr and Pi

variation for the lossy SPW as a function of wavelength is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. W avelength dependence of p R and Pi for an SPW at a typical Au - air interface.

While Fano waves yield p R —> «> for |emR| ~ E ,, for the same condition however, SPWs
give,

2 e i + £ml

Pr ~

(3.27)

ml

Pi = k 0

2 e, - e j
2V2^

(3.28)

ml

which show that PR ~ P ,, hence very high modal losses which lead to a very short
longitudinal propagation constant as it will be shown later in this section. Figure 3.5
shows the variation of pR and Pi as a function of £i for a dielectric - Au interface at
XQ= 633nm .
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It is clearly shown on the graph that when |emR| ~ e, a high 3r is obtained but at the
(

expense of a high Pi as p R ~ p , , and with a much smaller magnitude compared to the
ideal metal case (Fano Waves).
Unlike the Fano waves where there is power flow only along the direction of the wave
propagation z, eqns.(3.25), SPWs have an additional Poynting vector component in the
transverse direction x, S x , due to the presence of e m] ^ 0 . Hence, the full set of the
Poynting vector components derived from eqn.(2.11), for the single dielectric - (lossy)
metal interface are:

Dielectric ( x > 0 ) :
Sz(x ,z )= | A, |2 ^ R _ e x p ( - 2 k sl(R )x ) e x p ( - 2 P ,z )
20)8,
(3.29)
s * ( x >z ) = - |

a i

I2

^ i l ^ - e x p ( - 2 k xl(R)x )ex p (-2 P I z)
2(08,
v'

Metal (x < 0 ):
Sz(x,z) = -

e

x

p

(

2

k

xm(R) x )e x p (-2 P , z)

e mR + £ ml

(3.30)
c

/

\

I^ 2 I

Sx (x,z) =------2“

^ x m (R) £ ml + ^ x m (i) £ mR

2------------- exp(2k

*4r + < 4
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Similarly to the Fano waves, SPWs have Sz > 0 in the dielectric and Sz < 0 in the
metal, unlike Sx where Sx < 0 in the dielectric and S x > 0 in the metal.
Due to the metal losses however, SPWs propagate for a finite distance Lz in the
longitudinal direction of propagation z, until the field intensity Sz reaches 1/e (37%) of
its initial amplitude. This distance is given by, [3.8],
L Z = [ 2 P ,] - '

(3.31)

A way to extend Lz is to operate at long wavelengths due to the reduced metal losses but
at the expense of a less tight field (large decay depth A|), Figure 3.6, which also gives a
less intense optical field.
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Figure 3.6. W avelength dependence of SPW dielectric decay depth Ai and propagation distance Lz
at an Au - a ir interface. Note th at Lz is in logarithm ic scale.

An alternative option is the use of low e x media since /?, is proportional to |emi|,
eqn.(3.13), [3.9]. The problem however with this approach is that there is limited
number of materials with such properties. In addition, when SPWs are involved in
sensing applications the dielectric is usually a water type solution with e x ~ 1.77 which
does not allow large flexibility. Another suggestion for increasing Lz (decrease Pi) is to
use multiple dielectric - metal interface structures or introduce optically active media
with optical gain g > 0, [3.10-11]. The potential positive effect of these approaches on
Lz will be discussed in section 3.4 and in chapter 6.
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3.4 SPWs in multilayer waveguide structures
So far, a single dielectric - metal interface structure capable of supporting SPWs has
been studied for providing the basic theory of SPWs. However, as mentioned in section
3.3, the detrimental effect of the usually large metal losses leads to a very short SPW
longitudinal propagation distance. To overcome this problem, it has been suggested that
multiple dielectric - metal interface structures can be used. Hence, in this section
multiple dielectric - metal interface SPW waveguide structures will be analysed. The
study will be performed for two 3 - layer slab waveguide arrangements: a) a metal guide
with dielectric cladding (DMD) and b) a dielectric guide with metal cladding (MDM),

3.4.1 DMD structure
Consider the three layer slab guide of Figure 3.7, where the cladding media have
relative permittivity e x, (x > + b), and e3, (x < 0) respectively, while the guiding region,
(-b < x < +b), which is of width h = (2b), has relative permittivity e 2.

h= 2 b
►- b
Figure 3.7. Typical three layer slab waveguide structure. For a DMD configuration: £i >
f-2 — Em — ”|E ihr | ■ J |£ml|> W i th |£ qir |

e2

> 0 and

| Eml |•

Let the structure of Figure 3.7 be a DMD arrangement where 8i and e2 are both real
with 8j > e 2 > 0 and correspond to a lossless dielectric, while e 2 = em = “ |e mR|- j|emi|
with l e ^ I » le^l describes a lossy metal in the optical frequency regime.
The analysis of this structure has shown that TE confined waves cannot be sustained,
whereas TM wave propagation allows only the support of SPWs [3.4]. By assuming no
field variation along y, it is possible to solve the wave equation, eqn.(2.8), for the Hy
magnetic component:
Aj e x p (-k xl x ),
H (x) = <
^

x> + b

A m cosh( kxmx) + B m sinh(kxmx),
A 3 exp(+kx3 x ) ,

b<x<+b
x<-b
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Hence, the remaining non-zero TM field components as derived by Maxwell’s
equations, eqn.(2.2), are
k xl

C0Eo Ei
E z(x) = <

x>+b

Aj e x p (-k xl x ),

- [ A m si nh(kxm x) + B m cosh( kxm x)],
« £o £m

0)£o £3

P

COEoE!

A 3 exp(+kx3 x ) ,

-b<x< +b

x<-b

Aj e x p (-k xl x ) ,

x>+b

— [Am c os h( kxmx) + B m si nh(kxm x)], - b < x < + b

E x (x ) =

P

'

(3.32b)

A 3 exp(+kx3 x ),

(3.32c)

x<-b

C0£o £3

where k xl , k xm and k x3 are described by eqn.(3.3) as,
k j ^ p ’ -kje,

(3.33)

kJm = p 2 - k ^ E m

(3.34)

k x3 = P 2 _ k o e 3

(3-35)

and A l , A m, B m and A 3 are the field amplitudes in the relevant media. For an ideal
metal guide (e ,^ = 0 ) , the fields are purely hyperbolic sine / cosine inside the metal
film and exponentially decaying in the dielectric regions with k xq = k xq(R) > 0 , ( q = l ,
2 = m, 3). If a lossy metal ( e ^ ^ 0 ) is involved, then the fields are oscillatory decaying
in

the

cladding whereas

a mixture

of both

hyperbolic

sine /

cosine

and

sine / cosine - like fields exist inside the metal film, where now k xq = k xq(R) - j k xq(I)
with k xq(R), k xq(I) > 0 .

From the continuity of the tangential field components E z and H y at the interfaces
x = ± b, the dispersion equation of the structure is obtained [3.9],
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u( i

u )

i k xl k xm e m £ 3 + k xm k x3 £ 1 £ mJ

tanh(kxm h ) = -------- r-— ------- -— — ----------,----

(3.36)

1. x 1k x3 £ m + k x m £ l £ 3 J

For an infinitely thick metal film (h —»

and t anh( kxm h ) —> 1), eqn.(3.36) becomes

( k xl Em + k xm E1)(k x3 Em + k xm E3) = 0
representing single interface SPWs propagating along the
interfaces for |emRj >

Ej

>

e3

e,

-

Em

(3-37)
and

e3

-

8m

> 0, with properties as discussed in sections 3.2-3.

If the metal film has a finite thickness h , the two single interface SPWs may couple to
each other and produce symmetric and antisymmetric-like SPWs with respect to their
field distributions. Here the definition of antisymmetric is for SPWs with H y exhibiting
a zero inside the metal film unlike the symmetric which does not [3.9], Figure 3.8.

x = +b

h=2 b

Hv(x)

x =

sy m m e tric

an tisy m m e tric

Figure 3.8. Symmetric and antisymmetric SPW field patterns.

It is important to mention here that now P is a function of h and can be obtained by
solving the dispersion equation, eqn.(3.36), either numerically or graphically. A
computational model for numerically solving such multilayer structures has been
developed and will be presented in section 3.5. Note that all the waveguide
arrangements analysed in this thesis are solved with the use of this model.

To analyse the available SPW modes of the DMD guide, consider for simplicity a
symmetric structure with e3 = Ei and k xl = k x3, eqns.(3.33, 3.35). Hence, eqn.(3.36)
can split in two equations describing the antisymmetric, eqn.(3.38), and the symmetric like SPW, eqn.(3.39), [3.4]
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tanh

(3.38)

tanh

(3.39)

The normalized frequency w of the structure following the procedure given in section
3.2, is
(3.40)
where u 2 - b 2k 2m, v 2 = b 2 k 2j and w 2 = b 2 k 2 (e1 - em).
The SPW modal properties of the DMD guide will now be examined by studying
eqns.(3.38-9) when 8 ] < |emR| and Si > |emR|.
a) |8 mR| > 8 i
Under this condition, eqns.(3.38-39) show that the DMD structure can sustain only two
SPW modes: an antisymmetric (fundamental mode) and a symmetric [3.4, 3.9]. Note
here the fundamental mode exhibits the highest Pr in the structure. Unlike the
conventional dielectric slab guides in which only the fundamental mode (symmetric)
has no cut-off, [Appendix C, Figure C.3], in a DMD structure both SPWs exhibit no
cut-off. Between the two SPWs however, the symmetric exhibits smaller pi and
therefore longer Lz, eqn.(3.31), compared to the antisymmetric. Due to that property, the
symmetric SPW is referred to as “Long Range SPWs” (LRSPWs) whereas the
antisymmetric as “Short Range SPWs” (SRSPWs) [3.1]. LRSPWs are of great interest
in biological sensing due to the longer interaction length they provide with the sample
under probing, [3.9]. SRSPWs however have the advantage of a very high pR as the
thickness h of the metal film is reduced, offering the potential for subwavelength
probing applications due to the very short decay depth A, eqn.(3.20), and effective
modal wavelength A,eff, eqn.(3.24). If h increases, both SPWs become degenerate and
exhibit single dielectric - metal interface features [3.12]. An example showing the
above SPW modal features is given in Figure 3.9 where pR and Pi for the symmetric and
antisymmetric SPWs are analysed as a function of the metal thickness h.
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Figure 3.9. V ariation of sym m etric (dashed line) and antisym m etric (solid line) SPW p K and 0! as a
function of the metal film thickness h, for 6i = 2.25, em = -9.9 - j 1.04 (Au) and X 0 = 633nm. Note
th at Pi is in logarithm ic scale.

The Poynting vector, eqn.(2.11), of the structure considering an ideal metal has the
same characteristics with the single interface SPW structure, section 2.2. Hence, there is
only one Poynting vector component in the longitudinal direction of propagation z, Sz ,
that is positive in the dielectric and negative in the metal. For a lossy metal, there is also
a component in the x direction, S x , indicating power dissipation in the transverse
direction. The total power flow for the antisymmetric, Pant, and the symmetric, Psym,
for the simple ideal metal case (Emi = 0 ) is, eqn.( 2 . 1 2 ),

1Pant

=

lB m|2 P
2w e0

sin h 2 ( k xm b')
£1 ^ x l

cosh 2 ( k xm b
Psym

both Pant and P

b)

El

2 coe

r

s in h (k xm h) __

1

£ 1

2

)

1

k xm

s in h (k xm h)

^Xl

2

k

(3.41)

“b

+b

(3.42)

are positive for the |emR| > e 1 case.

> |EniR|

Although a single dielectric - metal interface can support bound SPW only if
£j < |e mR|, eqn.(3.18), the finite thickness metal film of the DMD structure allows
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SPWs to be sustained even when e, ^ |e mR| , [3.4]. Unlike the |emR| > £j case, section
3.4.1a, where only one symmetric and one antisymmetric SPW are supported by the
DMD guide, when

e, > |emR|

only two symmetric SPWs exist and not any

antisymmetric. The two SPWs have an upper cut-off thickness h = h co, which for the
simple case of an ideal metal is obtained by combining eqns.(3.39) and (3.40) and
considering that when cut-off happens then p 2 = k 2 £ j, [Appendix D.2, eqn.(D. 11)],
E, + EmR
h Co >

>°ge

- £ mR

I

1

(3.43)

1/2

k-o ( E1 + |^mR| )

As h is reduced the fundamental SPW yields an increased pR at an expense of high
losses (short Lz), whereas the lower order SPW has a pR that remains constant for any h
and exhibit less modal losses (longer Lz). An example of p R and Pi SPW modal
variation as a function of the metal thickness h for the two symmetric SPWs is given in
Figure 3.10 for £, = 12.25, em = -9.9 - j 1.04 (Au) and X0 = 633nm.
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Figure 3.10. V ariation of the fundam ental sym m etric (solid line) and 2nd ord er sym m etric (dashed
line) SPW pR and Pi as a function of the metal fdm thickness h, for Ei = 12.25, £m = -9.9 - j 1.04 (Au)
and A,0 = 633nm. Note th at pR is in logarithm ic scale.

The evaluation of the total power flow for the two symmetric modes from eqn.(3.42),
shows that the fundamental SPW has Psym < 0 whereas the lower order, Psym > 0 . A
negative power flow however, corresponds to a negative SPW group velocity [3.4,
3.13]. Note now that this negative group velocity is not only because of the material
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dispersion due to the metal, but also because of modal dispersion. Figure 3.11 presents a
dispersion diagram (co - Pr) for the DMD structure of this section assuming that
8

i = 12.25 and em = - 9.9 - j 1.04 are frequency independent i.e. not dispersive, for a

metal film thickness h = 15nm.
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2nd order symmetric SPW
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Figure 3.11. Dispersion d iagram (co - pR) for the fundam ental (solid line) and 2nd ord er (dashed
line) sym m etric SPW s of the DMD structure for 8i = 12.25, em = - 9.9 - j 1.04 and metal film
thickness h = 15nm.

It is clear from Figure 3.11 that the fundamental symmetric SPW exhibits a negative
group velocity even if the materials of the DMD guide are not dispersive. Negative
group velocities are also encountered in semiconductors for optical-phonon branches or
near the top of the conduction bands. Since that SPW has also a positive phase velocity,
eqn.(3.17), therefore such waves can be classified as a backward traveling waves [3.1314]. This result can also be seen in Figure 3.10, where Pi for the fundamental SPW is
negative which indicates that the wave is propagating backwards.

3.4.2 MDM structure
With reference to the structure of Figure 3.7 consider now a MDM guide, where the
cladding regions (for x > +b and x < -b) are metals with complex relative permittivities
£i = £mi and

83

= 8 m3 , whereas the guide region (-b < x < +b) is a lossless dielectric with

a real relative permittivity

82

> 0, For the simplicity of the calculations, a symmetric

structure will be considered here with e ml = e m 2 = 8 m = ~ |e mR|—j |e mi| •
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Unlike the DMD configuration where only TM bound waves are supported, the MDM
structure can sustain both TE and TM confined propagation [3.4]. Since however the
scope of this thesis is to study modal features o f SPWs which only exist for TM waves,
therefore the analysis o f TE wave propagation will not be considered here.
The search for bound solutions for the magnetic field component H y of the structure
through the wave equation by assuming no field variation along y, eqn.(2 .8 ), reveals
that two types of waves can be sustained in the structure: the “conventional” waves
obtained in metal cladding dielectric guides when

s 2 an<^

SPWs for

P r > k j s 2 , Figure 3.12, [3.4],

cladding

cladding

1

0

■1

x=- b

x

x - axis

+b

Figure 3.12. Sym m etric and antisym m etric norm alized H y field variation for SPWs and
conventional

waves.

asp:

antisym m etric

SPW ,

ssp: sym m etric

SPW ,

acon:

antisym m etric

conventional, scon: sym m etric conventional.

As shown in Figure 3.12, SPWs have maximum field amplitude at the interfaces

x

= ± b of the structure, while conventional waves inside the guide region (-b < x < +b).
Hence, this is why SPWs are widely used to probe interfaces compared to conventional
waves, [3.15].

In this thesis however, only the SPWs will be studied. As a consequence the non-zero
SPW field components o f the structure are Hy, Ez and Ex which are described by
eqns.(3.32)

by

considering

k xi = k x3 = k xm>

a

k xm = k x2,

symmetric

guide

A, = A 3 = A m,
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with:
Am = A 2

Sj = e 3 = s m,
and

s m = e 2,

B m = B 2 . The
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transverse propagations constants kxi and kxm are given by eqns.(3.33-34) whereas the
symmetric and the antisymmetric SPW dispersion equations from eqns.(3.38-39).
Similarly to the DMD guide case, the SPW modal properties of the MDM structure will
be examined by studying the SPW dispersion equations, eqns.(3.38-39), for £1 < |EmR|
and 8 i > |e mR|.
a) Ei < |e„iR|
For Ei < |£mR|, a symmetric (fundamental) and an antisymmetric SPW can be supported.
Between the two modes the symmetric exhibits the less losses (LRSPWs) and exhibits
no cut-off in comparison to the antisymmetric which has higher losses (SRSPW s) and
an upper cut-off thickness hco. As the dielectric film thickness h is reduced, the
symmetric SPW yields now a high f i R compared to the antisymmetric SPW. However,
when h is very thick the two modes become degenerate, and the interfaces of the
structure approach single dielectric - metal interface conditions. Results of an example
showing the variation of (3R and (3i as a function of the dielectric film thickness for the
two SPWs, is given in Figure 3.13.
50
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Figure 3.13. V ariation of pR and 0! as a function of the dielectric film thickness h for a sym m etric
(dashed line) and an antisym m etric (solid line) SPW for em = - 9.9 - j 1.04,

= 2.25 and X 0 = 633nm.

For an ideal metal, the total Poynting vector, eqn.(2.11), as derived for the DMD
structure has a component only along the z direction which is also the case for the
MDM

guide

when

e , = e 3 = e m,

em = e 2,
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k x m= k x2,
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A i = A 3 = A m’ A m = A 2 and B m = B 2 . which gives psym• eqn.(3.42), and Pant,
eqn.(3.41), positive when e 2 < |emR| .

b)

Ei

>

| e it1r |

In that case the MDM guide can support only one antisymmetric SPW exhibiting an
upper cut-off thickness and not any symmetric. When h decreases, both (3R and (3, of
the SPW increase in magnitude, allowing the mode to be used for subwavelength
applications at the expense of high modal losses. Results of an example studying P r and
Pi variation as a function of h for the antisymmetric SPW is given in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14. V ariation of pR and Pj for an antisym m etric SPW as a function of the dielectric film
thickness h when e2 =12.25, £m = - 9.9 - j 1.04 and

= 633nm.

The numerical study of the total power flow as found from eqn.(3.41-42) when
E 1 = E3 = E m-

Em =

e

2 ’ k x l = k x3 = k x m -

k xm = k x2>

A l = A 3 = A m-

A m = A 2

and

B m = B 2 , reveals that Pant < 0 which corresponds to a negative group velocity [3.4,
3.13]. Because the SPW phase velocity is then positive, eqn.(3.21), the SPW is
considered to be a backward traveling wave, which is also represented by a negative pi
in Figure 3.14.

A summary of the SPW modal properties for the different waveguide arrangements
studied in this chapter is presented in Table 3.3.
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I^hirI ^ £l
Single interface

t>l — I^iurI

■ 1 SPW

no SPWs

■ positive total power flow

DM D

M DM

■ 1 antisymmetric SPW (fundamental)

■ 2 symmetric SPWs

■ 1 symmetric SPW

■ fundamental symmetric =>

■ both SPWs no cut-off

backward traveling wave

■ symmetric less lossy

■ both SPWs high modal losses

■ no conventional waves

■ no conventional waves

■ 1 symmetric SPW (fundamental)

■

■ 1 antisymmetric SPW

■ negative total power flow

■ symmetric no cut-off, less lossy

■ high modal losses

■ sustain conventional waves

■ upper cut-off thickness

1 antisymmetric SPW

T able 3.3. SPW m odal p ro p erties in d ifferent waveguide stru ctu res.

As a conclusion, with reference to the structure of Figure 3.7, a three layer slab optical
waveguide can sustain different types of electromagnetic waves depending on the
combination between the relative permittivities Ej, e 2 and e 3 and the range of P
solutions.

Hence, if e 2 > 0 and ex - e 3 < 0, this case corresponds to a metal cladding dielectric
guide, section 3.4.2, where it is possible to have:
a) for p 2 > k 2 e 2 , SPWs, Figure 3.15a,
b) for p 2 < k 2 e 2 , conventional bound modes, Figure 3.15b.

For a purely dielectric slab structure with e 2 > ex > e 3 > 0 , [Appendix C], there are
three possibilities:
a) for

k 2 Ej < p2 < k 2 e 2

the usual conventional bound modes

are obtained,

Figure 3.15b,
b)

for

k 2 e 3 < p 2 < k 2 Ej,

a

semi-bound

semi-continuum

mode

Figure 3.15d,
c) for 0 < p2 < k 2 e 3 , a fully continuum mode is provided, Figure 3.15f.
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Finally, for a dielectric cladding metal guide arrangement, section 3.4.1, with e 2 < 0
and £j > e 3 > 0 , it is possible to have:
a) for p 2 > k 2 £ j, SPWs are obtained, Figure 3.15a,
b) for k 2 £ 3 < p 2 < k 2 £ j, a semi - SPW mode is sustained, Figure 3.15c,
c) for 0 < p 2 < k 2 £3 , a fully continuum mode is realized, Figure 3.15e.

0

k 0 £3

ko

£]

ka e 2

-1------ 1----------------1-------------- 1-------

(f)

1

(e)

(d)

1

(c)

(b)

l

(a)

Figure 3.15. Modes in a three layer slab optical waveguide as a function of p2.

Finally, the above summary shows that the main difference between SPWs and
conventional waves is that SPWs can have p 2 —>

unlike conventional waves where

P 2 < k 2 £ 2 i.e. limited by the relative permittivity of the guiding region.

3.5 Solving multilayer waveguide structures
It is well known that optical slab waveguide structures consisting of up to three layers,
and have either real or complex relative permittivity £c = £ R - j £ j , can easily be
examined for surface waves (bound modes). This can be done by seeking for the correct
solution for the longitudinal propagation constant p, which may also be complex and of
the form p = PR - j P j , when solving the corresponding dispersion equation of the
structure either graphically or numerically [3.2]. If however, p is to be sought in more
than three layer configurations, the dispersion equation becomes very complicated and
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the range for the acceptable Pr and Pi solutions cannot be easily defined. Hence, the use
of high level mathematical numerical algorithms is essential [3.16-18].

To avoid the use of such complicated procedures, a simplified algorithm has been
developed here. The model is based on the assumption that the media of the multilayer
structure have

£c

with

|er | » | e i |

which provides

|P r | »

|PJ as it is the case for the

SPWs, section 3.3.
Any multilayer waveguide structure has in general a complex dispersion equation £$ of
the form
J25(Pr, Pi) = j^R (Pr, Pi) + j S&i (P r, Pi)= 0

where j ^ R and

(3.44)

are the real and imaginary parts of givenas a function of Pr and

Pi.

Equation (3.44) is in general a transcendental equation which in principle can be easily
solved as a system of two equations
^ r ( P r , P i)

=0

(3.45)

£ * i ( P r , P i)

=0

(3.46)

with two unknown variables PR and p r , by employing well known mathematical
techniques [3.19].

The only problem however that needs to be tackled, is the range in which PR and Pt
should lie for bound mode solutions. It is well known that in a lossless guide (where all
media have £i = 0) bound modes have Pr = 0 , hence then the range for acceptable pR
solutions is given by solving the wave equation, eqn.(2.7-8) for the corresponding
waveguide structure, [Appendix C gives an example for a 3-layer structure]. The
difficulties however arise even if one of the waveguide media has £i ^ 0 , which will
then give Pj * 0 . As a consequence, apart from defining a range for PR solutions, it is
necessary now to set also a corresponding range for p t which for some cases is very
difficult to be done, hence the full complex plane has to be searched.
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To overcome this complication, it is suggested here that the problem is split into two
parts: a) when all media have £j = 0 (purely lossles waveguide), and b) when at least
one medium has Ej ^ 0 . It is also assumed that the analysis will be valid for the case
where |eR| » |ej| so that |PR| » | P i | -

If all media have et = 0 , then Sti = J24iossiess of the structure, eqn.(3.44), is either purely
real or imaginary (depends on the way is derived) and is satisfied for a number of
P(q) = PR(q) solutions for surface waves, where q = 1, 2, ..Q corresponds to the number of
available surface modes in the waveguide. Let for the sake of simplicity that
j^iossiess = Sti)R is real and mode 1 is used which has fyq = PR(j), lies in the range defined
by the wave equation, [Appendix C, eqn.(C.6 )], and obtained by well known and
commonly mathematical algorithms.

When at least one of the structure media has £} & 0 , the dispersion equation Sti is
complex sti = Stic = SticR + j Stici and for surface waves is satisfied for a number of
complex P = Pc solutions of the form PC(q) = PCR ^ j - jP ci(q) when
SticR ~ 0

(3.47)

Stici = 0

(3.48)

Since it has been assumed that |er | »

to PR(q)

SO

that

Ej , hence el ^ 0 produces a small perturbation

P CR(q) = P R ( q ) + S P c R ( , )

where

and also

|P c R ( q ) |» |P c i ( q ) |-

As a consequence, Stic can then be solved employing an iteration procedure until
eqns.(3.47-48) are simultaneously zero. By following the assumptions made in this
section

( |e r | » | e i |

and |PcR(q) >:>|Pci(q)|)»

iteration process for Stic will have

starting values for PcR(q) = PR(q) an<^ Pci(q) = A , where A is very small number and
close to zero. Hence, by increasing or decreasing PcR(q) an<^ Pci(q) by smaU steps
APcr and APCI respectively, it is possible to satisfy eqns.(3.47-48 ) and obtain a set of
PcR(q) and Pci(q) solutions for surface (bound) modes. The model has been tested for
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correct operation with material from the literature as it is presented in Appendix E. The
flow diagram of this algorithm is presented in Figure 3.16.
C heck

If e r * 0
set 6j = 0

lossless

d efin e ran ge o f P = P
CO.

S olve
lossless

GO.
lossless

lossless

F in a l (3 = (3
If in itial ec co m p lex
set Ej ^ 0

«£3c

( P cr ’

P c i)

—

cr ( P cr »

P c i)

"*" J

ci

( P cr »

P c i)

S e t in it ia l

Solve
U CO.

co.

no

•23cr = 0 & S& Cl = ^

B oth

£ iCR = 0 & < £ cl = 0

yes

Final
ci

CR

Figure 3.16. Flow diagram for numerically solving multilayer waveguide structures.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter the modal properties of SPWs supported by single and multiple
dielectric - metal interface waveguide structures have been reviewed. It has been shown
that SPWs exhibit high modal losses as a consequence of the typically large metal
losses, which make them have a short longitudinal propagation distance. By
comparison, SPWs supported in multilayer waveguide structures can have significantly
reduced modal losses and exhibit very large longitudinal propagation constant which
leads to very short transverse decay depth and effective wavelength. Hence, SPWs have
the potential to be involved in subwavelength applications or long length sensing
interactions. It has also been found that SPWs may yield a negative total power flow
due to a negative group velocity.

Finally, an “in-house” developed mathematical algorithm for solving multilayer
waveguide structures with complex relative permittivity media where SPWs can be
sustained, has also been presented and tested for its correct operation.
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In chapter 3, SPW modal properties in different waveguide structures were presented
and analysed. In this chapter however, prism couplers will be studied as a mean for
SPW excitation. The analysis will use the well known theory of electrical transmission
lines to describe the SPW excitation phenomenon in various prism coupled waveguide
structures instead of the commonly applied cascaded matrix analysis.

4.1 Surface Wave Excitation
The analysis of the SPW modal properties in chapter 3 has taken into account that
SPWs had been excited by end-fire excitation, i.e. shining light in the longitudinal z
direction. In some cases however, end-fire excitation is difficult to be used for example
if the dimensions of the waveguide structures are below the light diffraction limit, such
as is the case for SPW excitation. An alternative approach is to shine light from the top
of the structure, provided that this is not perfectly flat [4.1], which can be done by
employing grating and prism couplers or make the surface rough.

Prism coupling is a very attractive and convenient wave excitation method in terms of
fabrication, operation, apparatus involved and theoretical analysis, and has the
advantage of allowing mode selectivity [4.2], A drawback of this method is that the
maximum allowable longitudinal propagation constant P of the guided modes is limited
by the prism materials. Grating couplers have the potential of a high p and can also offer
compact structures, but require complicated theoretical analysis and precise fabrication
[4.3]. This thesis however, will study only the prism couplers and analyse their use for
SPW excitation.
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4.2 Plane wave - Cascaded Matrix Analysis
It is well known that guided wave excitation in a prism coupled waveguide arrangement
is realised by monitoring the field intensity of the reflected signal

Ir

from the prism

coupler, as a function of the incident angle 0 i at which the input signal with field
intensity Is impinges onto the prism.

The most commonly used analysis for modeling

Ir

from any multilayer prism coupled

structure, is the well known plane wave, cascaded matrix analysis (CMA) [4.4]. With
CMA, the study of I r is performed by examining the field reflection coefficient T of the
corresponding structure.

Consider the prism coupled structure of Figure 4.1 consisted of n layers (n = 1,2,...,N) ,
where a (TM)Z or (TE)Z polarised plane wave with field intensity Is is incident at an
angle 0i, at the interface x = 0. Here, a (TM)Z polarised wave has the electric field
parallel to the plane of incidence (poi) x - z, whereas a (TE)Zwave has the electric field
normal to the poi, [4.4]. The nth-layer of the structure has thickness dn and, in general, a
complex relative permittivity, en. The layers 1 and N are semi-infinite and 8 i = sp will be
assumed real and positive (to represent the experimental situation for prism excitation).

Prism

layer 1
layer 2
layer 3
W aveguide
structure

layer n
layer (N -l)

8 (n -i>

layer N
Figure 4.1. Multilayer prism coupled waveguide structure.

Let the time harmonic dependent total field in each medium, assuming no field variation
along y, be of the form
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F („)(x ,y ,z,t) = F (ll)(x )e x p [+ j(o )t-k z(n)z)]
= {a „ e x p [ - jk x(n) x ]+ B „ e x p [+ jk xW x]}exp[+j(cot - k z(n) z)]

where An and Bn are the field amplitudes in the nth medium and kz(n), kx(n) the
corresponding longitudinal and transverse propagation constants. To simplify the
analysis consider that for (TM)Z polarized plane waves F corresponds to the magnetic
field component H y , whereas for (TE)Z waves to the electric field component E y .
From Maxwell’s equations the non-zero (TM)Z field components are H y , E z and E x ,
whereas for (TE)Z are E y , H x and H x . The detailed analysis is given in Appendix F .l-

2.

The requirement of field matching across any interface for all z in either polarisations,
requires kz to be the same in every layer, [Appendix F, eqn.(F.l 1)],
kz( „- i ) =kz(n) = P = k 0 a/^T sinQj

(4.2)

Equation (4.2) is purely real since 81 is purely real and the incidentsignal is an infinite
propagating plane wave, whereas kX(n) is in general complex, [Appendix F.3], different
in each medium and related to /?, eqn.(4.2), as:
kx(n) = ^ 0 8n - P 2

(4-3)

From the continuity of the tangential field components Ez and Hy for (TM)Z or Ey and
H z for (TE)Zfields, at every interface of the structure, the field reflection coefficient T of
the structure is, [Appendix F .l-2, eqn.(F.22)],
B

(4.4)

where An and Bn are found by
M 12^i A ^

fA,l

M 22 J

<B iy

VB

n

(4.5)

>

The matrix elements M u, M 12, M 2i and M 22 for (TM)Z and (TE)Z polarised signals
are defined in Appendix F. 1. Equation (4.4) describes the ratio between the incident and
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the reflected field amplitudes Ai and B\ respectively, assuming that Bn = 0 , i.e. there is
no reflected signal in the N layer [4.4].

From eqn.(4.5) it is also possible to evaluate the field transmission coefficient T of the
structure, which relates the incident field amplitude Ai with the transmitted field
amplitude in the N medium, A n, as:
T = A il
A,

(4 .6 )

Equation (4.5) can be used to examine any interface of the multilayer prism coupled
structure as,
A +j
T „ = —^

(4.7)

n

In this thesis the field transmission coefficient T as described by eqn.(4.6) will be used,
unless it is explicitly indicated otherwise.

4.3 Transmission Line analysis of multilayer prism coupled structures
The study of T, eqn.(4.4), and T, eqn.(4.6), for analyzing optical wave excitation and
propagation in multilayer prism coupled waveguide structures by employing CMA,
section 4.2, provides a satisfactory description of the response of such system.
However, it is often desirable to have a rigorous analysis procedure that also provides
better physical interpretation of the various optical phenomena occurring in the
structure. This requirement can be satisfied by implementing the transmission line
(T-L) analysis. T-L uses the transverse characteristic impedance and the well known
theory of transmission lines [4.5-8] to reduce the model for the multilayer structure to a
simple two line circuit [4.9] so that the condition for mode excitation is clearly
recognised. In addition, a far better physical insight is obtained of the nature of the
contribution by each of the layers to the overall electromagnetic phenomenon.

4.3.1 Basic Transmission Line (T-L) Theory
The theory of electromagnetic wave propagation on transmission lines is well
established [4.6-7] and it is also well known that the electromagnetic field equations can
be rigorously written in terms of the T-L equations (sometimes referred to as the
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Generalised Telegraphist’s Equations), [4.10-11]. The basic T-L equation of primary
interest here is the impedance Z[n seen at the input of a T-L which has a characteristic
impedance, Zo, propagation constant, y, length, d, and is terminated by an impedance
Zl. From T-L theory, [4.6-7]
Z L + Z 0 tanh((p)
Z» = Zo

(4.8)

Z 0 + Z L tanh(cp)

where cp = y d, the electrical length of the line. Note that in general Zo, y, cp and Z l are
complex.

4.3.2 T-L Representation of Fields in Multiple Layers
The multilayer structure of Figure 4.2a can be represented as a T-L network, Figure
4.2b, where the (TM)Zand (TE)Zpolarised transverse (x-directed) impedances for the nth
layer are, [Appendix F .l, eqn.(F.12)], [4.6-7],
TM:

TE:
Note that

all characteristic

7
J0 x ( n)

_ _ ^ z(n) _ ^ x(n)
H y(n)
M n

J0 x ( n)

impedances

(4.9)

- E y(n)
FL (“)

(4.10)

Zox are normalised with

respect to

ZVac~ 377 (£2), eqn.(2.21).

Zox(l)

(x = 0 )

layer 1
layer 2
layer 3

—

^2

\^ Zox(2)

^

ln

»

layer n

ZO:l x(l)

Z o xP )
I
I

^n) I [

r

L(l )

[
I
I

layer (N-l)
layer N

^ n-d

^ N - l ) J J ^Dx(N-l)

\

%
^t)x(N)

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2. Multilayer prism coupled waveguide structure, (a), represented as a T-L network, (b).
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Conventional T-L theory, eqn.(4.8), can be applied to find the input impedance by
‘looking along’ x > 0 from the x = 0 plane (interface between layers 1 and 2 ) in to the
cascade of transmission lines (layers, n = 2, 3 .... N -l, N); by considering two layers at
a time, starting with layers N and N -l, and progress upwards to thus obtain the “load”
impedance Zlo>. Operating in this way on layers N -l and N, the cascade of T-Ls will
be reduced to 1 < n < N-2 with the (N-2)th T-L terminated by a load

Z l ( N - 2) -

Z 0 x ( N _ j)

where Z l(n-i) = ZoX(N) and the electrical length cp of the structure is, [Appendix F],
^

9 ( N- l ) = Y N - l d ( N- l )

-

+ j k x ( N -i) d (n -i)

Continued application of this process will end with the semi-infinite T-L with
characteristic impedance, ZoX(i), terminated by the load impedance, Zl( 1) , that will have
been obtained from the above process, Figure 4.2b.

The field reflection coefficient for the incident wave due to the load Z lo), terminating
the semi-infinite T-L is then, [4.6-7],
r

_

Z L( l )

Z

0

x

(1 )

(4.13)

^L(l) + Zox(l)
which corresponds to the reflection coefficient obtained by CMA, eqn.(4.4), [4.4].

The fraction of the incident power that is reflected is |T|2, [4.6], and the condition for
maximum power transfer to the load is |T |2 —» 0. As eqn.(4.13) shows, this condition is
achieved when Zlo) = ZoX(i) , (impedance matching) [4.5, 4.8]. The power reflection
coefficient |T |2 is what will be presented in the numerical examples in this section and
also used in other chapters where the intensity of the reflected signal needs to be
represented, unless explicitly indicated otherwise. It is this conveniently obtained final
representation of the multilayer structure as given by eqn.(4.13) in terms of just two
impedances that provides the ready ‘insight’ in to the resulting characteristics to be
expected due to the multilayer structure.
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The corresponding field transmission coefficient T of the T-L network for n = 2,3,..,N
can be derived by, [4.7],
2 ^ 0 x(2)

T=

2 Zr
'Ox (n)

2Z Ox ( N)

^O x(n-l) + ^Ox(n)

^Ox(N) + ^O x(N-l'

2 ZJ0nW
-i\
x( 3)

2 “0 x (2) + ^ O x ( l ) ^ 0 x ( 3 ) + ^ 0 x ( 2 )

x
(4.14)

x D ~ ' ex p[ - (p (2) - ( p (3) - . . . - ( p (n) - • ■ - i P ( N_l)]

where

D= n

1-

n=2

^Ox(n-l)

^Ox(n)

'L (n-

- z Ox(n)

(4.15)

e x p ( - 2 c p (n>

Z L (n- l) + Z 0 x ( n ) y

^Ox(n-l) + ^Ox(n)

and Z l(n-i ) = ZoX(N), eqn.(4.13). Note that |T|2, eqn.(4.6), will be analysed in this thesis,
which represents field intensity at the [(N -l) / N] interface of the structure [4.12].

Since the main interest of this section is to describe SPW excitation in prism coupled
waveguide structures with the use of the T-L analysis, hence only TM polarised fields
will be considered here.

4.4 SPW excitation in a K-R arrangem ent
The multilayer prism coupled structure of Figure 4.2a is transformed into a K-R
arrangement when n = 3, Figure 4.3a, [4.13-14]. The prism, the metal film of thickness
d 2 = dm and the dielectric substrate have relative permittivity, £i = £p (real),
|EmR| - j |£mi| and e3 = £s = +

| £ sr |

- j |£si| respectively, where ep > |esR| »

£2

= £m = -

|esi|. The

corresponding refractive index of the three media are np, nm = nmR - j n ^ and ns = nsR - j
nsi, where

np > nsR > nsi >

0

and nm] > nmR > 0 .

In

Is

/T r is m

w

s \

-£| Metal
Dielectric
Substrate

=
A
SPW

d4 '
z,"Ml)

-c

r

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.3. K-R prism coupled arrangem ent, (a), represented as a three section T-L chain, (b).
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The K-R coupler can then be represented as a 3-section T-L network, Figure 4.3b,where
the prism, metal and substrate have transverse characteristic impedance, eqn.(4.9),
Zoxd) = Zp , Zox(2) = Zm , and ZoX(3) = Zs respectively. Use of the electrical length
(p2 = <pm, eqn.(4.12), yields the lumped load impedance, Zl( 1), eqn.(4.11),
Z s + Z m tanh((pm)
Z L(1) _ Z r

(4.16)

Z m + Z s tanh(<Pm).

which reduces the T-L network into a 2-section system with field reflection coefficient,
eqn.(4.13),
r = Z

l (i )

Z

p

(4.17)

Z L(l)+ Z p

The field transmission coefficient is then, eqns.(4.14)-(4.15),
T=

2Z,

2

Z,

x D - 1exp[-<ps]

(4.18)

Z m + Z p Z s + Z i

where
D = 1-

Z p

Z m

VZ P + Z m y

Z s - Z m^
exp
VZs +
^7 y

■ .2

(4.19)

2

The characteristics of |T| , eqn.(4.17), and |T| , eqn.(4.18), for the K-R prism coupler of
Figure 4.3, are analysed as a function of the incident angle 0i for non-ideal (emi^ 0) and
ideal (Smi = 0) metal layers. Results of a numerical example with the parameter values,
£p = 2.25, esr = 1, esi = 0, dm = 50nm, em = - 9.9 - j 1.05 (Au film) [4.15] and
Xq = 633nm are examined to illustrate the typical features. Note that since an
unattenuated propagating wave has been assumed in the prism medium, eqn.(4.2), Zp
will always be real and positive, unlike Zm and Zs which can be considered in general to
be complex, with Zm = ZmR + j Zmi and Zs = ZsR + j Zsi.

4.4.1 Finite thickness metal film (layer)
a) Lossy metal (£mi * 0)
By considering a real (lossy) metal in the K-R coupler of finite thickness dm, for any 0j,
Zp is real, eqn.(4.9), and Zmis complex with Zm = Z ^ + jZmi where
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1/2

ZmR ~

mR +

n ml

1+8

1mR

£j s i n 2 0; ^

mR 9
mR + £ml /

+ n ml

EmI Ei s i n 2 0 j

'mR + £ml

1+8

Ej s i n 2 0j

mR

- 1/ 2 V

'mR + Eml y

(4.20)

. 1/2
1ml

1 + £ mR

Ej sin'
9

£ ini Et s i n 2 0 j f
9

EmR + C y

- n mR

^ £mR + £ml

1+

£j s in

£ mR

p2

0j

-1/2 V

+ e 2

t mR T t ml y

(4.21)
with Zmi > ZmR > 0 for a typical metal.

The electrical length (pm is also complex with cpm = cpmR + j (pmi , [Appendix F.3,
eqns.(F.39-40)], and (pmR , (pmi > 0, for typical metals. The transverse impedance of the
substrate Zs, eqn.(4.9), changes from purely real (resistive) for 0j less than the total
reflection angle 0 t r between the prism and the substrate, to a purely imaginary
(reactive) for 0 j > Otr:

jZ j

(4.22)

Note that the choice of a negative sign in eqn.(4.22) is to allow exponentially decaying
fields in the substrate medium, [Appendix F.3, eqns.(F.35-36)].

Hence, when 0i < 0tr, the complex Zm, (pm and the real Zs produce a complex
Zm ) = ZLR(i> + j Zu(i), eqn.(4.16), which makes T, eqn.(4.17),
T = | Z l r 0) ~ Z p ) + j Z Li(i>

^

( Z lr ( 1) + Z p) + j Z LI(1)
i
From eqn.(4.23) it is seen that the resistive load impedance Zlr(i> provides a potential
for the incident power to be absorbed into the load at a specific 0 * for the corresponding
dm and X0. The maximum power transfer to the load is satisfied when Zli(i> —» 0 and
Z lr( 1) « Zp. Although eqn.(4.23) has the potential for T ~ 0, for a typical K-R prism
coupler employed in sensing applications, this condition cannot easily be achieved
realistically as is evident from the results shown in Figure 4.4 for 0i < 0tr.
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F igure 4.4. A ngular variation of Zp, Z L(i) and |r|2 for the lossy metal K-R arrangem ent.

For 9j > 0 tr total (internal) reflection conditions occur between the prism and the
substrate that leads to an exponentially decaying field in the substrate which, with
reference to the T-L representation, corresponds to an imaginary Zs = - j |Zsi|,
eqn.(4.22). The other system impedances, Zp, eqn.(4.9), Zm, eqns.(4.20-21), and (pm,
remain unaltered leading again to a complex Z l .

Unlike the 9\ < 0 tr case, there is now a specific 9\ = 9Spw at which an impedance
matching is achieved between the load and the input section of the T-L system. When
the matching occurs, then |T |2 -» 0, Figure 4.4 for 9\ >

0 Tr ,

demonstrating SPW

excitation at the metal - substrate interface.

In addition to

|r|2-a 0 condition

for SPW excitation, at 9\ =

0Spwthe field transmission

coefficient |T |2 exceeds unity, eqn.(4.18), Figure 4.5. Hence, the result |T|2 »

1

highlights the very strong optical field intensity that is developed at the metal - substrate
interface due to SPW excitation [4.16].
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Figure 4.5. A ngular variation of |T |2 for the lossy metal K-R prism coupled arrangem ent.

The excitation of the SPW at the metal - substrate interface can also be viewed in a
more direct manner by applying the Transverse Resonance (T-R) condition [4.8]. This
technique is an application of the T-L theory to the equivalent circuit of a transverse
section of the guiding structure and is applicable in any waveguide that is uniform in the
direction of propagation i.e. along z axis. With reference to Figure 4.5 and using the
impedance equation given by eqn.(4.9), the T-R condition requires that the sum of the
impedances ‘looking’ from the metal - substrate interface towards the substrate and
towards the metal should vanish - that is,
Zm + Zs = 0

(4.24)

which is satisfied if
f
0i = e spw =sin

-1

\

EmEs

Re<

1/2

>eTR

(4.25)

VEp(Em + Es)
Equation (4.25) can be rearranged to obtain
ko

r 11 e me°s
f . VEm +Es j

-y/<7sin0Spw = R e j ko

(4.26)

which corresponds to the well known phase velocity matching criterion between the
incident electromagnetic signal and the single interface SPW. The left hand side of
eqn.(4.26) represents the longitudinal propagation constant kz of the incident plane wave
signal, eqn.(4.2), whereas the right hand side corresponds to the real part of the
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propagation constant for the single interface SPW as described by eqn.(3.8), with
es = £i.

The SPW excitation at the metal/substrate interface of the K-R coupler can also be
realised

by

evaluating

the

reflection

rills

coefficient

at

that

interface

from

eqn.(4.13), where Z0x(i) = Z m and ZL(i) = Zs,
Z, - Z m
=—

1rms

(4.27)

z+Z.

When the T-R criterion is fulfilled, eqn.(4.24), then, at 0spvv, eqn.(4.25),

1^1 »

1,

eqn.(4.27), Figure 4.6, which is an indication of resonance, a well known phenomenon
in electrical circuits [4.5].
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Figure 4.6. A ngular variation of iTm]2 at the (lossy) metal - dielectric substrate interface of the K-R
prism coupler.

The interpretation of SPW excitation in a K-R prism coupled waveguide structure with
a lossy metal layer does not readily follow from the cascaded matrix equation for a
three-layer system, eqn.(4.4), [4.12]:
r =

r !2 + r 23 e x p [ j 2 k x(m ) d m J

1 + ^12

^

^

^

2 9 )

T23 exp[]2 k x(m) d mJ

where
p

_

£ P ^x(m ) ~ £ m ^ x(p )
8 p k x (m ) + £ m k x(p)
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^

_ e m k x ( m ) “ e s k x ( m)
23 —
e m k x ( m ) + £ s k x ( m)

(4.30)

where kx(p), kX(m) and kx(S) are the transverse propagation constants of the field, eqn.(4.3),
in the prism, metal and substrate respectively.

Equation (4.28) becomes complicated and does not provide an easy indication of SPW
excitation without studying in detail the absorption losses and/or the transmission
coefficient of the system [4.17]. The T-L method however, provides a clear and direct
physical interpretation of the phenomenon through only the expression for T,
eqn.(4.17). Note from eqn.(4.23) that T depends on only three terms, Zp, ZLR(i) and
Zu(i), and T = 0 at 9j > Otr when Z lr( 1) = Zp and Zu(i) = 0. Hence, the condition T —» 0
which represents SPW excitation, corresponds to impedance matching.

b) Ideal m etal ( £mi = 0 )
If the metal film of the K-R prism coupler is ideal (Smi = 0), then Zp and Zs exhibit the
same 0j variation as for the lossy metal case. The impedance Zra of the metal is however
now purely imaginary, eqn.(4.9),
(4.31)
The electrical length of the line (pm is also purely real, cpm = cpmR, due to the purely
decaying fields inside the metal film, [Appendix F.3, eqns.(F.37-38)].

Thus, for 0i < 0tr, Zp and Zs are real, eqn.(4.9), and Zm imaginary, eqn.(4.31), so that
eqn.(4.16) yields a complex

Z L^q = Z LR^ + j Z LI^q. For the given parameters

Zli(i) >> Z LR(i), hence |F |2 for the ideal metal case varies similarly to the lossy metal
situation, Figure 4.4.

When 0i > 0 tr, there is a decaying field in the substrate, which with reference to the
T-L representation, eqn.(4.9), corresponds to an imaginary Zs = - j |Zsi|, eqn.(4.22).
Under this condition Z l(i>, eqn.(4.16), becomes
r^ r

• ||Zmi
mi |1ta n h\ ^i tp
m i x^ /) -

|Zst
SI |

|

L<1) _ J L|ZmI|- | Z s]|tanh((pinR)
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a purely reactive load. Thus, as expected for a source terminated by a purely reactive
impedance, |F |2 = 1, eqn.(4.17), [4.13].

Since |T |2 = 1 for 0i > Otr , SPW excitation cannot be detected as a minimum in |T |2
because the source presents a resistive impedance while the ‘load’ is purely reactive for
all incident angles. The presence of the SPW at the (ideal) metal - substrate interface for
0i > Qtr, can still be recognised by evaluating
to the lossy metal case,

|rms|2 >1, Figure

eqn.(4.27), at this interface. Similarly

4.6, indicating resonance at the same angle

0spw, eqn.(4.25), as described by the T-R condition, eqn.(4.24). Note that now although
the excitation of the SPW mode cannot be detected from the reflection coefficient T, it
still exists in the structure (and has been verified from non-linear optical interactions
[4.17]).

4.4.2 Limit cases for the metal film thickness
Interesting results however appear if the metal film thickness is either infinitely thin or
thin.

a) Infinitely thin metal film (layer)
If the metal film of the K-R coupler , Figure 4.3a, is now infinitely thin (dm —> 0) then in
the equation for the load impedance of the system Z l(i >, eqn.(4.16), tanh((pm) —> 0,
which gives Z lo) = Zs and as a consequence,

r=

Z, - Z „
Zs+Zp
2

Z.

T=

(4.33)

(4.34)

Zs +Zp

Hence, the K-R prism coupler, Figure 4.3a, acts as a single interface formed by the
prism and the substrate dielectric. Since ep > 8S , for 0* < 0Tr , both Zp and Zs = ZsR are
real representing resistive circuit elements. It is well known then that for TM-polarised
waves the Brewster effect takes place, [4.4], at 0 t = 0 B < 0 TO which corresponds to an
impedance matching between the input and the load, Zs = Zp, resulting into |T |2 = 0,
eqn.(4.33), and |T |2 = 1, eqn.(4.34).
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When however Q\ > 0TR, Zs converts to a purely reactive impedance Zs = j Zs[ = - j |Zsi|,
eqn.(4.22) which gives |T |2 = 1, a well known result for T-L systems terminated by a
reactive load, indicating total reflection, Figure 4.7.
1.5 -r

r 1.5
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0.5
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-1

0, (deg)
Figure 4.7. A ngular variation of \T \ , Z p and Zs = ZsR + j Zs, , when d,

0 in the K-R prism

coupled arran g em en t of Figure 4.3a.

b) Infinitely thick metal film (layer)
If however the metal film is very thick (dm -» o o ), then from eqn.(4.16), (tanh(cpm) -> 1),
Zl( 1) = Zm and the K-R prism coupler converts into a single interface formed by the
prism and the metal. Under this condition, and if the metal is ideal (emi = 0), Zm is
purely imaginary, eqn.(4.31), so that

|r|2= 1 for any 0\, Figure 4.8a.

For dm -> oo, then T -» 0, eqn.(4.17), as a consequence of the reactive (decaying)
character of the metal, eqn.(4.31). Hence,

|r|2= 1 and it is deduced that the metal acts as

an ideal mirror, and no power is transmitted into the load o f the T-L circuit.

In the case of a lossy metal however, the cascaded matrix (plane-wave) field analysis
method becomes more difficult to visualise. By contrast, the T-L analysis still permits a
‘physical understanding’ of the resulting characteristics even though the detailed
expressions are now more complicated. From the derived expressions, it is found that
for any d\ the load impedance is complex, ZL(1) =

zm= ZmR + j

Z m i,

eqns.(4.20-21), with

Zmi > ZmR > 0. The presence o f the resistive load impedance term implies that some
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power is absorbed into the load. As a consequence,

|r|2 < 1 which

represents a lossy

mirror, Figure 4.8b.
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Figure 4.8. A ngular variation of |F |2 , Zp and Z m = Z mR + j Z mI when d m ->• oo in the K-R prism
coupled stru ctu re of Figure 4.3a for an ideal (a) and lossy (b) metal.

Note that the single dielectric - metal interface obtained from the K-R system when
dm — > oo can in principle according to sections 3.2-3, support a SPW mode. The reason
why this is not happening now is due to the different wave excitation method that is
employed (prism coupler instead o f end-fire excitation assumed in sections 3.2-3).
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4.5 Four layer prism coupler
The T-L analysis can also be applied to model symmetric and antisymmetric SPW
excitation in prism coupled DMD or MDM waveguide configurations, as it is shown in
sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

4.5.1 Prism coupled DMD structure
As discussed in section 3.4.1, a symmetric DMD waveguide configuration under TM
wave propagation can support an antisymmetric and a symmetric SPW mode. With
reference to Figure 4.2 the prism coupled DMD configuration can be represented as a
T-L network for n = 4 with 8 i = ep > 0, e2 = es =
84

£ sr >

0, 83 = £m = -|8 mR| - j |£mR| and

= 8 S to be the relative permittivities of the prism, the lossless dielectric film of

thickness d 2 = ds, the lossy metal film of thickness d 3 = dm and the substrate dielectric
respectively, with |EmR| »

|8 mj| and ep > 8 S. From eqn.(4.9), the corresponding transverse

impedances are Z0x(i) = Zp, Z 0x(2) = Z0x(4) = Zs, and Z0x(3) = Zm, whereas <p2 = cps and
(p3 = 9 m are the electrical lengths of the lossless dielectric and the substrate respectively.
As a consequence the effective load impedance of the T-L network formed by the
dielectric, the metal and the substrate, as described by eqn.(4.11), is
Z L(2) + Z S tanh(cps )
Z L (l) “ Z s
z s + Z L (2)

(4.35)

tanh(<Ps )

Hence, the field reflection and transmission coefficients, T and T, of the structure are
given by eqns.(4.13-14).

By assuming that the structure has the following parameters: £p = 3.24, es = 2.25,
em = - 49.9 - j 3.85 (Au film), ds = 0.8pm and dm = 47nm at XQ= 1033nm, results for
| l f , eqn.(4.13), and |T|2, eqn.(4.14), are presented in Figures 4.9-10.
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Figure 4.10. Example of symmetric and antisymmetric SPW field intensity in a prism coupled DMD
structure when monitoring angular variation of |T|2 from a four section T-L network with Ep = 3.24,
es = 2.25,

- 49.9 - j 3.85 (Au Him), ds = 0.8pm and dm= 47nm at X0 = 1033nm.

Figure 4.9 clearly shows that there are two ‘dips’ in

|r|2 at

0* ~ 57° and 60°, which

correspond to the symmetric and antisymmetric SPW respectively. The two SPW
modes can also be distinguished from the width of their FWHM which for the
symmetric is narrower (~ 0.5°) compared to the antisymmetric (~ 1°) as a result of the
reduced metal losses effect. As a consequence, the evaluation of the field intensity from
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|T |2 , Figure 4.10, for the symmetric SPW is much higher (-35) in respect to the
antisymmetric one ( - 1 0 ).

4.5.2 Prism coupled M DM stru ctu re
As shown in section 3.4.2, a MDM waveguide can support both SPWs and conventional
modes under TM wave propagation. With reference then to the structure described in
section 4.5.1, consider now that the layers 2 and 4 are metal films with thickness
d 2 = d* = dm and relative permittivity e2 = £4 = £m , whereas layer 3 is a dielectric film
with thickness d 3 = ds and relative permittivity 83 = 8S.

Let dm = 32nm and ds = llOOnm, while the rest of the system parameters have the same
values as in section 4.5.1, |F|2, eqn.(4.13), and |T|2, eqn.(4.14), of the structure are
presented in Figures 4.11-12.
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Figure 4.11. Example of SPW and ‘conventional’ wave excitation in a prism coupled MDM
structure when monitoring angular variation of |r|2 from a four section T-L network with Ep = 3.24,
Es

= 2.25, Em = - 49.9 - j 3.85 (Au film), ds = 1.1pm and dm= 32nm at X0 = 1033nm.
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As Figure 4.11 shows, the study of |T|2 yields two ‘dips’ at 0j = 57° and 61° which
correspond to antisymmetric and symmetric SPW excitation. By comparison to the
prism coupled DMD structure of section 4.5.1, there are now two more ‘dips’ in |F|2 at
0i = 22° and 44°, which represent ‘conventional’ antisymmetric and symmetric mode
excitation. Thicker dielectric films ds can increase the number of the ‘conventional’
modes, whereas thinner ones can only allow SPWs to exist. Since SPWs exhibit high
losses, hence the larger FWHM compared to the excited ‘conventional’ waves.

Note now that |T|2 for the ‘conventional’ modes is larger compared to the that obtained
for the SPWs. This result is a consequence mainly of the fact that the SPWs have not
been excited properly and not so much because o f the large metal losses.

4.6 Metal effects on K-R system sensitivity
As mentioned earlier, section 1.2.1, the K-R prism coupled SPW arrangement has found
a widely use as a biological / chemical sensor. The medium that has however an
important role when sensing operation is taking place is the metal film. Hence, the
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following section will study the effect of the metal layer on the sensitivity of the K-R
configuration when operating as a sensor.

4.6.1 SPW excitation angle
One of the most typical uses for a K-R prism coupled arrangement, Figure 4.3, is to
operate as a sensor. The concept of the K-R coupler sensing function is to detect
changes 5es in es which are shown as shifts at the position of the SPW excitation angle
0spw, eqn.(4.25). The sensitivity 91 of 0spw, eqn.(4.25), to respond to 8 es is an important
parameter and is estimated by:
q? _

d0.

. SPW _

|£ mR |
|e mR | — £ s \ |£ mR | ( £ p

£ mR
£ s)

(4.36)
£ p£ s

which increases when:
a) |emR| -> 8S, or
I

b) 6mR

I

£ D

es

1~
ep - E *

In practice, case (a) can be achieved as the SPW excitation wavelength X0 approaches
the UV spectrum regime, whereas case (b) depends on the combination between ep and
Es. Note however that at long wavelengths since |emR| becomes very large compared to
typical 8p and ss, 91 becomes, eqn.(4.36),

( 4

' 3 7 )

which indicates that the K-R sensitivity is independent of the choice of the metal. With
reference to the K-R coupler of Figure 4.3, Figure 4.13 gives the variation of 91 as a
function of the SPW excitation wavelength X*, for different metals when Ep = 2.25,
£s = 1 and dm = 50nm; the values of £m for the various metals have been obtained from
[4.15].
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Figure 4.13. W avelength variation of 91 when using AI, Ag, Au metal films.

Hence, Au provides the highest sensitivity response for \> ^ 0.9pm, whereas when
Xo > 0.9pm all the metals have almost the same 91 as expected from eqn.(4.37).

4.6.2 FWHM
Another factor that affects the resolution sensitivity o f the K-R coupler of section 4.6.1
as a sensor is the FWHM o f the

|r|2 ‘dip’

when SPW excitation is observed. This

FWHM depends on the metal losses which are represented by the imaginary term emi in
em. As it is presented in Figure 4.14, for the parameters o f section 4.6.1, if |cmi| —» 0 and
dm is properly adjusted to ensure optimum SPW excitation all the time at a thickness
dm = dopt, then the FWHM of |T|2 becomes extremely narrow. This result clearly
indicates that if the metal losses are reduced, then the K-R arrangement can offer a
significantly improved resolution sensitivity.
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Figure 4.14. A ngular variation of |r|2 for optim um SPW excitation when a) |enii| = 1.04 and
dop, = 50nm, b) |enii| = 0.063 and dOI„ = 95nm and c) |en,i| = 0.0125 and d0|), = 120nm.

The above results yield that as £mi —> 0 and dm increases then FWHM —> 0, Figure 4.15.
Note however, that if emi = 0 then |T|2 = 1, and the metal thickness is not important,
section 4.4. lb.
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Figure 4.15. V ariation of dopt as a function of |e,ni| for optim um SPW excitation in the K-R prism
coupled stru ctu re of Figure 4.3a.

In practice however, among the most typical used metals for SPW excitation in a K-R
coupler and for the parameters of section 4.6.1, Ag provides the narrower FWHM
followed by Au, Cu and AI, Figure 4.16. But, Ag is unstable mechanically, has low
adhesion to glass, natural tendency to form discontinuous islands, and oxidises [4.1819], while Cu and AI have too broad FWHM. Hence, Au appears to be the best
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candidate for SPW structures used as sensors as it also offers the highest sensitivity 9?,
Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.16. Effects of various metals on the FW HM of the ‘d ip ’ of | r |2 at SPW excitation.

4.6.3 SPW excitation and field intensity
Finally, the thickness dm of the metal film is another parameter that affects SPW
excitation as it controls the depth o f the ‘dip’ in |T| which corresponds to the amount of
power coupling into the excited SPW, Figure 4.17. Hence, an optimum dm allows not
only better monitoring o f 0spw, eqn.(4.25), but also a high SPW field intensity |T|2,
eqn.(4.17), compared to the non-optimum conditions making the K-R system more
sensitive, Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.17. A ngular variation of | r |2 for the K-R prism coupled stru ctu re of Figure 4.3a for
different metal film thickness d in.
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Figure 4.18. A ngular variation of |T |2 for the K-R prism coupled stru ctu re of Figure 4.3a for
different metal film thickness d m.

4.7 Attenuated

and

unattenuated wave propagation with

prism

coupled arrangem ents
The T-L analysis of prism coupled waveguide structures given in this chapter has
considered unattenuated longitudinal (z - directed) wave propagation. This condition
however assumes a purely real (3, eqn.(4.2), even if media with complex e are involved
which is opposed to what was shown in chapter 3 where (3 is complex, eqn.(3.8). This
difference in /3 is due to the fact that guided wave excitation in the prism coupled
structure is introduced from the top o f the structure by an incident wave unbounded in
the ± z direction. As a consequence, the incident wave continuously provides power into
the excited guided wave along the ±z direction and no modal losses are considered. To
include the modal losses o f the excited wave and have the same results as in chapter 3, it
is then necessary to assume a semi-infinite prism in the
Figure 4.19,

positive z direction [4.9],
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Figure 4.19. Schematic representation of the longitudinal wave propagation (z-directed) in a
waveguide structure when a semi-infinite prism coupler is employed for surface wave excitation.

Hence, (3 inside the excitation area ( -oo < z < 0) will be considered real, eqn.(4.2), but
in the region z > 0 where the incident plane wave does not exist, p is assumed complex.
Note that the semi-infinite prism coupling approach is widely used for coupling in and
out electromagnetic waves at waveguide structure [4.9].

4.8 C onclusions
This chapter has shown that prism coupled SPW structures can be effectively modelled
by implementing transmission line analysis instead of the commonly employed
cascaded matrix analysis. The application of the transmission line analysis demonstrates
that the SPW excitation phenomenon is an impedance matching concept which can be
only achieved for lossy metal SPW structures. This technique has also successfully
described SPW excitation in prism coupled DMD and MDM structures where apart
from SPWs, ‘conventional’ modes are also realised.

The role of the metal film for increasing the sensitivity of a typical K-R prism coupled
arrangement when operating as a sensor has also been studied showing that gold films
are the best candidates.
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The previous chapter described and applied the T-L model for theoretically analysing
prism coupled surface wave excitation and in particular SPW excitation. This chapter
however, will demonstrate experimental prism coupled excitation of SPWs and
‘conventional’ waves at different waveguide arrangements and use them for producing a
spatial mode beat effect. In addition, experimental and theoretical analysis of SPW
excitation with semiconductor optical sources having spectrally broad and divergent
output beam will also be presented and discussed.

5.1 Experimental apparatus
Whereas chapter 4 theoretically studied prism coupled surface wave excitation and in
particular SPW excitation, in this chapter experimental demonstration of the
phenomenon will be given for both SPWs and ‘conventional’ waves. The prism coupled
waveguide (w/g) arrangement that was employed throughout this chapter is presented in
Figure 5.1 and constituted of the following sub-systems:
1) Prism coupler
2) w/g structure
3) Rotating system
4) Optical source
5) Polariser
6) Detector
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Glass
prism
single polarised
light
Optical Source

>
Rotating sta
Polariser
w/g stri

Figure 5.1. Top view of prism coupled surface wave excitation experim ental apparatus, where Is is
the intensity of the source signal and I R of the reflected from the prism .

5.1.1 Prism coupler
The main purpose of the prism coupler as discussed in chapter 4 is to allow impedance
matching with the transmission line load of the system. Two types of right angle glass
prisms are employed here: a BK7 with relative permittivity ep = 2.25 and a LSFN9 with
sp ~ 3.43 [5.1]. In general, it is recommended that a high ep prism is used to shift the
wave excitation angles to smaller values. This not only provides better mechanical
flexibility when rotating the prism, but also allows a larger variety of substances to be
detected through the shift of the excitation angle if the system is to be used as a sensor.
Note that all the plots in this chapter that examine the field intensity of the reflected
signal

I r

from the prism for an input source signal with field intensity Is, will be given

as a function of the internal angle of the prism 0j which is related to the external
(rotating) prism angle 0out as:
©i = 45 - sin 1

sin (45 - 0out)

[See Appendix G.l for the details of the calculation.]

(5.1)
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5.1.2 W aveguide structures
Three waveguide (w/g) structures were used in this chapter: a single dielectric - metal
(DM) interface for exciting SPWs, Figure 5.2a, a DMD structure, Figure 5.2b, for
exciting symmetric and antisymmetric SPWs, and a dielectric guide, Figure 5.2c, for
‘conventional’ wave excitation.
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Refractive index matching liquid
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Cromium
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£.'a

air
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Figure 5.2. Prism coupled waveguide (PW G) structures for a) single interface SPW excitation, b)
sym m etric and antisym m etric SPW excitation in a DMD guide, and c) ‘conventional’ wave
excitation.

In the structure of Figure 5.2a, SPW excitation is formed at the air - Au interface,
whereas

the

symmetric

and

the

antisymmetric

SPWs

are

sustained

at the

SiC>2 - Au - SiC>2 waveguide of Figure 5.2b. The ‘conventional’ waves are supported at
the Au - SiC>2 - Air waveguide o f Figure 5.2c, with the SiC>2 film being the guiding
region. Note that to avoid damaging the prism, all the w/g structures are deposited on a
glass slide with relative permittivity eg = ep . In all the prism coupled w/g structures, the
use of a 3nm cromium (Cr) layer next to the Au film was necessary to allow adhesion of
Au on the glass slide or the SiC>2 film. To avoid any dust particles or glass defects which
could produce air gaps between the glass slide and the prism, a refractive index
matching liquid with relative permittivity e\ = ep = eg had to be introduced between the
two media [5.2]. Also, the deposition of the liquid had to be uniform between the prism
and the slide to avoid air gaps.

5.1.3 Rotating system
The prism coupled w/g (PWG) systems were clamped on an x - z translating stage and
then mounted on a manually rotating stage (RSI) for performing the rotation, Figure
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5.3. The purpose of the x - z stage was to align the PWG to rotate concentric with the
rotating axis of RSI. Correct alignment was ensured by monitoring the rotation of the
PWG with respect to that of R S1 through a CCD camera connected to a monitor.

The detector of the system was placed on an extension arm which was mounted on
rotation stage RS2, and the whole system was placed on the same rotating axis as the
PWG - RSI sub-system.

I
d e te c to r

w /g s tr u c tu r e

X - !

R o ta tin g a x is

Figure 5.3. Rotating system for a PW G structure.

Note that both RSI and RS2 had minimum step angle of 0.5°. From a design point of
view, due to the manual operation of the system, RS2 is allowed to have worst step
angle compared to RS 1 which is rotating the PWG.

5.1.4 Optical source
For the excitation of the SPWs and the ‘conventional’ waves, two different optical
sources were used:
a) a commonly employed for such cases commercial gas HeNe Laser [5.3] with
peak emission wavelength

= 633nm and output power of 5mW

b) an ‘in-house’ fabricated Superluminescent Light Diode (SLD) with A.0 = 980nm
and maximum optical power of 120mW at 2A injection current (the SLD
characteristics are given in Appendix G.2).
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The SLD was pulsed driven with 1ms period and lOps pulse width, unlike the HeNe
which was powered directly from the mains (cw operation). The choice of the two
sources was made to provide a comparison between commercial gas lasers and
‘in-house’ fabricated semiconductor optical sources when used for surface wave
excitation.

An important parameter for the two sources was the divergent angle 8\|f of their output
beams. As it is shown later in this chapter, a large 8\j/ can smear out the excitation of the
surface wave and prevent the system from being used as sensor. The evaluation of 8\j/
can be done by projecting the output beam of the source onto a CCD camera and
measure the corresponding spot size at different distances z from the CCD. A schematic
of the measurement procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

O ptical

Figure 5.4. Measuring the divergence angle of an optical source.

Hence, 8\|/ is:
8\p = tan_1[l5v / z j

(5.2)

where l5v = (l2 —^ ) /2 and lx and l2 correspond to the diameter of the beam spot at
the output of the optical source and at z\ distance from the source respectively.

To reduce 8\|/ (collimate the beam) as is the need for the highly divergent beam of the
SLD [5.4], a collimating lens has to be placed at a distance from the source equal to its
focal length [5.3], Figure 5.5.
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C ollim ated B eam

S o u rc e
►

C ollim ating
Lens
F ig u re 5.5. C ollim ating an optical source w ith a divergent o u tp u t beam.

5.1.5 Optical polariser
Since both the HeNe and the SLD were not single (linearly) polarised, an optical
polariser had to be used after the optical source to ensure only one light polarisation
passing, either TE or TM. Since TM polarisation is required for SPW excitation, hence
the polariser in all the experiments was set to block TE polarised light, unless otherwise
explicitly indicated.

5.1.6 Detector
The detectors were commercially available photodiodes [5.5] operating in either pulsed
or cw mode, depending on the optical source employed in the expriment. The circuit
diagrams of the two detectors can be found in Appendix G.3.

The performance of the experimental arrangement can be further improved if an optical
isolator is used to avoid reflections from the polariser or the lens to the source which
can cause instability problems. Finally, a lock-in amplifier (followed by a chopper for
the cw source) can increase the sensitivity o f the detector if the system is to be used as a
sensor.

5.2 SPW excitation in a single interface DM guide
5.2.1 Use of HeNe
By employing the arrangement of Figure 5.1 and the PWG structure of Figure 5.2a,
single interface SPW excitation was performed with the use of the HeNe laser. The
parameters of the system were: sp = 2.25, ecr = -1.096 - j 20.7868 [5.6],
8m = -9.89 - j 1.045, [5.7], and es = 1 (air). The divergent angle 6\j/ of the HeNe output
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beam was measured to be 0.06°, following the procedure described in section 5.1.4.
Note that since 8\|/ was quite small with respect to the distance between the source from
the PWG (z = lm ), there was no need for a collim ating lens.

A comparison between experimental and theoretical, eqn.(4.13) for n = 4, monitoring of
the normalised Ir with respect to Is, as a function of the internal prism angle 0j to
observe SPW excitation is presented in Figure 5.5.
1.2
theory

1
experim ent

0.8

0.6
0.4
0.2

0
37
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0, (deg)
Figure 5.6. Experim ental and theoretical results for single interface SPW excitation at the PW G of
Figure 5.2a, where £p = 2.25, £cr = -1.096 - j 20.7868, £m = -9.89 - j 1.045, £s = 1, di = 3nm, d„, = 47nm
and using a HeNe laser source with X0 = 633nm.

Figure 5.6 shows that there is an agreement between theory and experiment, where the
SPW excitation angle

0 spw,

eqn.(4.25), and the total reflection angle

0 jr

between the

prism and the air are observed at 44.7° and 41.8° respectively.

Any differences between the two results are due to:
■ the different actual and theoretical values for the parameters of the system (e.g.
relative permittivity and thickness of the media)
■ the misalignment of the PWG on RS 1
■ the manual rotation of the system
■ not sufficient angle scanning resolution.
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The corresponding theoretical SPW field intensity at the Au - air interface for the above
parameters as calculated by |T|2, eqn.(4.14) for n = 4, is presented in Figure 5.7.
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F ig u re 5.7. T heoretical evaluation o f th e SPW Field intensity |T |2 a t the A u - a ir interface of the
P W G stru c tu re o f F igure 5.2a, fo r £p = 2.25, £cr = -1.096 - j 20.7868, £m = -9.89 - j 1.045, £s = 1,
d i = 3nm , d m = 47nm an d using a H eNe laser source w ith X 0 = 633nm .

Note that although the described PWG structure of this section is the same as the one
theoretically analysed in section 4.4.1, |T|2 evaluated here is less compared to that in
Figure 4.5 due to the use of the 3nm cromium film for the experiments.

5.2.2 Use of the SLD
SPW excitation with the use of the SLD was performed in the same PW G structure as
for the HeNe case, section 5.2.1. Note now that due to the highly divergent beam of the
SLD [Appendix G.2, Figure G.4], a collimating lens was introduced between the source
and the polariser, achieving 5\|f ~ 0.09°.

Due to the different source wavelength of the SLD (A,c = 980nm) compared to the HeNe
(X0 = 633nm), the relative permittivity of the cromium and the gold film are now
em = - 41.8 - j 3.05 [5.7] and ecr = - 1.12 - j 24.35 [5.6]. The experimental and
theoretical, eqn.(4.13) for n = 4, monitoring of the normalised Ir as a function of 0* to
demonstrate SPW excitation with the use of the SLD is given in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8. Experim ental and theoretical results for single interface SPW excitation at the PW G of
Figure 5.2a, w here £p = 2.25, ecr = - 1.12 - j 24.35, em= - 41.8 - j 3.05, £s = 1, dj = 3nm, d m = 47nm
and using a SLD with X0 = 980nm.

The comparison between the theory and experiment are not in such a good agreement
now as for the HeNe case, Figure 5.6. However, SPW excitation is still clearly observed
at 0spw ~ 42° which has now shifted towards to Gtr. This is however an expected result
since for SPW excitation occurring at longer X 0 it is known that

|£mR| »

ep which

makes 0spw to be, eqn.(4.25),

The differences observed between the theoretical and experimental results are due to the
reasons given for the HeNe case, section 5.2.1, and also because the PWG has been
designed for optimum SPW excitation at A,0 = 633nm. In addition, to achieve

Ir

~ 0, i.e.

100% SPW excitation coupling efficiency, it is necessary that dm~ 40nm.

The theoretical SPW field intensity as evaluated by |T|2, eqn.(4.14) for n = 4, is given in
Figure 5.9.
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F ig u r e 5 .9 . T h e o r e t ic a l e v a lu a t io n o f th e S P W fie ld in t e n s it y |T |2 a t t h e A u - a ir in t e r fa c e o f th e
P W G s t r u c t u r e o f F ig u r e 5 .2 a , w h e n £p = 2 .2 5 , s cr = - 1 .1 2 - j 2 4 .3 5 ,

em= -

4 1 .8 - j 3 .0 5 , £s = 1 ,

d ! = 3 n m , d m = 4 7 n m a n d u s in g a S L D w i t h X 0 = 9 8 0 n m .

The SPW field intensity when the SLD is used is much higher (almost 3 times)
compared with the HeNe case, Figure 5.7, as a consequence of the reduced metal losses
at longer wavelengths.

5.2.3 SPW excitation: comparison between HeNe and SLD
The comparison of SPW excitation between the two optical sources has demonstrated
that the longer the SPW excitation wavelength the narrower the FWHM of the ‘dip’ of
the normalised IR ( F W

H M

sld

~ 0.5° ; FWHMHeNe ~ 2°). As a consequence, this result

improves the SPW sensing resolution capability. Note that to support high sensitivity
and resolution measurements, it is necessary to employ high precision automated
rotating stages.

In addition, the use of an ‘in-house’ fabricated semiconductor optical source can well
compete with commercial gas laser sources as the HeNe gas Laser, when employed for
SPW excitation. Moreover, the compact size and reduced cost of the semiconductor
optical sources can easily lead to an integrated SPW system for biosensing or chemical
applications.
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5.3 SPW excitation in a DMD guide
As discussed in section 3.4.1, the use of a symmetric DMD waveguide structure can
support under TM wave propagation only a symmetric and an antisymmetric SPW. In
this section experimental demonstration of the excitation of the two SPW modes in such
a guide will be given. The PWG configuration employed is that of Figure 5.2b, and the
optical source was only the SLD as the HeNe laser could not excite SPW modes for that
combination of materials / film thickness. The parameters of the system at XQ = 980nm,
were: sp = 3.43, di = ds = 450nm, dm = 36nm, 8a = 1, eSi02 - 2 .1 while em and £cr had
the values given in section 5.2.2. Note that the SLD was used with a collim ating lens to
achieve a divergent angle of 5\j/ ~ 0.09°. The excitation of the two SPW modes was
theoretically, eqn.(4.13) for n = 7, and experimentally observed by monitoring

Ir

as a

function of 0 i , Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10. T heoretical and experim ental observation of sym m etric and antisym m etric SPW
excitation in the DM D stru ctu re of Figure 5.2b, w here Xo = 980nm, £p = 3.43, d t = d 5 = 450nm,
d in = 36nm, 8a = 1,

= - 1.12 - j 24.35, d 2 = d 4 = 3nm , £ sio 2 = 2.1 and em = - 41.8 - j 3.05.

Although the experimental observation, solid line, of the excited SPW modes was not as
clear as theoretically estimated, dashed line, however, the two SPW modes could still be
recognised. The antisymmetric mode corresponded to the ‘dip’ of

(Ir

/ Is) occurred at

0j = 58° , whereas the symmetric was observed at 0j = 53°. The distinction between the
two modes can also be done from the width of the corresponding ‘dip’. As discussed in
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section 3.4.1, the metal losses contribute more to the antisymmetric mode producing
higher modal losses compared to the symmetric, Figure 3.9, and therefore a wider
FWHM.

The theoretical field intensity of the two SPW modes at the bottom Au - SiC>2 interface
of the prism coupled arrangement as evaluated from |T|2, eqn.(4.14) for n = 7, is given
in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11. Theoretical field intensity, |T|2, calculation of the symmetric and antisymmetric SPWs
at the bottom Au - S i0 2 interface of the PWG arrangement of Figure 5.2b, where X0 = 980nm,
£p = 3.43, di = d5 = 450nm, dm = 36nm, ea = 1, ecr = - 1.12 - j 24.35, d2 = d4 = 3nm, esio 2 ~ 2.1 and

em= -41.8- j 3.05.

The results show that the symmetric SPW exhibits a significantly stronger field
intensity compared to the antisymmetric SPW. This is due to the fact that the
antisymmetric SPW is more susceptible to the effect of the metal losses of the structure
as was discussed in chapter 3 and shown in Figure 3.9. This result can also be seen if
the magnitude of the magnetic field component |Hy(x)|2 for the two modes is plotted at
their corresponding excitation angles (0* = 52.6 and 5 7 ° ), as it is given in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12. |H y(x )|2 field distribution for the sym m etric and the antisym m etric SPW inside the
PW G of Figure 5.2b, when 0j = 52.6 and 57° respectively.

5.4 ‘Conventional’ surface wave excitation
Apart from exciting SPW modes at single and multiple dielectric - metal interfaces, the
prism coupler has been also widely used to excite ‘conventional’ modes. The PWG that
was employed is the one shown in Figure 5.2c. The parameters o f the system when the
HeNe is used were: sp = 2.25, ss = 1, esi02 » 2.1, di = d 3 = 3nm, dm = 36nm and
d4 = 2.1pm, while cm and ecr were as given in section 5.2.1,

Due to the large thickness of the guiding region (cL* = 2.1pm) and the relatively short
wavelength (^0 = 633nm), the highly asymmetric waveguide structure (Au-Cr-Si02-Air)
was capable of supporting six ‘conventional’ modes under TM-polarised light as it is
theoretically (employing T-L analysis) and experimentally shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13. Theoretical and experim ental excitation of ‘conventional’ modes in the prism coupled
structure of Figure 5.2c, w here ep = 2.25, es = 1, e§io? ~ 2-1, di = d 3 = 3nm, d m = 36nm, d 4 = 2.1pm,
£cr = -1.096 - j 20.7868, £m = -9.89 - j 1.045 and X 0 = 633nm.

Theoretical and experimental results are in a good agreement, and 6 modes are
experimentally observed at 0j = 72°, 67°, 61°, 55°, 48° and 43°. The mode theoretically
excited at 0j ~ 73.9° corresponds to a symmetric - like ‘conventional’ mode. The
corresponding theoretical field intensity |T|2, eqn.(4.14), for each of the excited modes,
calculated at the SiC>2 / air interface is presented in Figure 5 . 14.
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Figure 5.14. Theoretical field intensity, |T|2, calculation of the conventional modes at the bottom
SiC>2 - air interface of the PW G arran gem ent of Figure 5.2c, w here Gp = 2.25, es = 1, Esio 2 ~ 2*1 >
d! = d 3 = 3nm, d m = 36nni, d 4 = 2. 1pm , £cr = -1.096 - j 20.7868, £m = -9.89 - j 1.045 and X<, = 633nm.
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The higher order modes (smaller p due to smaller 0j, eqn.(4.2)) exhibit a stronger |T|
compared to the higher order ones, as a consequence o f the less confined field inside the
guiding region formed by the SiC>2 . This result can be seen by plotting the magnitude
square o f the magnetic field distribution along x, |Hy(x)| , for the modes theoretically
excited at 0j = 42.6°, 55.2° and 73.9° , Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15.

|Hy(x )|2 field distribution for the ‘conventional’ modes of the PW G of Figure 5.2c

excited at Qj = 42.6°, 55.2° and 73.9°.

It is clearly shown in Figure 5.15 that the higher order mode spreads more in the air
region giving a higher field intensity at the SiC>2 - air interface compared to the higher
order mode which has the highest field intensity inside the guiding region (SiC>2 film).
As it is well known, prism couplers can also be used for exciting ‘conventional’ modes
in optical waveguide structures [5.8]. Recently, however, the excitation o f these modes
has become quite popular especially in the area o f biological / chemical sensing. Until
now the main drawback for using ‘conventional’ modes in sensing was the fact that the
maximum field intensity o f the excited mode was met inside the guiding region. As a
consequence there was no access to the sample under investigation, which was usually
placed in the cladding region o f the guide, hence the preference to the SPW modes. This
constraint has been overcome recently by the use o f porous materials such as SiC>2 or
TiC>2 which allow absorption o f the sample inside the guiding region [5.9].
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5.5 Spatial Mode Beat effect
5.5.1 Theory
It is well known that the superposition of two electromagnetic waves with different
frequencies and phases can produce a beat effect [5.3]. A similar case can also occur if
the two waves have the same frequency but different phase so that only a spatial beat
effect can take place.
The spatial beat effect can be described by considering the single interface of
Figure 5.16, where two beams (a) and (b) are incident at x = 0 at angles 0a and 0b
respectively.
in (a)
r (a)
in (b)

t (b)
t (a)

Figure 5.16. Two beams, with different propagation characteristics, incident at a single interface.

The total time dependent field for each of the beams is of the form
FT(q)(x>M) = FT(q)(x,z)exp[+jG>t]

(5.4)

where q = a, b denoting the two beams. The total field variation in medium 1 (x < 0),
omitting the time dependency is

FT(q)(X.z) = F.n(q)(x .z) + Fr(q)(x.z)
= A i a ( q ) e x p [ - j ( k x i ( q ) x + k z l ( q ) z ) ] + A r ( q ) e x p [ - j ( - k x l ( ( l) x + k 2 l ( q ) z ) ]

where Fin and Frarethe incident and reflected transverse field variations, Ain and Ar are
the corresponding field amplitudes

and kxit kzi are the transverse

and longitudinal

propagation constants respectively given by

k zi(q) = k * e 1sin 2 0 q

(5.6)

k xl(q) “ k o £ 1 ~ k zl(q)

(5-7)
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The total transmitted field Ft(q) from each beam in the second medium (x > 0) having
relative permittivity 82 , has the same form as that described by eqn.(5.5), but the
reflected field term is now not included. Note that the corresponding transverse and
longitudinal propagation constants are therefore k X2 and k Z2 respectively. From the
continuity of the fields at x = 0 ,
kzl(q) = kz2(q) = P(q)

(5-8)

kx2(q ) = ^ E 2 -P (2q)

(5.9)

hence

From the above, the total field resulting from the two incident beams at the interface
x = 0 is then
F T (a+b )(x = ° > z . ) = F T (a+b ) ( x
= {A i„(a)

= 0 . z)exp[+ jcot ]

exp[- jP(«) z 1+ A

i„(b)

exPl-

jP(b) z 1}

By assuming that the two beams have the same incident amplitude Ain(a) = Aia(b) = A,
eqn.(5.10) gives
F T(a+b) ( z - 0 = F T (a+b)

(z)exp[+ j Wt ]

= 2 A exp - j

" P (a)+ P (b )N

'
z COS

2 J

XT)

z

(5.11)
exp[+ jcot]

where
A P - P(a) “ P(b)

(5.12)

Hence, eqn.(5.11) describes a time dependent high frequency propagating wave with
propagation constant
.. P (a )+ P (b )

Phf =

(5.13)

enclosed in a low frequency envelope with propagation constant
„

Pif

P ( .) - P ( b)
2

(5.14)

The corresponding total field intensity at x = 0 is therefore proportional to
F T (a + b )(Z ) F T (a + b )(Z ) = 4 A 2 COS

where F ^ a+b) is the complex conjugate of F T(a+b).

(5.15)
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Experimentally, it is the field intensity of the spatial beat effect that is observed,
eqn.(5.15), which is shown as periodic bright and dark light spots areas at the interface
x = 0 of Figure 5.16 which correspond to the maxima and minima of eqn.(5.15). The
separation between two consecutive bright spots is equal to the wavelength of the
envelope Xeav of eqn.(5.15), low frequency term, which is

A(3

(516>

Experimental demonstration of this spatial beat concept, eqn.(5.5), is given in section
5.5.2 by exciting two ‘conventional’ modes in a prism coupled arrangement.

5.5.2 Experimental observation
Experimental observation of the spatial beat effect, eqn.(5.15), was performed as
suggested in section 5.5.1 by simultaneously exciting two modes in a PWG
arrangement. The initial intension was to employ the DMD PWG structure and make
use of the symmetric and antisymmetric SPW modes due to the theoretical strong field
intensity of such modes, Figure 5.11. However, the excitation of the two SPWs in the
PW G of Figure 5.2c was not distinct, Figure 5.10. In addition, the IR wavelength
emission of the SLD (kQ = 980nm) did not allow easy alignment of the system. As a
consequence, the PWG structure with the ‘conventional’ modes of section 5.4 was
chosen. Because two modes needed to be simultaneously excited in that case. The
experimental arrangement of section 5.4 had to be slightly modified to allow the
simultaneous excitation of the two modes. The new experimental arrangement is shown
in Figure 5.17.
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m onitor
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Ooutl

BS

out
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Figure 5.17. Experim ental arrangem ent for producing the spatial mode beat effect.

With reference to the experimental arrangement o f Figure 5.17, in the present case a
beam splitter (BS) is introduced after the polariser to produce a second beam with
intensity Is2 needed for the excitation o f the second mode. This beam will be referred to
as ‘indirect’, and it is incident onto the PWG through a mirror (M), at an external to
prism wave excitation angle 0out2 (inside prism angle 0j2). Since the intensity Isi o f the
direct to the PWG optical beam was higher than Is2 , an attenuator was used between the
BS and the PWG to ensure that Isi = Is2- The direct beam was then incident onto the
PWG at an external angle

0 outi

(internal angle

0 u ).

The next stage o f the experimental process was to ensure the simultaneous excitation of
the two modes. This was performed in three steps. Initially, the indirect beam was
blocked (Is2 =
0 Outi - 0m i-

0 ),

while the direct (Isi ^ 0) was used to excite a mode in the PWG at

The next step was to excite a second mode in the PWG with the use o f the

indirect beam at an angle

0 out2 = 0M2- T o

do so, the direct beam was blocked (Isi =
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unlike the indirect which was now released (Is2 ^ 0) and impinged onto the PWG
system. The excitation of the second mode was done by keeping the PWG fixed at
Oouti

= Qmi and placing the mirror at an angle 0 with respect to the incident beam

coming from the BS, so to satisfy the angle 0out = 0Out2 - 0Outi in the triangle formed by
the mirror, the BS and the PWG, inset of Figure 5.17. The sides of the triangle had
length 1q, leouti and leout2 which correspond to the distances between the BS and the
mirror, the BS and the PWG, and the mirror and the PWG. The final step was then to
use both beams (Isi ^ 0, IS2 ^ 0) and align their spots to overlap onto the prism - Au
interface, so the excited modes are at the same place along z direction, as required by
eqn.(5.15).

The spatial beat effect was then expected to be observed at the SiC>2 - air interface of the
PWG system, Figure 5.2c. Hence, a combination of an objective microscope lens with
10 times magnification and a CCD camera, giving a total magnification of 1100 times,
imaged the interface onto a monitor. The peaks and the troughs of the envelope of
eqn.(5.15) were then expected to be observed at the SiC>2 - air interface as a result of
scattered light due to surface defects or dust particles.

Experimental demonstration of the phenomenon was performed by choosing On = 72°
and 0j2 = 67° which corresponded to pi = 14.22p.rn'1 and P 2 = 13.77pm 1, eqn.(4.2),
respectively, Figure 5.18a. This P combination could produce the longest Aenv = 14p,m,
eqn.(5.16), among the six p of the excited modes.
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(b)
F ig u r e 5 .1 8 . a ) S im u lta n e o u s e x c it a t io n o f tw o m o d e s in th e P W G o f F ig u r e 5 .2 c , p r o d u c in g a
s p a tia l m o d e e f fe c t, w h e r e 8p = 2 .2 5 , es = 1, e Sio 2 » 2 .1 , d , = d 3 = 3 n m , d m = 3 6 n m , d 4 = 2 .1 p m ,
£cr = -1 .0 9 6 - j 2 0 .7 8 6 8 , e m = -9 .8 9 - j 1 .0 4 5 a n d X,0 = 6 3 3 n m . b ) S in g le m o d e e x c ita tio n d o e s n o t a llo w
a s p a tia l m o d e e ffe c t to b e p r o d u c e d .
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Although the picture in Figure 5.18a is not very clear, however, periodical vertical light
lines can be observed when two modes are simultaneously excited. The light lines
correspond to the maxima of eqn.(5.15), and they do not appear for single mode
excitation, Figure 5.18b. The experimental A,env was measured to be 7pm peak to peak,
which is not so close to the theoretical estimation of Xenv ~ 14pm, eqn.(5.16). this error
is believed to be due to:
a) the picture being defocused
b) the angle for the mode excitation is not exact

Note here that the spatial mode beat effect can be performed for any two incident angles
as shown by eqn.(5.15). However, when a mode is excited, the corresponding field
intensity |T|2, eqn.(4.14), is much stronger, Figure 5.14, producing more intense
scattered light. By comparing the various modes of the structure, Figure 5.14, much
brighter light lines could have been produced if the higher order modes (smaller angles)
had been employed, but at the expense of a shorter A,env, eqn.(5.16)
In addition, if the system is to be used as a sensor, any change in the relative
permittivity of the dielectric substrate (air in our example) can shift the corresponding
surface mode excitation angle. Hence, by considering the beam angles to be fixed, the
mode excitation will not be optimum anymore. As a consequence a less intense field
will be generated at the SiC>2 - dielectric substrate interface, Figure 5.14, which will
reduce the intensity of the periodic bright spots. This intensity change can therefore be
detected for sensing purposes. O f course it is also possible to measure ^ env, eqn.(5.16),
for any changes in the permittivity of the substrate, but this will require continuous
alignment of the two beams which is not so convenient.

5.6 SPW excitation with non-ideal optical sources
So far in this thesis, the analysis of prism coupled structures, has been done assuming an
ideal collimated monochromatic source beam such as the commonly used HeNe gas
laser. However, for a compact system it would be desirable to use sources such as
semiconductor lasers and SLDs. The drawback however of such optical sources is that
they have divergent beams and the SLD is also spectrally broad [5.10]. To delineate the
requirements for semiconductor optical sources to be employed for SPW excitation, the
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following section will present theoretical and experimental results for SPW excitation
with a typical K-R prism coupled arrangement when such sources are employed.

Consider an optical source with beam divergent angle 8\}/, spectral width 8k, and field
intensity I iQ, incident on the K-R prism coupler of Figure 5.19 at an angle Bj.

Glass
prism
Metal film
Dielectric
substrate

ra
SPW

F ig u r e 5 .1 9 . S in g le in te r fa c e S P W e x c it a t io n w it h a K -R p r is m c o u p le d s t r u c t u r e , e m p lo y in g a n o n 
id e a l o p t ic a l s o u r c e .

The field intensity of the reflected signal I R can then be represented as a convolution
between the intensity IR of a reflected signal from an ideal optical source (5\|/ = 0 and

8k = 0) and I in , [5.11-13],
e+ K

J ! ta(e,A ,)iR(ei - e , x ) d e c R
0_

where 0 ± = 0 4 ± 8 \|/, k ± = k Q± 8k with 0* »

(5.17)

X_

8\|/ > 0 and k0 » 8k > 0. Note that IR in

eqn.(12) is theoretically described by the corresponding reflection coefficient |F|2 as
given by eqn.(4.13).

Since the cross sectional shape for a typical far-field irradiance and spectrum profile for
an optical source approaches a Gaussian function, [Appendix G.2], the intensity of the
input beam I in can be written as

i in(e,X) = I o ( X ) e x p l - < x 0 2 J
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where I 0(A,) is the wavelength-dependent amplitude coefficient, a = [1 / (2 cte)] and Gq
is the standard deviation of a Gaussian profile [5.3], which here is <7e =

Equation (5.17) can also be modified to calculate the SPW field intensity IT at the
metal - substrate interface, by replacing IR with the corresponding field intensity IT
( = |T|2) given by eqn.(4.14),
K
M 0 i . * J = j J I in(e ,x )iT(0i - e .x ) d e a x

(5.19)

X_ 0 .

Comparisons between theoretical and experimental SPW excitation with non-ideal
optical sources are given in this section. Results have been obtained from a commercial
LASER pointer with A.0 = 633nm and 8X ~ lnm , and the in-house fabricated
semiconductor SLD used in sections 5.1.1-2 which has A,0 = 980nm and 8X ~ 15nm. The
reason of the two different optical sources was to investigate the influence of SA, and 8\}/
variation on SPW excitation at different XQ. The PWG structure used for the
experiments is that of Figure 5.2a, with parameters: ep = 2.25, es = 1, sm depending on X0
and dm = 47nm. Note that all theoretical I R and IT graphs have been normalised with
respect to I in so that
R = L

(5.20)

G = L
Ii„

(5.21)

Hence, R and G will be plotted as a function of the incident angle 0* for different S\j/ and

8A.

5.6.1 Experimental apparatus
The experimental configuration used with the semiconductor optical sources for
exciting SPWs was based on the system of section 5.2.2. The addition of a system of
lenses between the PWG and the polariser was necessary to control 8\j/ in the output
beam of the optical source, Figure 5.20, [5.12-13].
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Figure 5.20. Experim ental a p p a ra tu s for SPW excitation with a non ideal optical source.

The measurement of 5 \\f was performed by following the procedure described in
section 5.1.4.

5.6.2 Results of SPW excitation with non-ideal sources
a) Laser diode
For the laser diode case, the SPW excitation parameters R, eqn.(5.20), and G,
eqn.(5.21), were examined for 5ij/ ~ 0.09° and 1° respectively, Figures 5.21-22.
theory
experiment

a:
0.6

-

0.4 -

0.2 ::
5 v = 0.09'

37

39

41

43

45

47

49

51

53

0, (d eg)
Figure 5.21. Experim ental and theoretical SPW excitation a t the PW G of Figure 5.2a, where
£p = 2.25, £cr = -1.096 - j 20.7868, £m = - 9.89 - j 1.045, cs = 1, di = 3nm, d m = 47nm, when using a laser
pointer with X0 = 633nm, 8A = ln m , 5\j/ = 0.09° and 1°.
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45
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0 j (d eg )
Figure 5.22. Theoretical SPW field intensity at the Au - air interface of the PW G of Figure 5.2a,
w here £p = 2.25, £cr = -1.096 - j 20.7868, £m = - 9.89 - j 1.045, £s = 1, di = 3nm, d m = 47nm, when using
a laser pointer with A,0 = 633nni, 8A. = ln m , 5\j/ = 0.09° and 1°.

Theoretical and experimental results are in a good agreement and any discrepancies
observed are due to the reasons outlined in section 5.2.1. The results show that, as
intuitively expected, with increasing 8\jf the FWHM of R widens and the corresponding
‘dip’ becomes shallower. Similarly, G at the metal - substrate interface is reduced for
an increasing 5\j/. This worsening in the resolution sensitivity of the system as 5\\f
becomes larger is better seen theoretically in Figure 5.23, which corresponds to a typical
experiment where the SPW prism coupler acts as a sensor and is used to detect a change
of 0.1% in es . Clearly, as 8\j/ increases the change in the position of the SPW excitation
angle 0SpW, eqn.(4.25), becomes more difficult to resolve.

0.8
0.6

-

Theory
cs = 1

0.2

-

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

0j (deg)

Figure 5.23. SPW resolution sensitivity employing a L aser pointer with A0 = 633nm and 8A, = lnm .
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b) SLD
The use of the SLD which has a broader spectral width (5A, = 15nm) com pared to the
HeNe laser, revealed also a good match between the theoretical and the experimental
results for R when used for SPW excitation with 5\j/ ~ 0.09° and 0.64° respectively, as it
is illustrated in Figure 5.24.

a:

Sip = 0 .6 4

0.6

-

experim ent
th eo r y

0.2

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

0i (deg)
Figure 5.24. Experim ental and theoretical SPW excitation at the PWG of Figure 5.2a, where
£p = 2.25, ecr = - 1.12 - j 24.35, em = - 41.8 - j 3.05, £s = 1, d t = 3nm, d m - 47nm, w hen using a SLD
with

= 980nm, 5A, = 15nm, 8\j/ = 0.09° and 0.64°.

The field reflection coefficient R of the prism coupled arrangement when the SLD is
used, has a narrower FWHM compared to the case with the Laser, due to the longer A.0
of the source. As a consequence, the maximum 8\j/ allowed before the ‘dip’ in R
flattens out, is now limited to around 0.6°. Beyond that value, a 0.1% change in £s ,
which corresponds to a shift of about 0.1° at 0spw, eqn.(4.25), when 5\j/ = 0, is very
difficult to be detected as it is shown in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25. SPW resolution sensitivity employing an SLD for a 0.1 % change in es.

In addition, the corresponding field intensity |T|2 of the structure as 8\|/ increases
becomes worse as it is theoretically shown in Figure 5.26.

T heory
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Figure 5.26. Theoretical SPW field intensity at the Au - air interface of the PW G of Figure 5.2a,
where £p = 2.25, ecr = - 1-12 - j 24.35, em = - 41.8 - j 3.05, £s = 1, dx = 3nm, dm= 47nm, when using an
SLD with Xo = 980nm, 5X = 15nm, 5\j/ = 0.09° and 0.64°.

5.6.3 Effects of non-ideal sources on SPW signal excitation param eters
Apart from the resolution sensitivity of the SPW system given by the shift of 0spw for an
amount of 5es and the SPW field intensity G , there are also some other parameters of
R when SPW excitation takes place which are affected by the divergent angle and the
spectral width of the optical source. These parameters are the FWHM and the depth of
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the ‘dip’ in R i.e. the minimum value of R , Rmjn. While 0spw, eqn.(4.25), is sensitive to
Ses , Rmjn and the FWHM can be used to evaluate the thickness of the metal and the
relative permittivity of the different media of the system [5.14], The variation of 0spw,
FWHM of R, Rnijn, and G as a function of 5\j/ at 0j = 0spw, eqn.(4.25), is given for the
two optical sources with X0 = 633nm and 980nm, in Figures 5.27-30.
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O
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<v
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44
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43 X„ = 980nm
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Figures 5.27. V ariation of 0spw as a function of 8 yj/ for the PWG structure of Figure 5.2a when
using a SLD with X 0 = 980nm and SA, = 15nm and a laser pointer with A0 = 633nni and 8A. = lnm .
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Figure 5.28. V ariation of the FW HM of the ‘d ip ’ of R as a function of 8\|f for the PW G stru ctu re of
Figure 5.2a when using a SLD with X0 = 980nm and 8A. = 15nm and a laser pointer with A,0 = 633nm
and 8A. = lnm .
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Figure 5.29. V ariation of

at 0* = 0spw as a function of S\j/ for the PWG stru ctu re of Figure 5.2a

when using a SLD with A„ = 980nm and SA, = 15nm and a laser pointer with A0 = 633nm and

8A = ln m .
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Figure 5.30. Field intensity G as a function of 8\y at the Au - air interface of the PW G stru ctu re of
Figure 5.2a when using a SLD with A*, = 980nm and 8A = 15nm and a laser pointer with A„ = 633nm
and 8A. = ln m .

The results indicate that the SPW excitation is more sensitive to 5\}/ variations as XQ
becomes longer. This is due to the reduced metal losses that lead to a narrower FWHM.
As is shown in Figure 5.28, as long as the FWHM from an ideal source (5\j/ = 0, 8X = 0)
is larger than 5\|/, then the SPW excitation remains unaffected by any 5\|/ variation and
keeps the ‘ideal’ character. Here ‘ideal’ condition is defined the situation when there is
no parameter variation as 8\}/ increases. For our experiments the allowed 8\|f for ‘ideal’
system operation was almost four times larger for the Laser (8\|/ ~ 0.2°) compared to the
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SLD (5\|/ ~ 0.05°) in most of the SPW excitation parameters. As a consequence, the 8\j/
tolerance of the optical source is reduced as the FWHM becomes narrower. For 8\\f
beyond the critical values for the two sources, the SPW prism coupler if acting as a
sensor will not operate properly and start to lose sensitivity.

The above study shows that it is possible even with non-ideal optical sources to achieve
an ‘ideal’ SPW excitation. Moreover, the small and compact size and the reduced cost
of the semiconductor sources can help in producing fully integrated systems with small
financial cost.

5.7 Conclusions
This chapter has experimentally demonstrated SPW and ‘conventional’ wave excitation
in prism coupled waveguide arrangements. In addition, ‘conventional’ excited modes
were used to achieve a spatial mode beat effect which has the potential to be used in
scattering or sensing measurements.

Finally, optical sources with spectrally broad and divergent output beam such as
semiconductor lasers and SLDs have been theoretically and experimentally investigated
for replacing the commonly used gas lasers. The results have shown that such optical
sources are very strong candidates in order to be employed as the main optical source
for SPW excitation. If this is achieved, then compact integrated systems with reduced
cost can be obtained.
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Optically active SPWs

It has been mentioned in chapter 3 that the high metal losses in a SPW structure, do not
allow SPWs to exhibit sub wavelength and lossless propagation properties. This chapter
however, will show that the use of optically active media can compensate for the
detrimental effect of the metal losses and significantly improve the SPW modal
characteristics. As a consequence, the effect of such media will be studied for the SPW
modes supported in the guides of chapter 3 and some of the prism coupled structures of
chapter 4.

6.1 Improving SPWs modal parameters
As shown in chapter 3, the high metal losses prevent SPW lossless propagation (Pi—» 0)
and subwavelength operation

((3 r

—> «>, very short decay depth A and effective

wavelength A,eff ). To reduce pi, eqn.(3.13), different approaches have been reported
such as:
a) the use of low refractive index media [6.1]
b) SPW excitation at long wavelengths [6.2]
c) multilayer SPW structures [6.2]
d) use of optically active media [6.3-5].

Among the four suggestions, (c) and (d) are the most promising since there are no many
materials with very low refractive index and long wavelength SPW operation causes the
field to spread a lot (i.e. large A), Figure 3.6. Although multilayer structures can
significantly reduce the SPW modal losses as shown in sections 3.4.1-2, cannot
however totally eliminate them. Optically active media however, have the potential to
compensate for the metal losses and reduce the SPW modal losses.
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In addition to the (3[ —> 0 requirement, if a high
|e m R | ~ 8 i r

(3 r

is desired, it is necessary to have

’ eqn.(3.18), or reduce the thickness of the metal (M) or dielectric (D) film in

a DMD or MDM configuration, respectively Figures 3.9-10 and 3.13-14. The problem
however that now arises is that a high Pi is obtained under both procedures, which in
some cases is pi ~ pR, eqn.(3.27-28). This difficulty can be overcome by introducing
into the SPW structure an optically active dielectric medium with optical gain g > 0.

6.2 Single interface optically active SPW structure
Consider the single interface SPW structure of Figure 3.1, where the dielectric medium
(x > 0) is now optically active with optical gain g > 0 and relative permittivity

£d = ei +jeE= Ei +j(V<Vko)g
where

81 » 8 g > 0 ,

(61)

[Appendix H .l]. As a consequence, the SPW longitudinal

propagation constant P, eqn.(3.8), is complex P = P R —j(3r , where it is derived that,
[Appendix H.2],
1/2
e i e L

- K

ir

K

+ l/(« iE ra R

- | e m R | e ? ) 2 + ( | E mI K

7 2

P Rr ~
~

" £ g E mR F

(6.2)

2
(|e m R | - e l ) 2 + ( | e m l [ - e g ) 2 ] , / 2

8 m l|

81

8 g 8 mR

(6.3)

Pr
Equation (6.3) clearly shows that lossless SPW propagation with pj —»0 can be
realized for an amount of gain
.3 /2
ml I

(6.4)

'mR

Hence, eqn.(6.4) indicates that if g < g Q then Pi > 0 , and the SPW remains lossy,
unlike the case where g > g 0> which describes an exponential growing wave in the
longitudinal. The physical interpretation of the g > g G condition is that the optical gain
has overcompensated for the metal losses of the structure, hence resulting in an optical
wave amplification [6.3].
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If a low go is a desired design criterion for a structure, then it is proposed to use a low
s, or operate at long wavelengths where the metal losses are less (|emR| » |smi|)* For
the single dielectric - metal interface structure o f our study, go as a function o f the
wavelength X0 for typical metals when 6\ — 1, is given in Figure 6.1.
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1.0E+02 ::

1.0E+01

0.2

0.4

0.6

1

0.8

1.2

1.4

1.6

\ 0(Jim)
Figure 6.1. V ariation of g 0 as a function of

for different metals; g0 is in a logarithm ic scale.

Hence, Ag yields the lowest go for \> > 0.6pm followed by Au, Cu and Al, whereas A1
is the most suitable candidate for a low go when

< 0.6pm. Note that although Al for

Xo > 1.3pm exhibits the lowest go, however it is not recommended when it is used in
prism coupled arrangements as it gives a very broad FWHM for

|r|2 when

SPW

excitation takes place. Media that can satisfy the above g0 requirements are
semiconductor quantum wells (Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), Gallium Nitride (GaN)) with
gain g » 3 x 104 cm"1 , arrays o f quantum dots with g « 7 x 104 cm"1 or low molar mass
dyes (thiphrene-based oligomeres) with g » 2.2 x 103 cm"1, [6.3].

Equation (6.2) also indicates that a high (3R can be achieved for almost the same amount
o f go, but only when |emR| » e j and |eml| « e g are satisfied simultaneously which
happens at frequencies co » cop /

.

From a practical point o f view, both SPW subwavelength and lossless propagation
operation can be achieved only in the UV wavelength region, as there are materials
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which allow lE n ^l^e! and e g = |£ mI|. In the visible or IR spectrum regime where
l^mR | >:> e i ’ onlY lossless propagation is realised.

The use of optical gain in single and multiple dielectric - metal interface SPW
structures for improving the SPW modal properties in both the UV and the IR
wavelength regimes will be the scope of the study in the following sections (6.2.1-6.4).

6.2.1 SPW operation in the UV region
With reference to the single optically active dielectric - metal interface described in
section 6.2, consider the dielectric to be GaN with

= 5.76 [6.6] and the metal Ag

with 8m = - 5 . 7 8 - jO.75 operating at A,0 = 440nm [6.7]. The SPW modal properties of
the structure are then given in Figure 6.2 where Pr , eqn.(6.2), and Pi, eqn.(6.3), are
studied as a function of the optical gain g.
600

600
high pR

300

- 300

XX

ea
4.5

3.5

55

lo ss le ss
SPW

-300

-300

g x 104 (cm '1)
Figure 6.2. Effect of g on single interface SPW pR and P! for £i = 5.76, 6m = - 5.78 - j 0.75 and
A0 = 440n m.

If g = 0, then the SPW supported by the structure has PR ~71pm _1, pj ~ 57pm -1
which give Lz = 8nm, eqn.(3.31), Xeff = 47nm , eqn.(3.24), A! = 15nm , eqn.(3.20), and
U p = 0 .2 x c , eqn.(3.21).
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When g = go = 4.4 x 104 cm '1, eqn.(6.4), SPW lossless propagation and subwavelength
conditions are obtained with

PR ~ 595pm 1,

Pi ~ 0 ,

A.eff = 10n m , eqn.(3.24),

A! ~ 1.7nm , eqn.(3.20), and U p = 0 .0 2 4 x c , eqn.(3.21).

For g > g Q the optical gain overcompensates for the metal losses of the structure
producing a longitudinally propagating and exponentially growing SPW along the
positive z axis.

Hence it is clear from the above results that the use of gain can significantly increase p R
and provide the desired lossless propagation i.e. pi ~ 0. SPW structures with such
properties can be employed to improve the diffraction limited resolution given by
(A,eff / 2), in surface plasmon microscopy applications [6.8] or involved in the design of
nanoscale photonic circuits [6.9-10].

6.2.2 SPW operation in the IR region
Let now that the optically active SPW structure of section 6.2.1 operates in the IR
wavelength region and in particular at X0 = 980nm. In that case GaN can be replaced by
GaAs which has 8i = 12.25 [6.7], whereas the metal can still be Ag with
£m = -4 1 .3 - j 2.54 [6.7], giving for g = 0: PR « 26.7 p m -1, eqn.(6.2), pj = 0.35 p m -1,
eqn.(6.3), and

~ 235nm, eqn.(3.24), Up ~ 0.24 x c, eqn.(3.21), and Lz ~ 1.45pm,

eqn.(3.31). Since at this frequency regime

« | £ i„ r|, only SPW lossless propagation

can be achieved and not subwavelength operation. Hence, PR , eqn.(6.2), is constant for
any g whereas Pj is strongly affected by g as discussed in section 6.2 and shown in
Figure 6.3 for this example.
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Figure 6.3. Effect of g on Pi for a single interface SPW in IR region for E! = 12.25,
Em =

- 41.3 - j 2.54 and X 0 = 980nm.

Unlike SPW operation in the UV region, section 6.2.1, where g0 ~ 4.5 x 104 cm ’1, at

Xo = 980nm the required g0 for lossless propagation has now been reduced to 4100 cm '1
as a consequence of the smaller metal losses at longer wavelengths. Such optically
active SPW structures have the potential to be used as components for optical circuits or
long length interaction sensors.

6.3 Gain in m ultilayer SPW structures
The study so far in this chapter has been focused into the analysis of a single optically
active dielectric -

metal interface capable of supporting SPWs. For practical

applications however, multiple such interfaces are more desirable for the reasons
discussed in section 3.4. In this section the SPW modal properties in a MDM waveguide
configuration will be studied assuming the dielectric (D) to be optically active.
Examples of this study will be given for SPW excitation in the UV and IR frequency
spectrum, by using the materials and parameters employed in the corresponding
analysis for the single interface SPW, sections 6.2.1-2, unless otherwise explicitly
indicated. The MDM waveguide configuration that is employed in the examples is that
analysed in sections 3.4.2 and has been preferred over the DMD arrangement as it is
closer to a heterojunction structure typically used in semiconductor optical sources such
as Lasers and SLDs where the central dielectric film plays the role of the optically
active medium [6.11].
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The MDM configuration as described in section 3.4.2, can support a symmetric SPW
and an antisymmetric with low cut-off thickness when |£mR| > £1, Figure 3.13. If
ISmRl < 8j then only one antisymmetric SPW with an upper cut-off thickness is sustained
in the structure and no symmetric mode is supported - Figure 3.14. Since the SPW
modal losses in a MDM structure with [ e ^ l < e x are very high and there are no easily
available materials to satisfy the [ e ^ l < Si condition, hence the analysis here will
assume only that

> et . Note that although there are also ‘conventional’ modes in

the MDM structure, the study will only concentrate on the SPWs.

6.3.1 UV spectrum regim e
By considering the optically active MDM structure to operate in the UV region, the
corresponding P r and Pi of the two SPW modes are studied as a function of g when the
dielectric film (D) has thickness h = 10, 40 and 60nm. The results of this analysis are
presented in Figure 6.4 for 8i = 5.76 and em = - 5.78 - j 0.75 when A,0 = 440nm.

As h increases, the SPW modal losses for both the symmetric and the antisymmetric
SPW are reduced leading to smaller amounts of optical gain needed to compensate for
the metal losses effect in the structure. Note that for h = lOnm only the symmetric SPW
is sustained in the structure as the antisymmetric yields a cut-off. Because of the
parameters of the structure, the cut-off thickness of the antisymmetric SPW and the
thickness at which that mode becomes degenerate with the symmetric SPW are very
close to each other. When both SPWs become degenerate (h = 60nm), then the optimum
amount of gain is the same as that obtained for the single interface structure i.e.
go

~ 4.2 x 104 cm '1, Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.4. Effect of g on pR and Pi for a sym m etric (dashed line) and antisym m etric (solid line)
SPW in a M DM stru ctu re a t the UV regime for Ej = 5.76, em = - 5.78 - j 0.75 and k 0 = 440nm when
the dielectric film thickness h is a) 10, b) 40 and c) 60nm.
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6.3.2 IR spectrum regime
If the MDM structure operates in the IR wavelength regime, only jft o f the two SPWs is
affected by the optical gain whereas /?r remains unaltered for the different amounts of g.
Figure 6.5 presents the variation for the symmetric and antisymmetric (3\ as a function of
g, when h = 150 and 300nm, for Si = 12.25, sm = - 41.3 - j 2.54 and A,0 = 980nm.
0.08

symmetric
antisymmetric

□ : h = 150nm
X : h = 300nm

0.04 --■'Q-

ao.

0.36

0.38

0.4
*X

-0.04 -■

-0.08

g x 104 (cm'1)
Figure 6.5. Effect of g on f t for sym m etric (dashed line) and antisym m etric (solid line) SPW in a
MDM stru ctu re at IR spectrum region for e, = 12.25, em = - 41.3 - j 2.54 and X 0 = 980nm when the
dielectric film thickness h is 150 (squares) and 300nm (crosses).

The results show now that the requirement o f gain for lossless SPW propagation has
been almost one order o f magnitude less compared to the UV example, Figure 6.4, due
to the reduced metal losses. In addition the dielectric film tuning provides the potential
for even smaller amounts o f gain to compensate for the detrimental effect o f the metal
losses.

The numerical examples given in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 indicate that if lossless SPW
propagation is the main design criterion o f the waveguide structure, then it is better to
work in the IR wavelength region using the symmetric SPW, as the required amounts of
go

are significantly less compared to the corresponding UV case. If subwavelength

operation however is also necessary, then the UV regime is preferred because it allows
both high jSR and /Si —> 0 conditions to be satisfied simultaneously, but unfortunately at
the expense o f a large go.
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Note also that the use of multiple dielectric - metal interface structures such as the
MDM configuration have the flexibility to control the required amount of gains for
SPW lossless or subwavelength operation by adjusting the thickness of the dielectric
film (D) or operating in different wavelength.

6.4 SPW excitation in optically active prism coupled configurations
As was theoretically discussed in chapter 4 and experimentally demonstrated in chapter
5, one method to excite SPWs is by employing a prism coupler. If however the SPW
waveguide structure includes optical gain, the prism coupling technique does not allow
all of the SPW modal properties to benefit by the gain features. The theoretical analysis
of the prism coupled excitation as given in chapter 4 considers unattenuated
longitudinal (z - directed) propagation, thus p = P r, eqn.(4.2). As a consequence, the
maximum P r in a prism coupled waveguide structure is given by eqn.(4.2) when
0i = 90°, i.e.,
p = p R = k 0A/ i ;

(6.5)

where ep is the relative permittivity of the prism. Hence, it is clearly shown from
eqn.(6.5) that pR is limited by the prism material characteristics, and therefore very short
effective wavelength ^ eff, eqn.(3.24), and low phase velocity Up, eqn.(3.21), are not
possible. Table 6.1 shows some prism materials that are available in the market in
different wavelength regimes along with the corresponding values for Pr, Xeff and Up.
<<

6p

max pR (p m 1)

0.44

GaN

6.25 [6.6]

36

0.175

0.4 x c

0.63

SLFN9

3.25 [6.12]

18

0.35

0.55 x c

1.5

Si

14.4 [6.13]

16

0.392

0.26 x c

4

Ge

16 [6.13]

6.3

1

0.25 x c

la

material

i

K (gm)

Up

Table 6.1. Prism materials in different wavelength regimes and corresponding values for pR,
and Up. c = 3 x 108 m/s is the speed of light in free space.

If instead of a prism coupler, a grating is employed for SPW excitation, P is then given
as, [6.14]:
P = PR + m ~ ~
A
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where A denotes the pitch of the grating, m is an integer number corresponding to the
order of the diffracted wave (m = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ± 3, etc.) and (3r is described by eqn.(4.2).
Hence, eqn.(6.6) shows that a high p is possible if a proper combination o f m, A and Pr
is chosen. Avrutski et al. [6.3] have theoretically shown that the use o f a diffraction
grating for SPW excitation in a structure with an optically active medium can provide
both subwavelength and lossless propagation SPW conditions. In addition, the reflected
signal o f the structure was greater than unity as a result of optical amplification when
the gain overcompensated for the metal losses.

Although the use of the grating allows SPW subwavelength and lossless propagation
operation, the prism coupler still remains more attractive and simple from a fabrication
point of view. In addition, the effect of g on the SPW modal properties can still be
realized through the reflected signal of the prism coupled arrangement.

Recently, an attempt to experimentally demonstrate the gain effect on SPW modal
properties was made by employing a typical K-R prism coupled structure where the
substrate dielectric was optically active [6.15], Figure 6.6.
pump beam
@ 580nm

excitation beam
BK7 glass prism

@ 633nm

4-------------Silver film

'
Active
substrate dielectric

SPW

es
Figure 6.6 . E xperim ental ap p aratu s used in [6.15| for SPW excitation in an optically active prism
coupled structure.

The optically active dielectric substrate was a dye solution with relative permittivity
8S » 1.85, externally optically pumped at \> = 580nm to produce gain o f the order of
66 x 10'2 cm '1. SPW excitation was performed from a different optical source at
wavelength

= 633nm. Any gain effects on the SPW modal properties were to be
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observed by examining the properties of the reflected signal from the excitation beam.
The outcome of this attempt however was not so successful, as the produced optical
gain from the dye was not sufficient enough to affect the SPW properties.

A different approach to the use of optical dyes for producing optical gain is to employ
semiconductor structures as those utilized for providing gain for semiconductor optical
sources such as Lasers and SLDs. Hence, in the following sections (6.4.1 and 6.4.2) a
prism coupled SPW structure with an optically active semiconductor is proposed and
theoretically analysed. Since the suggested prism coupled structure is based on the
typical K-R arrangement, hence the analysis will be performed initially for such an
arrangement where now the substrate dielectric is considered to be optically active,
Figure 6.7a. The study will then be extended into the final configuration which can be
used as a potential sensor, Figure 6.7b.

Metal

Metal
A c tiv e s / c

A ctive
s /c

Passive s/c

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7. a) optically active K-R prism coupled structure, b) proposed four layer optically active
K-R prism coupled arrangem ent.

6.4.1 SPW excitation in optically active K-R structure
With reference to Figure 6.7a, consider the prism to have a real relative permittivity
sp > 0 and the metal film o f thickness dm a complex one with s m = - | s mR| - j|e mi| • The
substrate dielectric is assumed to be an optically active semiconductor medium with
optical gain g > 0 and complex relative permittivity
. a / 8 aR

8 ac = 8 a R + J 8 aI = 8 a R + J

- ^

o

g

where ep > e aR » e aI > 0 . To model the intensity o f the reflected signal IR and
therefore study the effects o f the optical gain on SPW properties, the optically active
K-R arrangement is represented and analysed as a T-L network where |T|2, eqn.(4.13),
and |T|2, eqn.(4.14), o f the structure are examined . Hence, with reference to Figure 4.2,
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where now n = 3, Si = ep, e2 = sm, 8 3 = eac, di = dm, (pi = (pm, ZoX(i) = Zp, Z 0x{2) = Zm and
Zox(3 > = Zac. If the optically active dielectric substrate is a GaAs semiconductor with

Ear = 12.25, the metal film is Ag with dm= 38nm and em = - 41.3 - j 2.54, and ep = 20.25
at

= 980nm, hence results of

|r|2, eqn.(4.13), and |T|2, eqn.(4.14), as a function

incident angle 0; for different values of gain are presented in Figures
respectively. The large value of

8

6 .8

of the

and 6.9

P is needed if prism excitation of SPW is used.

However, grating excitation is an alternative method that eliminates this constraint.
1000
g = 0 .7 x 104 cm'
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f-.
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0.25 x I04 cm

0.01
0.001
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Figure 6.8. A ngular variation of |r|2 for different values of g, for the optically active K-R prism
coupled arrangem ent of Figure 6.7a which used for SPW excitation, where £aR = 12.25, d m= 38nm,
£m = - 41.3 - j 2.54, £p = 20.25 and >^ = 980nm. Note that |F |2 is given in logarithm ic scale.

If g = 0, then the semiconductor medium is passive and |T|2, eqn.(4.13), indicates typical
SPW excitation at 0spw = 67°, eqn.(4.25). As however g increases, the ‘dip’ in |T|2
becomes shallower while the corresponding FWHM is reduced. Moreover when
g > 0.35 x 104 c m 1, |T|2 exceeds unity which indicates that the metal losses have been
counterbalanced by the optical gain and optical amplification is taking place.

Similarly to the |T|2 variation, for an increasing g it is found that |T|2 becomes a few
orders of magnitude larger compared to the g = 0 case, as it is shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9. Effect of g on |T |2 of the optically active K-R prism coupled arrangem ent of Figure 6.7a
used for SPW excitation where £aR = 12.25, d m = 38nm, £m = - 41.3 - j 2.54, £p = 20.25 and
= 980nm. Note th at |T |2 axis is in logarithm ic scale.

By adjusting the metal thickness dm for the different values of g, it is possible to
optimize the ‘dip’ in | r | 2 and obtain some interesting results as it is shown in Figure
6

. 1 0 a.

The results for |T | 2 and |T | 2 in Figure 6.10 have similar behaviour with those obtained in
Figure 4.14, where

—> 0. Hence, for a specific combination of g and dm, the effect of

the metal losses in SPW excitation can be significantly reduced producing a very
narrow FWHM and a high SPW field intensity at the metal - semiconductor substrate
compared to the g = 0 case. As a consequence, if the system is to be used as a sensor
then a high sensitivity resolution is realised. Note that the shift observed at 0spw in
Figures 6.8-10 for the different g cases, is a consequence of the fact that 0spw is a
function of sai which is proportional to g, eqn.(6.7).
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Figure 6.10. Optimum |F|2 , (a), and |T|2 , (b), of SPW excitation with different values of g in the
optically active K-R prism coupled structure of Figure 6.7a where £j,r = 12.25, £m = - 41.3 - j 2.54,
£p = 20.25 and ^ = 980nm. Note that |T|2 axis is in logarithmic scale.

6.4.2 SPW excitation in an optically active four - layer K-R structure
In practice the optically active K-R arrangement described in section 6.5.1 cannot be
used for many applications and especially for sensing purposes. This constraint is
because the optically active semiconductor medium is semi-infinite hence not allowing
any sample to be placed close to it and therefore probed by the SPW field.
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To overcome this difficulty, the active semiconductor is considered to have a finite
thickness dA, and is now followed by a passive dielectric medium with real relative
permittivity G

0, Figure 6.7b. The metal - (active dielectric) - (passive dielectric)

structure, can be thought o f as a typical heterojunction configuration (e.g. passive s/c active s/c - passive s/c) commonly used in semiconductor optical sources, where the
passive dielectric can be GaAlAs and the active GaAs. The only difference is that now
one of the passive s/c has been replaced by the metal. Hence, the use o f the prism
coupled arrangement provides SPW excitation at the metal - active dielectric interface.
Because the optically active film is thin compared to the metal film and the semiinfinite passive dielectric, hence the SPW field extends inside the semi-infinite passive
dielectric without any significant perturbation as it is shown in Figure 6.11.
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Prism

M etal

A ctive s/c

film

-

X

-0.05

0

0.05

x (pm)
SPW h a s b e e n e x c ite d a t th e m e ta l - a c tiv e s/c in te r fa c e

F ig u r e 6 .1 1 . |H y(x )|2 fie ld d is tr ib u tio n w h e n

o f th e p r ism c o u p le d s tr u c tu r e o f F ig u r e 6 .7 b fo r th e g iv e n p a r a m e te r s .

The properties o f |T|2, eqn.(4.13), and |T|2, eqn.(4.14), o f the structure can then be
studied by analyzing the prism coupled waveguide structure of Figure 6.7b as a
4 - section T-L network. Hence, with reference to Figure 4.2, for n = 4, let 6i = ep,
G

— ^m ?

€3

— G c>

€4

— 6 Sj d ) — d m ,

~

d A , <J)2 — (Pm» <P3 — <Pac> Z 0 x ( l ) — Z p , Z ()x(2) — Z m ,

9_____ _

Zox(3) = Zac and ZoX(4) = Zs. Results o f a numerical example where |F| and |T| o f the
prism coupled arrangement are studied as a function of the incident angle 0j for different
values o f g are presented in Figures 6.12-13 for cp = 20.25, cm = - 41.3 - j 2.54,

saR= 12.25, ss = 11.22, dm = 38nm and dA= 20nm at X0 = 980nm.
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Figure 6.12. A ngular variation of |T |2 for different values of g, for the four layer optically active
K-R prism coupled arran g em en t of Figure 6.7b used for SPW excitation with £aR = 12.25,
d m= 38nm, £m = - 41.3 - j 2.54, £p = 20.25, d A = 20nm, Es = 11.22 and ^ = 980nm. Note that |r |2 axis
is in logarithm ic scale.

The results here are similar to those calculated in Figure

6

. 8 . Hence, SPW excitation for

g = 0 is observed at 0j = 67.5° where |F |2 ~ 0, Figure 6.12. As the optical gain is
increased then the FW HM of the ‘dip’ of
when g >

0 .8

x

104

|r|2becomes narrower, and |T|2exceeds

unity

cm"1, where the optical gain has overcompensated for the metal

losses. The SPW field intensity at the optically active - optically passive dielectric
interface also increases as g increases, Figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.13. A ngular variation of |T |2 for different values of g, for the four layer optically active
K-R prism coupled arran g em en t of Figure 6.7b used for SPW excitation with £aR = 12.25,
d m= 38nm, £m = - 41.3 - j 2.54, £p = 20.25, dA = 20nm, es = 11.22 and
is in logarithm ic scale.
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Note however that the corresponding |T |2 of the K-R arrangement of Figure 6.7a is
much higher compared to the intensity presented in Figure 6.13 for the same amount of
g. This result is because the field intensity in the four layer structure, Figure 6.7b, is
maximum at the metal - active dielectric interface, whereas |T | 2 has been evaluated for
the active - passive dielectric interface where the intensity has been reduced by the
factor exp[-2 kXAdA]. Note that the passive dielectric medium can serve as the probing
area of sensing, hence the evaluation of |T|2.
By tuning the metal film thickness dm to achieve optimum SPW excitation for the
different values of g, a significantly narrow FWHM of |T | 2 and enhanced |T | 2 can be
obtained, Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14. O ptim um |r |2 , (a), and |T |2 , (b), of SPW excitation with different values of g in the
optically active K-R prism coupled stru ctu re of Figure 6.7b with £aR = 12.25, £m = - 41.3 - j 2.54,
£p = 20.25, Es = 11.22 and

= 980nm.
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Thus, the prism coupled SPW arrangement becomes more sensitive and high field
intensity can be potentially used to enhance weak scattered signals from particles at the
passive dielectric medium as done in SERS.

The results that have been discussed in section 6.4.2 illustrate that optically active layers
with thickness similar to that for typical Quantum Well (QW) semiconductor material
(dA ~ 20nm) and optical gain g comparable to that used for high power edge-emitting,
SLDs or Lasers, can lead to enormous improvements in SPW characteristics.

6.5 Conclusions
This chapter has theoretically shown that the use of an optically active medium in a
SPW structure can provide SPW subwavelength and lossless propagation operation, as
it compensates for the detrimental effect of the large metal losses. The study has found
that the symmetric SPW mode in a thin MDM configuration operating in the IR
spectrum regime is the most desirable option if only lossless propagation is required in
terms of required amount of gain.

The analysis has also been extended in optically active prism coupled SPW
arrangements where it has been shown that the use of optical gain can significantly
reduce the FWHM of the ‘dip’ of the power reflection coefficient, make the intensity of
the reflected signal exceed unity, indicating optical amplification, and in addition
greatly enhance the SPW field intensity. Such a system can then potentially be
employed as a biological / chemical sensor as it offers a high resolution sensitivity.
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It has been mentioned in this thesis that small metallic particles capable of sustaining
SPWs can significantly enhance the weak scattered signal from biological molecules.
Hence, this chapter will analyse the electromagnetic mechanism of that enhancement
and will show that the direction of the scattered far field radiation pattern from an array
of such molecules can be controlled by the use of SPWs excited in a prism coupled
waveguide configuration.

7.1 Raman Scattering
As briefly mentioned in chapter 1, section 1.2.2, the strong optical field intensity of
SPWs can be utilised to improve weak scattered signals from particles or molecules
such as in the Raman scattering case. The detection and interpretation of the scattered
Raman signals is widely used for molecular spectroscopy or for providing chemical
composition, molecular structure and molecular interactions in cells and tissues [7.1-2].
A simple description of the Raman effect can be given by considering a molecule M
with dimensions much smaller than the free space (vacuum) wavelength XQ. Assume
then that an optical source with a time dependent electric field strength E l of the form
E L (t) = E in sin (2 jtf t)

(7.1)

is irradiating the molecule, where Ein is the field amplitude and f the frequency. The
presence of E l converts the molecule into an oscillating dipole with moment [7.1-4]
p (t) = a E L

(7.2)

where a is the electric polarisability which represents the average dipole moment per
unit field strength [7.5], and changes

if the size of the molecule changes [7.4].

If the molecule experiences some internal motion such as vibration thatisnot due to E l,
a can have a periodic change which can be described by [7.1-4]
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a = a 0 + a ,sin (2 7 ifvibt)

(7.3)

where 0Co is the equilibrium polarizability, cq is the rate of change of polarizability and
f vib the frequency of vibration. From eqns.(7.1) and (7.3), the dipole moment of the
molecule, eqn.(7.2), becomes
p (t) = a 0 E 0 sin(27if t) + ^ o q E 0{cos[27t(f - f vib) t] - c o s [ 2 7 t( f + f vib)t]} (7.4)
indicating that the oscillating dipole has now three frequencies

f.f-fv ib

and f + f vib.

Hence, eqn.(7.4) shows that if the molecule is regarded as a Hertzian dipole, the detailed
analysis of which will be given in section 7.3.1, the corresponding scattered (radiated)
electric field Esc will contain the three frequencies f, f - f vib and f + f vib, representing
the Raman scattering concept, Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1. A molecule M is irrad iated by an optical source with electric field strength EL producing
a scattered electric field

which contains three different frequencies, f, f-fvib and f+fvib.

The high frequency component (f + fvib) of the scattered signal indicates that during the
collision between the photons (of the incident signal) and the molecule (particle), there
is energy transfer into the molecule, unlike the low frequency component (f - fVib) which
shows energy lost from the molecule. Hence, the incident radiation is scattered either
elastically at frequency f or inelastically at frequencies (f ± fVib)-

Note however, that for a molecule to be capable of being Raman active, it is necessary
that its internal motion (vibration or rotation) should alter the polarizability, i.e. oq * 0,
eqn.(7.3), [7.2]. If oq = 0 then a = oq,, eqn.(7.3), and the molecule scatters signals
containing only the incident signal frequency component f, which corresponds to the
Rayleigh scattering concept [7.4].
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The intensity of the scattered Raman signal however, is very weak since about only 1 in
107 photons scatters at different frequencies [7.6]. Stronger scattered signals can be
obtained if a more powerful optical source is employed [7.6], or the molecule (particle)
is placed close to a metal surface or particle. The second case corresponds to the Surface
Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) phenomenon [7.7-8] and depending on the
structure and the morphology of the metal surface can provide typical enhancement
factors for the weak Raman signal of the order of 103 - 106 [7.6-9], although signal
enhancement of the order of 10 !4 have also been seen [7.9].

The SERS technique has been known and widely used for the last three decades and the
origin of the sometimes gigantic signal enhancement that provides, is due to an
electromagnetic

and

a chemical

mechanism.

Between

the

two

however,

the

electromagnetic is the dominant mechanism [7.10-11], unlike the chemical that is weak
(of the order of 102) and associated with electron transition from the Fermi states of
metal to unoccupied states of the molecule or from occupied states of the adsorbed
molecule to the Fermi states of the metal [7.9, 7.12]. The electromagnetic amplification
mechanism that is caused due to the metal surface (structure), is described in the
following section for the simple case of a metal sphere scattering light. To simplify the
calculations, the scattered signal will be considered to be Rayleigh, with frequency f.

7.2 Electrostatic analysis of single spheres
Consider a sphere with relative permittivity Ej, diameter di and radius ri, which is
located in a medium with relative permittivity

82

real and positive where a

homogeneous field Ein exists, pointing in the z-direction, as it is shown in Figure 7.2.

Em<

y

ei

\

X

\

+ z

/

____
r \

—

..........................

Figure 7.2. Sphere with relative perm ittivity £l5 radius r x and diam eter di = 2 r x, in a parallel
homogeneous field Ein along z, em bedded in a medium with relative perm ittivity c2.
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The scattering problem for an arbitrary sphere has been solved exactly by Mie [7.12].
For a clear physical insight however, the quasi-static approximation is easier to
understand by assuming that the diameter of the sphere is much smaller than the
wavelength X0. Quasi-static implies that the field is static spatially, i.e. there are no
retardation effects, but temporarily it oscillates by exp[+jo)t] [7.13].

Hence, with reference to the sphere of Figure 7.2 and following the quasi-static
approach, consider that di «

X0. To find the electric field produced by the sphere, it is

then essential to evaluate first the potential

of the sphere, which satisfies Laplace’s

equation in the spherical polar co-ordinates (r, 0, (p), [7.5, 7.14],

V2<D= 0

(7.4)

By assuming no field variation in (p, eqn.(7.4) becomes, [Appendix A],
J__3_
r2 3r

3<F A
+

"a7

1

sin(0)

r 2 sin
in(0) 3 0

30

1

3 2 <E>

+ •

~dQ

=0

(7.5)

r sin

The solution of eqn.(7.5) can provide the potential of the sphere for r < ri, Oi, and
outside the sphere (r > ri), O 2, and has the form, [7.5]:
q=

r

2

+ ^q r cos
y

(e)

(7.6)

where q = 1,2 and Aq and Bq are unknown coefficients.

To find Oi and O 2 it is necessary to apply the corresponding boundary conditions which
are, [Appendix I], [7.5, 7.13-14]:

<Mr, 3) = ^ 2 (r, 0)
►
1

3r

=8

z

at r = ri

(7.7)

3r

In addition, the potential at the center of the sphere (r = 0) should be finite:
(7.8)
whereas at a very large distance from the sphere (r —» «>) the external field has to remain
undisturbed:

1>2(r,e) = -E inrcos(e)
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Hence, the matching of eqns.(7.7-7.9) gives:
3 e.

<j>i(r = ri, e ) = -

2 s 2

0 2(r>r,,e) =

E inZ

(7.10)

T £]

£1 £2
\ E in C O s(e)-Ein rcos(e)
+ 2 e2

(7.11)

= cp sc + c£>in
Equation (7.11) shows that the potential outside the sphere (r > ri) consists of the
potential due to the optical source <f>jn , and the scattering potential from the sphere O sc
[7.13].

The electric field components at r = ri, Ei , and r > n , E 2 , can be found by, [7.5, 7.1314]:
E ,= - V ® q

(7.12)

which gives:

at r = r i :
3e^
E zi =

Ej + 2 e 2

E:r

(7.13)

at r > r i :
S2=

£1 £2 E in
e 2+ 2 e 2

(2cos(0)r + sin (0 )0 ) + E: z

(7.14)

where z , r and 0 are unit vectors, [Appendix A]. Note that the first term of eqn.(7.14)
describes the scattering fields from the sphere.

The polarization of the sphere P is then along the z direction due to the incident field Ei
and given by, [Appendix I],
P z = 3 e 2 £1 £2 EEj + 2 e 2

(7.15)

As a consequence, the corresponding dipole moment £, considering the sphere to be a
dipole oriented along the z - axis, is [7.5, 7.13],
p2 = P z V
where V is the volume of the dipole (sphere).
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By using eqn.(7.15) in eqn.(7.16), pz of the sphere becomes, eqn.(7.16),
A
ei e 2 Ttr, Ei,
Pz = 4 e 2
V8j + 2 S 2 y

(7.17)

= « E in
where a is the polarisability of the sphere. As a consequence, the field outside the
sphere will now be, eqn.(7.14),
I 2=

pz

(2cos(9)r + sin

4718•2
-

(e)e)

+ E inz

( 7 . 1 8 )

r

which shows that the scattered field is dependent on the dipole moment of the sphere

It is clear from the above analysis that the electric field at the surface of the sphere Ezi,
eqn.(7.13), the scattering electric fields from the sphere, eqn.(7.14), and the dipole
moment of the dipole (sphere), eqn.(7.17), can become larger than the input field Ejn
when,
8 j+ 2 8 2 = 0

(7.19)

The condition of eqn.(7.19) can only be satisfied if the sphere is an (ideal) metal which
exhibits

= - £ i R < 0 , considering that the surrounding medium is a dielectric with

e 2 > 0. Since the relative permitivity of a metal is strongly wavelength dependent as
was shown in chapter 2 , hence as e 2 increases the spectrum regime that will satisfy
eqn.(7.19) will shift from the UV towards the visible/IR region. However, in real life
metals are lossy with e1 = -

1R

and eqn.(7.19) cannot be fully satisfied as

- J 'ii

en * 0 . The strong induced electric fields on the surface (r = ri) of such a metallic
sphere when eqn.(7.19) is satisfied can be seen by calculating the corresponding field

2

-2

M
N

II

*

enhancement factor of eqn.(7.13) given by
3

e 2

8 2

+

(7.20)

Ts =
E j „

2

8 j

The variation of Ts, eqn.(7.20), as a function of different metals and 82 values when
eqn.(7.19) is satisfied is given in Table 7.1.
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2 £2
2

3.5378

4.5

Metal

Ts

K (nm)

Cu

0.374

330

Ag

112

354

Au

0.62

496

A1

393

138

Cu

0.88

430

Ag

720

380

Au

4.12

520

A1

242

170

Cu

0.79

450

Ag

47

400

Au

4.125

520

A1

39

184

Table 7.1. Calculated Ts for a sphere made of Ag, Au, Cu and A1 when

=1 (air), 1.7686 (water)

and 2.25 (glass). The values of £i for Ag, Cu and Au have been taken from [7.15], whereas those for
A1 from [7.16].

The results of Table 7.1 show that as

82

increases the maximum value of T s , eqn.(7.20),

for the different metals becomes smaller as it is achieved at longer wavelengths where
811

usually becomes larger. Among the different metals, Ag and A1 give the highest Ts.

Note that if a dielectric sphere is used with 81 real and positive, the corresponding field
enhancement T s , eqn.(7.20), is then less than one and further reduces as

£1

increases.

The high field produced by the metal spheres is a result of “localized” SPW modes
which are able to radiate and can be excited directly by incident photons. These
“localized” SPW modes can produce more intense optical fields compared to the SPW
modes discussed up to now in this thesis which are non-radiative and tightly bound at a
perfectly smooth and flat dielectric - metal interface [7.13].

Hence, the above results clearly show why the use of metal structures and especially
particles has been so attractive when placed close to molecules for enhancing the weak
Raman scattered signals.
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7.3 Elemental dipole antenna radiation
One of the problems when dealing with light scattering measurements as mentioned
before is related to the weak scattered signals as for example in Raman scattering.
Another significant problem however, is the direction of these scattered signals from the
molecules. For example, the fluorescent radiation from fluorophores is isotropic and it
is difficult to collect more than a small fraction of the emitted photons. It has been
found that collection efficiencies near 10% are possible, but at the expense of complex
optics, [7.17].

To improve the scattered light collection efficiency from particles (molecules) without
the use of complicated or expensive instruments, it is suggested in this chapter to
employ a K-R prism coupled structure and make use of the properties of the excited
SPW field such as the corresponding longitudinal SPW phase. This will allow the
control of the direction of the radiation pattern from the molecules. Hence, the
involvement of SPWs will not only enhance the intensity of the scattered signals due to
the strong field which can become even stronger with the use of optically active films,
section 6.4, but also provide an increase in the scattered light collection efficiency.
Although planar interfaces do not offer such a high SPW field intensity as metal
particles or rough surfaces, but have the advantage of ease of fabrication. In addition,
for some biological applications if a rough metal surface is used with certain atomic
level roughness, a specific charge transfer interaction and/or the electronic structure of
the adspecies are responsible for large enhancement in SERS, and therefore the Raman
spectra of adsorbates often contains additional bands which are not always
unambiguously assigned. In contrast, the use of smooth surface for the Raman
enhancement does not show these disadvantages and enhancement factors of the order
of 102 - 103 have been theoretically predicted, [7.18].

The analysis of the proposed configuration will consider that each of the molecules is
placed inside a homogeneous SPW field that is excited in a K-R prism coupled
arrangement. Each molecule will then scatter (radiate) light in a similar manner to a
radiating elementary dipole antenna.
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In section 7.2 the analysis of the sphere has ignored the field time dependency due to
the assumed quasi-static approximation which gave a permanent dipole moment p,
eqn.(7.17). This result however is not always valid as most of the times we do not deal
with such permanent moments, but with moments induced by the external field and
varying with it as a periodic function of time [7.5, 7.13],
p (t) = p e +j“ ‘

(7.21)

Such an induced dipole moment p can then be visualized as a dipole of length d ( where
the charge alternates periodically, Figure 7.3a, and can represented as an equivalent to
an infinitesimal (elemental) dipole antenna traversed by current [7.5],

i(t ) = ^ = A
= ^ - j o ) e +j“ ' = I 0 e +i" t
w
dt
d t Vd .7 d,

(7.22)

which can radiate in the free space [7.5, 7.14, 7.19-20], Figure 7.3b; Q represents
charge.

0

1(0

p(9

©

Q

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.3. R epresentation of an electric dipole, (a), of length dj, charge Q and time varying
m om ent p (t), as a dipole antenna, (b), traversed by c u rren t I(t), which is located a t the origin of the
co-ordinate system, (c).

Consider then such an infinitesimal dipole antenna of length di «

positioned at the

origin of the co-ordinate system and oriented along the z axis at a distance r from an
observation point O as shown in Figure 7.3c.
The current I, eqn.(7.22), in the dipole antenna is assumed to be harmonic and flows
only along the z direction. The corresponding harmonic time dependent electric, E, and
magnetic, H, field components of the radiating oscillating dipole are well known and
can be found in any textbook dealing with radiation, [7.5, 7.19-20]:
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sin (e )e x p [-jk r]

(7.23)

E r ( r. 0) = T ^ — j" T + _T cos(e )exp [ - j k r l

(7.24)

H , ( r , 0 ) = p z -^ - ~ - + - \
471
r
r

2ne2 L r

r J

pz

1 .k
k
------ sin (9 )e x p [-jk r]
7+
47te2 r
r
r

Ee(r,e)

(7.25)

where k is the propagation constant in medium 82 given as:
(7.26)

k = k 0 V®2"

With reference to the eqns.(7.23) - (7.25), in the near field zone of the radiating dipole
( r « 7,0 ) the term [ 1 / r3 ] dominates, and all field components exist:
H „ (r>0) = p z 7 ^ 4 " sin(e )exp[~ j k r]
4 ti r

(7.27)

E r (r,0) =

(7.28)

— jc o s(0 )e x p [- jk r ]
j

Ee (r,0) =

t£2 r

— ysin(e)exp[- jkr]

(7.29)

47ce2 r

However, there are no now any Poynting vector components as the E and H fields form
a standing wave instead of a traveling one, [7.19].

In contrast with the near-field components, in the far field zone ( r »

), only the term

varying with [ 1 / r ] in eqns.(7.23)-(7.25) remain, hence Er ~ 0 and Ee with

are the

only non zero field components:

H<p(r.e ) = P z ^ - - - sin(e)exp[-jkr]
v

4 ti

r

(7.30)

(7.31)
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The corresponding Poynting vector of the dipole, eqn.(2.11), solved in spherical
co-ordinates has then a component only in the r direction [7.5, 7.19-20]:
1-1

2 to k 3

y4 n /

sin

2e2 r2

(e)

(7.32)

It is clearly shown from eqn.(7.32) that the intensity of the dipole’s radiation pattern is
zero in the direction of the dipole moment (0 = 0) and becomes maximum in the
direction perpendicular to the dipole (0 = 7t/2) with
to k 3
S rmax(r . e = 7 t / 2 ) =

V471/

(7.33)

2 e2 r 2

as it is shown in Figure 7.4.

330

z *I
0

300

30
.60

271

----- ►

y
240

20

180
Figure 7.4. Polar plot of the norm alized radiating intensity of a single elem entary dipole.

Since the main scope of this study is to improve the directivity of the radiating fields
and increase the scattered signal collection efficiency, as a consequence only the far
field zone components of the dipole will be considered in the analysis.

7.4 Two dimensional array of particles
Since the field properties for a single spherical particle are now known, it is therefore
necessary to introduce the SPW field effects. This can be achieved by employing the
K-R prism coupled structure of Figure 4.3a for exciting the SPW. In most experimental
cases however, we deal with a large number of particles. The particles here are
considered in close vicinity to the metal film and are much smaller compared to the
excitation wavelength and the SPW decaying field as it is shown in Figure 7.5a. If the
particles occupy an area on the metal film with known dimensions, it is then possible to
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calculate their overall far field radiation pattern. For the sake of the simplicity, it is
assumed here that the particles form a rectangular array with length lz along the z
direction and width ly along the y direction, as it is shown in Figure 7.5b, [7.21].

metal

prism, e
z
metal, e,
dielectric
substrate,

7 JT J

X

e.

particles
SPW field
(b)
Figure 7.5. a) particles probed by SPW field excited in a K-R arrangem ent, b) rectangular a rra y of
particles with length lz along the z axis and width ly along the y axis.

The rectangular particle array can then be considered as a two dimensional (2D) array
consisted o f M rows with respect to the z axis and N columns with respect to the y axis
as it is shown in Figure 7.6.
(N)

(M )

X

y
Figure 7.6. Two dim ensional a rra y of particles consisting of M rows and N columns. The particles
have length d! and are separated by each other by a distance dz «

d] and dy «

d! along the z and y

axis respectively. Total length of each column and row is lz and ly respectively. Note th at d H d y and
dz are not in scale in the picture.
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Every row/column of the array is formed by a large number of particles each one acting
as an elemental dipole antenna and having the far field properties described in section
7.3.1. However, since the particles are now separated by each other by a distance dz in
the z direction and dy in the y direction, there is an introduced phase shift between them
along the z, AOz, and y axis, AOy, as given by eqns.(7.34) and (7.35) respectively,
[Appendix J. 1]:
A®z = k d z cos(e)

(7.34)

AOy = k d y sin(0)sin(cp)

(7.35)

Since SPW excitation is required, hence the analysis will consider TM polarized signals
and no field variation along the y axis. As a consequence, since the dipoles are oriented
along the z axis, their excitation will be done by employing the Ez field component of
the K-R structure inside the dielectric substrate medium, [Appendix F .l]. For incident
angles 0j beyond the total reflection angle 0Tr between the prism and the substrate Ez
becomes:
E z(s)

= J—

v'

A s e x p [ - k x(S) x ]ex p [-j(3 z ]

0 3£o £ s

(7.36)

v'

where kx(s) is the transverse propagation constant, eqn.(4.3), and (3 the longitudinal,

eqn.(4.2).

Because E z,eqn.(7.36), is propagating along the

additional excitation phase term will have to be introduced

z direction, hence an
to thedipole field

calculations but only along z. The electric and magnetic far field components for a
single dipole along the z axis will now be, eqn.(7.30)-(7.31):
E e(z) (r>e ) = A e

exp[- j k r]exp[+ j (k cos(e) + P)dz ]

Hv(z)(r,9) = Av -^^exp[-jkr]exp[+j(kcos(e) + P)dz ]

(7.37)
(7.38)

whereas these for the dipoles along the y axis are:
E e(y) M ) 55 A e

exp[- j k r] exp [+ j k sin (0) sin (cp) d y ]

(7.39)

H<p(y) (r,0) - A^,

exp[- jkr]exp[+ jksin(0)sin((p)dy ]

(7.40)
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Ae

k2
------P
47T8s

(7.41)

kco

(7.42)

Note that all the dipoles are dielectric spheres with relative permittivity Ei and radiate
inside the dielectric substrate region, hence in k, eqn.(7.26), and pz, eqn.(7.17),
consider 82 = 8 s real and positive.

Since the diemeter di of each radiating dipole, Figure 7.3a, is assumed to be much
bigger than the separations dz and dy , hence each row/column of the array can be
thought of being homogeneous. As a consequence this implies that the particles are very
close to each other so that dz = z, eqns.(7.37)-(7.38), and dy = y, eqns.(7.39)-(7.40),
forming a continuous linear array along z and y. Hence, the total electric Ee(T) and
magnetic H ^ t) field components along the z and y direction can be calculated by
integrating eqns.(7.37)-(7.40) over the entire length lz and ly respectively, [Appendix J]:
along z:
E e(ZT)

(r. 0) = Ae

r

exp[- j k r] AFZ

(7.43)

exp[- j k r] AFZ

(7.44)

H ,(lT) (r >0) = A ,

along y:
Ee(yT) M ) = Ae ~ ^ ~ exp[-jkr]AFy

(7.45)

H,p(yT) M ) = A„ ^ ^ e x p [-jk r ]A F y

(7.46)

where

(7.47)

u z = kcos(0) + |3
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(7.49)

u y = ksin(0)sin((p)

The term

(7.50)

- ^ e x p [ - jk r ] in eqns.(7.43)-(7.46) describes a single radiating dipole,
r

whereas AFZ and AFy are referred to as the array factors and represent the influence of
the linear array (column) along the z and y direction on the dipole radiation. As a
consequence, the fields of the rectangular array of dipoles can be found by multiplying
the single radiating dipole term with the corresponding array factors along the z and y
directions:

H„(T)(r,e) = A ^ ^ le x p I - j k r j A F , AFy

(7.52)

giving a Poynting vector, eqn.(7.32):
(7.53)

7.5 Array far field radiation results
With reference to Figure 7.5a, let the K-R prism coupled arrangement to have the
following parameters: ep = 2.25, es = 1, and the metal film of thickness dm = 30nm is
silver with 8m = - 48.8 - j 3.16 at

= lpm . Following the analysis given in chapter 4,

from the power reflection coefficient |F|2, eqn.(4.17), of the structure the SPW
excitation angle 0j = 0spw is now found at 42.4°, eqn.(4.25). In addition the excited SPW
field has peak intensity at the metal - dielectric substrate interface given by |T|2 = 65,
eqn.(4.18), whereas at 0i = 0spw , the SPW field inside the dielectric substrate region has
a decay depth A = 0.7pm, eqn.(3.20). Both |T|2 and |T|2 of the prism coupled structure
are given as a function of the incident angle 0j in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7. Calculated |F |2 and |T |2 as a function of the incident angle 0* for a K-R prism coupled
stru ctu re with ep = 2.25, Es = 1, d m = 30nm, £m = - 48.8 - j 3.16 and A,0 = 1pm.

With reference to Figure 7.5b, assume that an array of dielectric spherical particles with
diameter dj and relative permittivity Ei is then formed in a close vicinity to the dielectric
substrate side of the metal, and has width ly and length lz along the y and z direction
respectively. If each of the particles is considered much smaller than the incident
wavelength (di « A,0 = 1pm) and placed inside the SPW field which is considered to be
homogeneous, hence the analysis given in section 7.5 can be applied to estimate the
radiation far field emission pattern of the whole particle array. Note that the particles are
experiencing an excitation phase only along the z direction, which is, [7.21]:
(7.54)
—lz / 2

The intensity Sr of the far field pattern of the array is then given by eqn.(7.53) and its
corresponding normalized quantity for (j) = 0, is plotted as a function of 0 for various
array dimensions in Table 7.2, with and without the excitation SPW phase AT'z.
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Table 7.2. Polar plots of the norm alised intensity Sr of the far field radiation p attern from the a rra y of particles as a
function of 0 for different a rra y dim ensions when <(>= 0. The solid (blue) line p attern s include the SPW excitation
phase, w hereas the dotted (red) line plots are w ithout.
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Note that in the plots of Table 7.2, with reference to Figure 7.5b, the 0 - 180° and the
90 - 270° axes correspond to the z and y axis respectively. The results of Table 7.2
clearly show that as the lz length increases the radiation pattern becomes more narrow
(i.e. directive) compared to the corresponding increase of ly which produces a broader
emission pattern. When ly >

XQ,this broad far field pattern splits into many lobes which

in the absence of the excitation phase are symmetric with respect to the 90 - 270° axis.
If the excitation phase along z is not zero, then the emission pattern becomes very
directive and points towards 180°. The fact that the far field radiation becomes very
narrow and in some cases significantly directive is due to the fact that as lz increases the
overall effect of the excitation (SPW) phase becomes more significant as also the phase
ATf,, eqn.(7.54), increases, Table 7.3.
lz (pm )

A'Fz (rads)

0.2

0.4

0.5

71

1

2n

10

20

71

7i

T able 7.3. T otal excitation phase along z as a function of the length lz.

On the other hand, when both ly and lz become smaller, the far field pattern of the array
approaches that of a single elementary dipole, Figure 7.4. The far field radiation of the
7t
array varies similarly when <|>= — as it is shown in Appendix J.
4

An alternative method to change the far field radiation pattern and make it more
directive is by varying the excitation shift A TZ, eqn.(7.54), for a particular array
dimensions. This change in A'Fz can easily be achieved by using different incident
angles 0i inside the prism coupler. Figure 7.8 shows an example of how the intensity Sr,
eqn.(7.53), of the far field radiation pattern from the array of Table 7.3 with ly = lz = XQ
varies when A'Fz = 0.03 n, 0.3 n , 2 n and 3 n (rads).
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A ¥ z = 0.3 n (rads)
0i = 5.8°

an ,

= 0.03 71 (rads)
^

0. = 0 . 6 °

A'?,« 3 n (rads)
Q , = 80°

270
Figure 7.8. Polar plot of the norm alised far field intensity radiation Sr for a two dim ensional array
of particles with ly = lz = X0 calculated for excitation phase A ^ = 0.03 n , 0.3 n , 2 n and 3 n (rads).

It is clearly illustrated in Figure

7 .8

that the larger the excitation phase

A T 'z

(larger

0 j),

the more directive the far field pattern becomes and the less lobes exist. However, only
the phase AT'z that corresponds to the SPW excitation is of interest (A'F'z ~ 2 n), as it is
followed by the high SPW field intensity SPW which makes the radiation fields from
the particles very strong. In addition, as it is shown for this example, the effect o f AT'z
on the radiation pattern for 0j > 0spw is not so strong.

Hence, it is possible to steer the far field radiation from an array o f particles and also
make it more directive by either changing the dimensions o f the array or varying the
external excitation phase through the incident prism angle

0 j.

7.6 Far Field radiation pattern m easurem ent techniques
Unfortunately we did not experimentally measure the far field radiation pattern of any
o f the theoretically analysed dipole arrays o f section 7.5. However, we present here two
experimental configurations that can be employed to complete the work in the future.
The two experimental arrangements are presented in Figures 7.9 and 7.10 respectively.
Both structures, Figures 7.9-7.10, are based on the K-R prism coupled configuration of
Figure 7.5a, where SPW excitation is achieved at the metal - substrate interface when
the field intensity o f the reflected signal

Ir

vanishes at

0 j = 0 spw,

eqn.(4.25). The optical

source is followed by a collimating lens to ensure minimum divergence angle for the
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source output beam, and a polariser to allow only the TM polarized signals with
intensity Is to impinge onto the prism. The particles are dielectric with relative
permittivity

8j > 0 and properties as given in section 7.4, and are placed at the

metal - substrate interface to form the required array. Note importantly that in some
particles such as fluorescent molecules, the radiation is significantly affected by the
presence of the metal, hence the use o f a 5nm to lOnm Si02 film between the two media
[7.13]. The array o f particles at the metal - substrate dielectric is then radiating with the
use o f the excited SPW mode in the K-R arrangement.
C ollim ating
lens
P olariser

Ol
sc

Prism, s.
Metal, s,
Substrate, s<

Radiating
particles

Power
meter

Figure 7.9. A rrangem ent for m easuring the far field profile from an a rra y of particles in a K-R
configuration using a fiber. Dotted arrow s indicate radiation from the particles.

With reference to Figure 7.9, the measurement concept of the far field radiation pattern
o f the excited array o f particles is based on a direct angular scanning with the use of a
fiber. In that case, a fiber can be placed at a distance r in front o f the particle array and
connected to a very sensitive power meter for measuring the scattered signals. The
measurement o f the array far field is then performed by rotating the fiber at an angle 0
with respect to the optical axis AA”. A slit with an aperture width b can also be placed
on the detecting facet of the fiber to increase the angular detection resolution 80,
80

b
r

which is measured in radians.
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It is suggested here though, that before the final measurement of the far field radiation
profile of the array o f particles that a reference measurement has to be taken from the
metal surface without the presence of the array. By this way any damages on the metal
film which may allow more light to transmit inside the substrate region and affect the
radiation profile o f the array are avoided.

The advantage o f this technique is that the far field profile from the array can be
obtained directly and in real time. The drawbacks however are that there may be
mechanical vibrations due to the rotation o f the fiber. In addition, single mode fibers
which have small diameter and provide high rotating flexibility are difficult to couple
light whereas high numerical aperture (NA) fibers are larger and more cumbersome to
rotate or bend. A suggestion to overcome the fiber problem could be the direct use of
the power meter but in that case a small enough detector has to be used at close
distances from the sample.

The technique employed in the arrangement of Figure 7.10 can measure the far field
radiation pattern with the use o f a lens.
Collimating
len s
^

P o la r iser

detector

1

Optical

o

sou rce

Prism,

e,

M etal, em—_
N ea r fie ld p lan e
Substrate, e s
R a d ia tin g ^
p a rticles
Lens 1

F a r field p la n e

_|<2n
Lens 2

m onitor

Figure 7.10. A rrangem ent for m easuring the far Field profile from an a rra y of particles in a K-R
configuration using a set of lenses. Dotted arrow s indicate radiation from the particles.
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The main concept of the measurement is based on the ability of the lenses to perform
instant Fourier transform on a signal, [7.22-23]. Is it also well known that the Fourier
transform of the near field radiation produces the corresponding far field profile [7.24].
As a consequence, in the arrangement of Figure 7.10 it is suggested that a biconvex lens
(Lens 1) with focal length fin is placed at distance x = xL = flfi from the particles to
image their near field profile. Note here that xl cannot be exactly equal to flfi as then
the near field image will be formed at infinity following the thin les formula
calculations, [7.22]. As a consequence, at a distance x « 2 f l fl from the particles, which
for our arrangement corresponds to the front focal length flfi of the Lens 1, the Fourier
transform plane of the lens exists where the far field radiation profile of the array of
particles is expected to be formed. A CCD camera connected to a TV monitor can then
be placed at the Fourier transform plane to capture the far field profile image, which is
seen now as an intensity profile along the z axis. Depending on the dimensions of the
array the capture image may be small and outside the resolution capabilities of the
CCD. Hence, a second biconvex lens (Lens 2) with focal length f2fi can be placed at a
distance u from the far field plane. By applying the thin lens formula where, [7.22],
1 1 1
=- +f 2fl u v

(7.56)

it is then expected that at a distance v from Lens 2 an image of the far field profile will
be formed magnified by a factor, [7.22],
Mm = u

(7.57)

and can then be captured by the CCD. It is important here to mention that the maximum
magnification, eqn.(7.57), is limited by the area of the CCD chip. Similarly to the
measurement with the fiber, Figure 7.9, a reference measurement without the presence
of the particle array is recommended.

The advantage of the lens arrangement, Figure 7.10, compared to the use of the fiber,
Figure 7.9, is that the lenses offer stability to the system as there are no mechanical
movements (e.g. fiber rotation). In addition, a large working distance lens will allow the
measurement of the far field radiation profile at a safe distance from the particles.
Examination of a particular site on the particle array is also feasible with the lens. A real
time measurement is also provided.
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The lens technique however, measures the far field intensity profile along the z axis and
not as it is usually done as an angular variation. In addition, depending on the
dimensions of the particle array and the strength o f the scattered signals, a high
sensitivity and high resolution CCD camera may be required which can increase the
cost of the system.

To prove that the lens concept works, an example o f measuring the far field radiation
profile from a beam coming out from a slit with dimensions less that the beam’s
diameter, is given in Appendix K.
The use of fluorescent materials for imaging the far field radiation pattern from particles
excited by SPWs has also been reported in the literature, [7.25]. The structure consists
of a rough silver film o f 70nm thickness that has been deposited on a glass slide and
coated by 1/100 monolayer of the Rhodamin 6G fluorescent molecules. As fluorescent
molecules are completely quenched when they are in direct contact with metals, a lOnm
thick film of SiC>2 was used between the two media. On the top o f the monolayer, silver
particles with different dimensions were positioned. SPW excitation was achieved by
focusing a laser beam with a wavelength A,0 = 515nm onto the rough silver film, Figure
7.11.

Laser
515 nm

Figure 7.11. Experim ental configuration employed for imaging radiation from particles as it is
given in [7.25]. BS: beam splitter, O B J: microscope objective lens, F: filter, CCD: cam era, E:
electric field.

The focused light on the structure allows SPW excitation, and also makes the molecules
fluoresce but at a different wavelength from the source. The silver particles on the
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fluorescent layer are excited by the SPWs and their radiation pattern is imaged by a
CCD camera. Since the lifetime of the fluorescent molecules is very short, it is
necessary to employ a CCD camera with exposure times of few seconds, [7.25]. In
addition, the intensity o f the excitation source needs to be kept low as this can cause
bleaching (decomposition) of the molecules. In that case a CCD camera sensitive to low
light levels is required. The laser excitation wavelength is blocked from the CCD with a
long pass filter. Typical results o f the radiation pattern from the silver particles as
observed in [7.25] are given in Figure 7.12.
10 pm

10 pm

v
10 pm

Figure 7.12. Results of particle radiation with the use of SPWs as obtained in [7.25]. a) silver
particle with dimensions: 200nm diam eter, 60nm h e ig h t; b) silver wire: 200nm w idth, 60nm height,
20pm length; c) two silver particles positioned parallel to the excitation field E: 200nm diam eter,
60nm height, 1.5pm separation; d) two silver particles positioned norm al to the excitation field E:

200nm diam eter, 60nm height, 2pm separation.

The results o f Figure 7.12 do not follow the traveling wave antenna radiation pattern
that was observed in Table 7.2. Instead, the particle radiation pattern is similar to that
for long linear antennae with standing-wave sinusoidal current distributions, [7.26],
which is believed to be due the way SPWs were excited. As a consequence, the particle
now has a bi-directional radiation pattern which becomes narrower as the length o f the
particle increases, Figures 7.12a-b. In addition, when two particles are used, more lobes
in the radiation pattern are observed, Figures 7.12c-d.

Hence, the above described technique has the potential to be employed for imaging the
radiation pattern from particles excited by a traveling SPW, [section 7.4].
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7.7 Conclusions
It has been shown in this chapter that the intensity of scattered signals from particles
with dimensions smaller that the wavelength of the excitation source can be
significantly enhanced with the use of metal structures such as spheres. The analysis has
been performed by assuming that such particles act as elementary dipole antennas. It has
also been presented that if an array of such particles is formed, it is then possible that
the use of SPWs can not only provide an intensity enhancement for the scattered
signals, which significantly increase with optically active media, but can also control
the far field radiation profile from the array by introducing an excitation phase term and
make the radiating beam significantly directive. Finally, two far field measurement
techniques and the corresponding experimental arrangements have been suggested and
described.
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8.1 Conclusions
A systematic study of the modal properties of Surface Plasmon Waves (SPWs) has been
given in this thesis. It has been shown that SPWs can be supported at a single interface
structure formed by a dielectric with positive relative permittivity Ed > 0 and an ideal
metal with a negative relative permittivity em = - |EmR| < 0, if 8d < |£mR|- For a lossless
metal, if |£mR| ~ £d then SPWs yield a very large longitudinal propagation constant
providing an extremely short field decay depth and modal wavelength making SPWs
very attractive for subwavelength applications. In realistic situations however, the metal
losses limit the SPWs longitudinal propagation. This detrimental metal effect can be
overcome when operating at long wavelengths, but then the SPW field has a large decay
depth and a reduced field intensity. It has been shown that a more effective method is
the use of multiple dielectric - metal interface structures capable of supporting
symmetric and antisymmetric - like SPWs such as the dielectric cladding metal guide
(DMD) structure and the metal cladding dielectric guide configuration (MDM). By
adjusting the dielectric (D) or metal (M) film thickness, the SPWs can yield
subwavelength operation and a significantly extended propagation compared to the
single interface case. Interestingly, if £d > |£mR| the SPWs can exhibit a negative group
velocity and negative total poynting vector.
SPW excitation in prism coupled waveguides is very popular as it allows mode
selectivity and ease of fabrication compared to gratings or rough surfaces. The well
established for describing electromagnetic wave propagation Transmission Line (T-L)
theory has been utilized here over the commonly employed plane wave cascade matrix
analysis to study SPW excitation in a Kretschman-Raether (K-R) prism coupled
structure. The T-L has the advantage of reducing any intricate multilayer prism coupled
structure into a two section T-L circuit which is characterized by the corresponding
transverse impedance of each section. Hence, a better physical insight is obtained of the
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nature of the contribution by each of the layers to the overall electromagnetic
phenomenon. The analysis has shown that the SPW excitation seen as a ‘dip’ in the
power reflection coefficient of the structure corresponds to an impedance matching
between the input and the load of the two section T-L circuit, which is a result of
transverse resonance. This matching however occurs only if the metal is lossy, as for
ideal (lossless) situations the load impedance of the T-L network is purely reactive
giving unity power reflection coefficient. The T-L concept has also been successfully
applied to model SPW excitation in DMD and MDM prism coupled waveguides where
not only SPWs are supported but also “conventional” waves.
Experimental SPW and “conventional” wave excitation in prism coupled waveguide
structures has also been demonstrated, and the results were close to the theoretical
predictions. Simultaneous excitation of two “conventional” surface waves having the
same frequency has shown that a spatial wave beat effect can be produced which
corresponds to a time varying high frequency travelling wave enclosed in a low
frequency envelope.

The effect of semiconductor optical sources with spectrally broad and divergent output
beam on SPW excitation in prism coupled arrangements has also been studied. The
analysis studies the field reflection coefficient by performing a numerical convolution
between the non-ideal input beam and the corresponding reflected field intensity of the
structure calculated considering an ideal source. The input beam profile was assumed to
be Gaussian as it was best fitting to the beam shape of typical semiconductor optical
sources. Experimental demonstration of the above analysis has been performed by using
a Laser diode with emission wavelength in the visible (A.0 = 633nm) and a narrow
spectral width (8X ~ lnm), and a SLD with X0 = 980nm and broad 6X (~ 15nm), to
excite SPW in a

K-R arrangement for different output beam divergent angles for the

two sources. Experimental results were in a good agreement with theory and showed
that SPW excitation at long wavelengths is more susceptible to the characteristics of the
optical source compared to the short wavelength excitation. Hence, such sources have
the potential to replace the gas lasers traditionally used for this type of experiment.

A different approach to reduce or even eliminate the effect of the metal losses on the
SPW modal properties has been the use of optically active media with optical gain.
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When such media are employed in SPW structures, the optical gain can compensate for
the metal losses and allow SPW lossless propagation and subwavelength operation. If
minimum amount of gain is required then it has been suggested to operate in the IR, use
silver, dielectric media with small relative permittivity and employ DMD or MDM
structures.

SPW excitation in an optically active prism coupled structure with optically active
dielectric films having thickness and amounts of optical gain similar to those employed
in semiconductor optical sources has also been analysed. The study has shown that as
the gain increases, the “dip” at the power reflection coefficient at the SPW excitation
angle becomes shallower and exceeds unity. This result indicates that the metal losses
have been overcompensated by the gain and optical amplification takes place. In
addition, the corresponding FWHM of the ’’dip” becomes narrower allowing the system
to have a high sensitivity if it is to be used as sensor.
Finally, it has been shown that SPWs excited in prism coupled structures, apart from
enhancing weak scattered signals from particles (molecules), can also be employed to
control and narrow the far field radiation from those particles. The analysis assumes that
an array of such particles is excited and radiates by the use of the SPW field from the
prism arrangement. The far field radiation pattern from the array has been evaluated by
considering that each one of the particles that form the array is radiating as a dipole
antenna. Hence, it has been found that by making use of the longitudinal phase of the
excited SPW, the radiation from the array of particles becomes very distinct and
directive. Furthermore, this effect becomes more dominant by adjusting the dimensions
of the array and especially by increasing the side of the array that coincides with the
longitudinal direction of the SPW, producing a larger phase and an end-fire scattered
radiation from the particles. If the prism coupled structure where the SPW is excited is
also optically active, then much more enhanced scattered signals will be produced
which in addition to the use of the SPW phase, a significantly increased collection of
those signals can be realised.
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8.2 Future Work
The work carried out so far has demonstrated the significant potential of SPWs for
being employed in various applications such as a biosensing, subwavelength probing
and the design of nanoscale structures. The analyses and experimental results for some
of the structures of this thesis show however that further improvements are needed to
for achieving a functional SPW device with the required properties.
Chapter 5 has shown that a spatial beat effect can be produced with the use of two
simultaneously excited surface modes in a prism coupled arrangement. However, this
phenomenon has been demonstrated only with the use of “conventional” surface modes.
Since it was shown that SPWs exhibit high field intensity, it would be very interesting
to modify the prism coupled DMD structure of Figure 5.2b for optimum symmetric and
antisymmetric SPW excitation. As one of the main problems for not achieving optimum
SPW excitation seems to be the presence of the cromium film, hence it is suggested to
fabricate some structures where the gold film is directly deposited on the SiC>2 and then
repeat the experiment. The same process can also be performed for a structure operating
in the visible spectrum regime where alignment of the full system becomes easier
compared to the corresponding operation in the infrared frequency region.

To complete the investigation of the use of non-ideal optical sources for SPW
excitation, it is recommended that the existing model covering the effect of the
divergence angle and spectral width of the output beam, is extended to include also any
polarisation effects from the source. Experimental demonstration of this concept could
be performed by employing a circularly (50% TE - 50% TM) polarised source followed
by a polariser to control the degree of polarisation. An alternative approach is to use a
linearly (single) polarised source which could be then rotated with respect to the optical
axis of the SPW prism coupled structure for introducing the polarisation effect without
the use of optical polarisers.

The use of optically active media in SPW structures has shown that lossless SPW
propagation and subwavelength operation can be obtained. In practice however there are
still some problems that need to be tackled before such structure becomes functional.
One of the main problems is whether a metal film adjacent to an optically active
dielectric can deteriorate the performance of the latter. In that case it is necessary to
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study the effects of the metal - active region interaction. It has also been discussed in
chapter 6 that SPWs can be excited in an optically active waveguide structure by
employing a prism coupler. According to our knowledge however, there are no
practically easily available prism materials with higher refractive index than the
optically active dielectric medium so to allow SPW excitation. To overcome this
problem it is recommended that a grating instead of a prism is employed. Hence, with
reference to the structure of Figure 6.7b it is suggested that the periodicity of such a
grating can be formed on the top side of the metal film while the bottom flat side will be
in contact with the active medium. In that case the structure could be a heterostructure
commonly employed in semiconductor Lasers and SLDs where the top cladding layer
has been replaced by a metal contact will have also the grating formed.

The analysis of the radiating dipole array performed in chapter 7 has considered that the
particles are placed far away from the metal film hence there are no reflected signals
from the metal that affect their radiation. However, in practice this is not the case as the
particles are usually situated on the metal or on a dielectric film and are affected by
reflected signals (Sommerfeld effect [8.1]). As a consequence, it would be necessary to
modify our model describing the far field radiation from an array so to include the effect
of these reflected signals from the metal (dielectric) film.

The experimental demonstration of the far field profile from an array of radiating
dipoles (particles) excited by a SPW supported in a prism coupled structure has also to
be performed. As a suggested in chapter 7, a lens system can be employed to monitor
the far field radiation pattern from the particle array, which can be formed of SiC>2 or
TiC>2 particles.

Finally, a different approach to increase the intensity of the far field radiation from the
array of particle and alter the direction of the radiation could be to produce a standing
(rather than the commonly used travelling) wave SPW for exciting the particles
(dipoles) (similar to that employed, for example, in phased-array antennae [8.2]).

Hence, it is suggested to study and excite such a standing wave in a prism coupler
configuration using two counter-propagating external beams for excitation. The formed
standing wave SPW will then (Rayleigh) scatter from the particles on the air side of the
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metal surface. The field variation along the direction of propagation, z-axis, for the
standing wave will be of the form sin(pz) or cos(Pz) where, for typical glass prism,
metal, and air (bottom) substrate, the value of p is, in general, nearly the same as k Q,
the wavenumber for plane wave propagation in (air) free-space.

Under this assumption (P ~ k0), the dipoles will radiate in the free space, with patterns
similar to those for very long linear antennae with standing-wave sinusoidal current
distributions [8.3]. Hence, a highly collimated bi-directional radiation along the
positive/negative longitudinal, z-axis will be produced instead of a radiation pattern
tilted towards the direction of propagation but with a quite wide angular distribution
generated by travelling SPWs.
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Appendix A
Maxwell’s equations and Vector Relations

A .I. Vector Transform ations
\|/ is a scalar variable
A is a vector

Vx(VxA) = V V - A - V 2A

(A .l)

V x (\|/A)= V \ j/ x A+\ j / Vx A

(A.2)

V-(V\|/) = V 2 n/

(A.3)

V • (Vx A) = 0

(A.4)

V x V\j/ = 0

(A.5)

Co-ordinate systems
Z

X
Figure A .I. Relationship between cartesian, cylindrical and spherical co-ordinate systems.
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W ith reference to the co-ordinate systems shown in Figure A.l, the following properties
are applying:

Co-ordinate systems variables
X
Cartesian
Cylindrical P
r
Spherical

9

z
z

9

0

y

Table A.I. Co-ordinate systems variables.

Geometrical relations between co-ordinate systems
Cartesian => Cylindrical Cartesian => Spherical Cylindrical => Spherical
x = p cos(cp)
y = p sin((p)
z=z

x = r sin(0) cos((p)
y = r sin(0) sin((p)
z = r cos(0)

p = r sin(0)
z = r cos(0)
9 =9

Table A.2. Geometrical relations between co-ordinate systems.

Vector A in different co-ordinate systems
Cartesian:

A =xAx + y A

+ zA z

(A.6)

Cylindrical:

A = p Ap + <p

+zAz

(A.7)

Spherical:

A = r A r + cp

+ 0 Aq

(A.8)

Gradient of scalar ( V\|/)
Cartesian:

„

„ 3w

„ 3w

„ 3\|/

ox

oy

oz

(A.9)

~
Cylindrical:

^
„ 3\|/ t „ 1 3\|/ . O y
1-z ----Vxj/ = p ------- 1 - 9
3p
p 3cp
3z

(A. 10)

o i • i
Spherical:

w
- 3\j/ A 1 3\j/ .
1
3xj/
V\j/ = r — + 0 - ——+ cp — , , x
or
r 30
rsin(0J 3(p

, A11.
(A. 11)
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Divergence of a vector ( V • A )
Cartesian:

^ r , . ,
Cylindrical:

3 A v d A v 3A„
V • A= ----- —+
+
dx
3y
dz

(A. 12)

1 3 /
\ l^ A
3a
V • A= ------- (p ADjH------------ 1------p3p
p 3 (p
3z

(A .13)

A = \ ^ - { r 2 Ar ) + — ^ A ( sin(0)Ae) + _ i _ ^ A
rsin
rsin(0) 3(p
----- (e)ae
or

Spherical:

(A. 14)

Curl of a vector ( V x A )
Cartesian:

Vx A = x

Cylindrical:

Vx A= p

3 A,

3A

dz

+y

3y

dAx

dAz

dx

dz

1 3 A z _ 3 Ay
+ <P

dz

p 3(p

3 Ap

dA

dz

dp

+z

d Ay

d Ax

3y

dx

(A.15)

+z

(A. 16)
V x A = r-

— (sin (0) A^) rsin
in(0) 3 0
V
3 (p

1 3A
- 1
+er sin(0) 3 cp7 - 4d r: K )

Spherical:

. 1
+ (p r dr,

(A. 17)

30

Laplacian of a scalar (V \|/)
^
•
Cartesian:

Cylindrical:

Spherical:

vr2
d 2 \|/ d 2 V d 2 V
V \\f= ----- —H------—H------—

dx2

3 y 2

(A.18)

dz

3\|/^
1 3 2 \j/ 3 2 \{/
9
1 3
V \|/ = ------+
+
P 3pl^ 3 p J p 3 cp
3 z‘
r
1 3
V vi/ = ———
r dr \
Y72

d\\f

(A. 19)

sin(0)

+

in(0) 30
r 2 sm
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1

3 2 \j/

r sm (0 ) 3 cp:
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A.2. M axwell’s equations
Charge free, p, source free, J = 0, non-magnetic medium, jll = 1, and harmonic time
dependence, exp[+jo)t] with co and t both real and positive, are assumed.
Cartesian co-ordinates
dxzEx + d y z E y + dz z E z - 0

(A.21)

dx Hx + d y H y + d z H z = 0

(A.22)

-jto V o H x = ^ y Ez ~ ^ z E y

(A.23)

- j ® V o H y = ^ z Ex ~ ^ x E z

(A. 24)

-j(£>\i0 H z = d x E y ~ d y Ex

(A.25)

j U Z 0 ZEx = d z H y ~ d y H z

(A.26)

j coe0 e £ y = d x H z - d z H x

(A.27)

j 0}Bo E E z = d y H x - d x H y

(A.28)

^ 3 p P e £ P + ^ 9 q>e£,<p + d z £ E z = °

(A.29)

i3ppfl'p+laq,H,)+azH,=o

(A.30)

Cylindrical co-ordinates

y ( 0 p , o Hp

y0)po

H q,

p

3^ Ez

d z Ep

d z Ey

dp E z

(A.31)

(A.32)

—y 0)po H z — 3 p (p-Eq,) ——3^ E ^

(A.33)

ycoe0 e£p = 3 z H (p- i a <pH ,

(A.34)

y c o e 0 eZijp = 3 p H z ~ d z H p

(A.35)

j ° > £ o £ E z = - 9 < ( . w p - - 9 p ( p f l '<p)

(A.36)

P
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Appendix B
Single Interface Waveguide Properties

B .l. Single interface TE field components
W ith reference to Figure 3.1, consider transverse electric (TE) wave propagation. Such
propagating waves are best described by their electric field component which for the
structure of Figure 3.1 is of the form
E y(x,z) = F(x)e~iPz

(B .l)

assuming no field variation along y and harmonic time dependency which for the sake
of the simplicity has been omitted. Hence, the transverse field variation F(x) is given by
r A Le k' x ,

x>0
(B.2)

F(x) =
A 2 e +kzX, x < 0

where ki, k 2, Ai and A 2 are defined in section 3.1. From M axwell’s equations, eqn.(2.1),
the rest non-zero TE field components are Hx(x,z) and Hz(x,z), described by
Hx = - j

Hz = +j

1 3Ey
(0(Xo d z

1 dE
co[i0 d x

(B.3)

(B.4)

Hence, the fields in the two media have the following variation:

=> x > 0
E y(x,z) = A 1e - k' x e -j|Jz

(B.5)

H K= — !E E

(B.6)

Hz = -j—

(B.7)
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=> x < 0
E y(x,z) = A 2 e ^ x e - jPz

(B. 8 )
(B.9)

(B.10)

B.2. Single interface longitudinal propagation constant
With reference to the single interface structure of Figure 3.1 and assuming TM wave
propagation, the longitudinal propagation constant P, eqn.(3.8), of the surface
electromagnetic wave with field components as given by eqns.(3.5) - (3.6) is studied for
different 8 i and 82 combinations for obtaining confined (bound) propagation. In the
following sections, the analysis will accept solutions which satisfy confined wave
propagation when P is of the form P = P r - j Pi , where Pr > 0 and pi > 0.
From eqn.(3.8),
(B .ll)

1) If 8 j = e1R > 0 and e 2 = e 2R > 0 then eq n .(B .ll) gives
8j

+ e2

which indicates that bound propagation cannot be sustained in the structure as

<0,

eqn.(3.3), hence oscillating solutions exist and not exponentially decaying.
2) If 8 j = e1R > 0 and e 2 = - e 2R < 0 then eqn.(3.8) becomes
(B.13)

which allows bound modes to be obtained only if |e2R| > £ir .
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3) If s 2 =

an(l £ 1 =

£ 2 r “ Je 2 i

e ir

>

0

with

£ 2r

>0> e 2i > 0 , a n d

e2R »

s 2I,

then eqn.(3.8) takes the form:

B2 _ , 2

P

E 2R

21

- K o fc1 R

_ i, 2

•

£ 1R ( £ 2R + £ 1R )

i

/

_ K o fclR

£ 2R + £ 1R _ J£ 2I

\?

( £ 1r

+

£ 2 r )

•

o

£ 1R £

21

J /

+ £ 2I

(£ 1 R + £ 2 r )

+ £ 2

(B.14)
Hence,
1/2
^

(3 = ± k 0 ^

£ 1R ( £ 2R + £ 1R )

j ________£ 1R £ 2I

1R
( £ 1r

+ £ 2I

+ £ 2 R )

(£ 1 R + £ 2 r )

+ £ 2I_
1/ 2

^

= ± k DV* 1R

£ 1r ( £ 1 R + £ 2 r )
( £ 1R + £ 2 r )

£ ti
21 £ 1R

1 -j

£ 2R + £ 1R £ 2R + £ 2I

+ £ 2I

with a real part given as
1/2

Pr

~K^

^

1R

£ i r (£ i r + £ 2R )
2

.

(£ 1 R + £ 2 r ) 2 + £

(B.16)

< k oV* 1R

2i y

and an imaginary as
3 /2

E21
oi £1R
Pi

1/ 2

_ [£ 2R + £ 1R £ 2R ^ £ 2I ]

>0(B .17)

[(£ 1R ^ £ 2R )~ + £ 2I

Since eqns.(A.15) and (A. 16) are both positive, hence a propagating wave which is
attenuated along the positive z direction is possible to be obtained.
4) If

= £ 1R and

= —|e 2r | - j|£2i| with £1R > 0 and |£2R| »

e2

| e 2 i|

, then eqn.(3.8)

takes the form
- jJ| ^21
‘
lEoi?
I
j|E
o
t
“I”G£ 1R
2R
J G21 I T
-

P 2 - k j £ 1R

£ 2R

(B .l 8)
“ k o £ 1R

( |£ 2R |

1+

( |£ 2R |

£ 1r ) £ 1R

£ 1R )

£ 2I £ 1R

1 -j
£ 2I I

+ |£ 2 l |

|£ 2I I £ 1R + |E 2 l |

and gives
1/2

P “ ± k oVe 1R 1+

( |£ 2R |
( |E 2R |

£ 1r ) £ 1R

£ 1r )

£ 2I E 1R

1-

+ |£ 2 l |

^ | £ 2i |

with a real part given by
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1/ 2

P

r

~ k o

1R

( | £ 2r |

1+

( |£ 2R |

£ 1r ) £ 1R

£ 1R )

(B.20)

> k oA/f 1R

+ |£ 2 l |

and an imaginary by
1
13/2
|£ 211 £ 1R

1

k 0

1/2

2

( | £ 2 r | _ £ 1r )

+ |£ 2 l |

1/2

.

|£ 2R |

|£ 2 1 1£ 1R + |£ 2 l |

>0

(B.21)

.

Both eqns.(B.20) and (B.21) are positive and p R > k Q^/e1R for |s2r| »

Sir , allowing

bound wave propagation. This type of electromagnetic surface wave corresponds to the
Surface Plasmon Waves.

5) If £j = e 1R and s 2 = - j | £2i| witk E\r > 0 , eqn.(3.8) becomes
p2=k2_ilR M

jy [|e 2i|- J£ i r ]

(B.22)

£ 12R + | £ 2I|

and therefore
1/2
£ 1R |£ 2I I

P = ±k0

l[s 2i| —j eiR I ' ' 2

(B.23)

£ 1R + |£ 2 l |

a) If |e2i| > e1R then eqn.(B.23) gives
1/ 2
£ 1R |£ 2 1 1

P = ± k 0

2

I

£ 1R

1/2

VF■21

|2

l-j.

'1R

'21

|£ 2I I

(B.24)

1/2

= ±k.

£ 1R |£ 2 1 1

2

I

£ 1R +

|2

'21

£ 2I

1 - j £ 1R
^ |£211

Hence,
1/2

£ 1R £ 2I

(B.25)

Pr ~ ^ o
£ 1R + £ 2I

.3/2
'1R

1/2
£ 1R + £ 2I
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This case of surface wave represents Zenneck waves supported between a lossless
dielectric with real permittivity £1 = Sir > 0 and a high conducting medium with
e2 — J

'21

at radio frequencies.

b) If |e2I| < s 1R then eqn.(B.23) gives
1/2

1/2

• 21

£ 1R l£ 2 l |

P = ± k 0

V £ 1R V I
'1R

£ 1R + |£ 2 l |

(B.27)

1/2

j 1£ 211
2 s 1R

£ 1R |e 2 1 1

= ±k.

2

I

V £

|2

V I

ir

£ 1R + £ 2I

By considering that
(B.28)

- / j = ± - y ( 1+ j)
eqn.(B,27) becomes
1/ 2
£ 1R |£ 2 1 1

(i+j)

'1R

- l -

£ 1R + | £ 2 i |

J I 211
2 s 1R

(B.29)

which can be rewritten as
1/ 2

P = ± ^ - k oVE 1R

£ 1R 1£ 2I |

£ 1R

£ 2I

2 £ iR + s 2I
2e 1R

'1R

£ 1R + |£ 2l |

(B.30)

The real part of eqn.(B.30) is
1/2
£ 1R |£ 2 1 1
Pr ~

2

k ° V £ ir

2
£ 1R +

I

|2

£ 2I

£ 1R

£ 2I

(B.31)

'1R

and the imaginary
1/ 2

'21

p , = - ^ k„

[2 £ ir + |£2i|]< 0

(B.32)

£ 1R + £ 2I

Since eqn.(B.32) gives Pi < 0, hence if |s2I| < s 1R when s 2 = s 1R and s 2 = —j|e 2i|
s 1R > 0 , it is not possible to allow bound wave propagation.
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B.3. Single Interface SPW group velocity
With reference to eqn.(3.8), the longitudinal propagation constant (3 for a SPW
travelling at the single interface of Figure 3.1 which is formed by a lossless dielectric
and an ideal metal with relative permittivities t\ > 0 and £2 = -|£2| respectively is
(B.33)

P = k„

From Drude’s model, |e2| can be written as, eqn.(2.30),
ox
E

d

=

-1

v 0)y

(B.34)

and the group velocity Ug of the SPW wave can be found by

u„ =

8(0 _ 1

(B.35)

8P “ 8P
8(0

m

NJ

d

jp

IS

where

c y e2

8(0

a

£j

[ £ 1; £ 2
LV
------- + ( 0 —

1

8(0

£

d

£j

£2

£2 - £j
(B.36)
8(0

£ 1

d|<

1

m

e2

1

e l e2

8(0

(B.37)

8(0
£ o

9 |e 2
8a)

£ 1

4

(B.38)

(0

From eqn.(B.38), eqn.(B.37) becomes

8

£1

e2
(o:
2 (0
,v3
de2| - e , )

e2 -£ i

8a)
£0
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g iv in g

co

+ co-

2

So

3

CO

(B.40)

81

1/2

co
I

e2 - e j

\3/2

2

coz

Therefore the SPW group velocity becomes, eqn.(B.35),
3/2

U

= —

g

ap

=

(le 2|_ e i)
1/2

2

CO

>0

e 2| ( | e2| - e 1) ( o2 + e 1cDj

which is positive as long as a propagating SPW mode exist, i.e. |e2| > £i. If however,
|e2| =

then it is clear that U g = 0 , eqn.(B.41).
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Dielectric Waveguides

One of the fundamental applications of the total reflection phenomenon is found in the
operation of optical waveguides [C.l]. The most well known and simplest waveguide
structure is the three-layer slab as it is shown in Figure C.l, [C.l]. It is constituted of a
lossless dielectric layer (core) of finite thickness h = 2b, -b < x < -t-b, and real refractive
index 112 > 0 sandwiched between two semi-infinite lossless dielectric media (cladding),
with real refractive index ni > 0, x > +b, and r\2 > 0, x < -b, respectively. Since optical
signals need to be confined inside the core to allow propagation, the use of total
reflection phenomenon requires that n 2 > ni > n 3 > 0 (for a symmetric guide
[C.l]. The relative permittivity for each medium is

= n 3),

= n ? , e2 = n \ and e3 = n 3 .

£\ = ri

+b

t

h = 2b
-b

+ b -^2

4

=n\

■> z
- b __

£3

£(X)

=n3

a)
Figure C .l. a) Three layer slab optical waveguide structure and b) corresponding relative
permittivity profile.

With reference to Figure C .l, guided electromagnetic waves can be classified as either
Transverse Electric (TE) polarized (also known as s-polarised wave) where the electric
field is normal to the plane of incidence (poi) (x-z) or Transverse Magnetic (TM)
polarized (also known as p-polarised wave) where the magnetic field is normal to the
poi [C.l]. Hence, this appendix will study the properties of both TE and TM guided
waves supported in the three layer slab dielectric waveguide arrangement of Figure C.l.
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Note that the analysis in the following sections will be done for the optical waveguide
structure of Figure C.l, by considering that 8 ] = 83 .

C .l. TE surface waves
The analysis of TE electromagnetic waves can be best performed by considering the
normal to the poi electric field component which with reference to Figure C .l is E y . By
assuming no field variation along y, E y is of the form
E y(x,z,t) = E y(x)exp[+j(cot-Pz)]

(C .l)

where ft is the longitudinal propagation constant, exp[+ j cot] denotes time dependency
and co, t are both real and positive representing angular frequency and time respectively.
E y(x) represents the transverse field variation along x direction and can be found by
solving the wave equation, eqn.(2.7), in every region.
By assuming no field variation along y, d y = 0 , the wave equation becomes,
eqn.(2.7),
d2
dx2

+ (k2e - P 2) E y(x) = 0
v° q

(C.2)

giving
E y(x) = A q exp I- j k x(q)x

J+

B q exp|+ j k x(q)x

J

(C.3)

where q = 1 , 2 denotes region 1 and 2 respectively, A q and B q are the corresponding
field amplitudes and k x(q) is the transverse propagation constant in the

medium

which is of the form

kx(q)= V koEq - P 2

(C.4)

For confined propagation it is necessary that the field amplitudes in medium 1, x > +b
and x < -b, tend to zero as x —> ± 00, which can be achieved only if decaying E y field
solutions exist in eqn.(C.3). This result can be achieved if k x(^ is imaginary
k x(i) = ± j | k x(i)| = ± j V P 2 - k o Ei

(C.5)

k 2 E, < p 2 < k 2 e 2

(C.6)

which needs a p in the range
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If P2 > k j e2 then the waveguide structure cannot support any type of waves, whereas
for p 2 < k 2 el9 non-confined electromagnetic waves can be obtained [C.2]. In that case
the fields in the cladding, x > +b and x < -b, are oscillatory since k x^ , eqn.(C.4), is real
and positive. A summary of the available field types in the waveguide structure for
various P values is given in Figure C.2.
k Q‘ e I2

continuu m m ode

b ou n d m ode

Figure C.2. Pictorial representation of the different modes for different p ranges if e2 > £i > E3

As a consequence, E

for confined propagation will have the form
A i e x p [-|k x(i)|x

E v W

H

J,

x>+b

A 2 cos(kx(2) x ) + B 2 sin (k x(2) x),

-b<x<+b

B 2exp[+ |k3(0

x<-b

(C.7)

From M axwell’s equations, eqn.(2.2), the rest non-zero electric and magnetic field
components are H z and H x having transverse field variation found from
Hz

j

3Ey
y0)JLLo d x

FL = -

(C.8)

(C.9)
(O^o
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The continuity of the tangential fields E y and H z at the interfaces x = ± b yields the
dispersion equation of the structure which provides the allowed values of p (modes) for
confined propagation [C.3]
tan(u) = - ^ A
u - V

(C.10)

v = utan(u)

(C. 11)

v = -u c o t(u )

(C.12)

where v = b k (!) and u = b k x(2).
The dispersion equation can split into

representing symmetric,eqn.(C .ll), and antisymmetric, eqn.(C.12),field
respectively. By combining

solutions

k x(q , eqn.(C.5), and k x^ , eqn.(C.4), it ispossible to

eliminate /? and obtain the normalized frequency w of the waveguide structure,
v 2 + u 2 = b 2k 2 [s2 - e J = w 2

(C.13)

which represents a circle with radius w.

To find p for confined wave propagation, it is necessary to solve eqs.(C.lO) and (C.13)
numerically with the use of computer algorithms [C.3] or in the simplest case of a three
layer slab guide graphically. With reference to the structure of Figure C.l, the TE
guided modes can be obtained by plotting w, eqn.(C.13), and the corresponding
symmetric, eqn.(C .ll), or antisymmetric, eqn.(C.12), dispersion equation as a function
of u and v . Any intersection between the two functions will correspond to a guided TE
wave. A typical schematic for graphically obtaining (3 is presented in Figure C.3.
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sy m m etric

a n tisy m m etric
sy m m etric

7C / 2

n

3 n / 2

Figure C.3. Dispersion plot for TE surface wave propagation.

It is clear from the graph of Figure C.3 that the number of confined TE modes depends
on the value of w . For
when w >7t/2

0 < w < 7 t / 2 only a symmetric mode is obtained, whereas

an antisymmetric can in addition appears. As w increases, confined

modes appear successively, first of one category (symmetric) and then of the other
(antisymmetric). As a consequence the support or not of a mode in a waveguide
structure depends on the thickness h of the guide, the vacuum (free space) wavelength
XQ and the relative permittivity step between the core and the cladding [e2 —ei ] - A
typical schematic of the first symmetric and antisymmetric Ey transverse field wave
pattern is given in Figure C.4.
X =

1
a n tisy m m etric

sym m etric

x

TO

E
zo

cladding

core a.

1
x - axis
Figure C.4. Sym m etric and antisym m etric Ey(x) field distribution.
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The Poynting vector S , eqn.(2.11), of the structure is only along the direction of the
wave propagation z and is given as
Sz(x,z) = — ^— E (x)
2cop0 y

2

(C.14)

C.2 TM surface waves
A similar to the TE wave propagation analysis can be performed also for the TM wave
propagation in the structure of Figure C.l. The only difference is that H y is now the
starting field component which

has the same form as E y for confined propagation,

eqn.(C.7). The other non-zero field

components are E x and E z which are having a

transverse field variation obtained by
j
3H
------ — ^

Ez =

WE„8q

dx

E , = - L H,
« S 0 Eq

(C.15)
(C.16)

From the continuity of the tangential field components H y and E z at x = ± b, the TM
wave dispersion equation for obtaining symmetric, eqn.(C.17), and antisymmetric,
eqn.(C.18), wave solutions are
v = — utan(u)
e2
v = - — ucot(u)
s2
whereas the normalised frequency w of the structure is described by eqn.(C.13).

(C.17)

(C.18)

Similarly to the TE case, section C.l, the guided modes of the structure can obtained
graphically or numerically, having non-zero S components, eqn.(2.11), only along the
longitudinal direction of the wave propagation ( z ),
S2(x,z) = — 5 — H y (x j' l2
2 coe0 e q
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Appendix D
SPW Modal Properties in DMD Waveguides

D .l. SPW dispersion equations
With reference to the DMD structure of section 3.4.1 and by considering an ideal metal
with Bmi = 0, it is given that the symmetric SPW mode of the arrangement can be found
by solving eqns.(D.l) and (D.2)
tanh(u) =

|£.mR
8i

(D .l)
U

(D.2)

u 2 - v 2 = d 2 k 2 ( ej + emR )

whereas the antisymmetric SPW is obtained by eqns.(D.3) and (D.2)
(D.3)

tanh(u) = -r-^- V
'mR

where
u = d(|32 + k 2 e mR| ) ‘/2

(D.4)

1/ 2

(D.5)

v = d ( p 2 - k 2 E, )

Hence, the combination of eqns.(D .l) and (D.2) gives for the symmetric SPW:

(
1-

\2

8,

tanh2(u) = d k :o ( e,
el +

'mR

and that of eqns.(D.2) and (D.3) for the antisymmetric SPW:
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f
u2 1-

\

2

£i

coth2(u) = d 2 k 2 (e, +

E mR

(D.7)

v 8mR >

D.2. Symmetric SPW modal properties
The study of eqns.(D.l) and (D.7) can reveal whether a symmetric SPW can be
sustained in the DMD arrangement. Hence,
a) If

<

'mR

then:

■=> for h —>0 , tanh(u) —> 0 , in eqn.(D.l), thus a symmetric SPW exists for:
p 2 ^ k 2 e,

(D.8)

For h —¥ °° , tanh(u) —> 1 and eqn.(D .l) is satisfied for:

P2 ^ k 2

El

e mR

£ mR

(D.9)

" £i_

b) If Ej > emR then:
■=> for h —» 0 , eqn.(C .l) can be satisfied for:
P2 ^ k 2 e,

(D IO )

■=> for h —» oo ? eqn.(D .l) can be satisfied up to a cut-off thickness
h = h co = log,

-1

£ 1 + e mR
k 0 (el +

£1 -

e mR

£ raR

which is obtained when p 2 = k 2

in eqn.(D .l).

)

(D .ll)
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D.3. Antisymmetric SPW modal properties
The modal properties for an antisymmetric SPW mode in the DMD structure can be
examined through eqns.(D.3) and (D.7).
a) If Ej < 'mR then:
■=> for h —> 0 , tanh(u) —> 0 and eqn.(D.3) is satisfied for:
(32 —> °o
■=> for h —>

(D.12)

, tanh(u) —>1 which satisfies eqn.(D.3) for:
£ i e mR
E mR

b) I f e x >

' mR

(D.13)

-£ i_

then:

■=> for h —» 0 , eqn.(D.7) cannot be satisfied for any combination of h , Ei
and |e2|.
■=> for h —> oo ? no modes can be supported in the structure.
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Appendix E
Multilayer Waveguide Mode Solving Program

The results obtained from the in-house developed program in section 3.6 to calculate
complex (3, (3 = pR - j Pi, in multilayer waveguide structures including media with
complex e, are compared in this appendix with results obtained in [E.l]. This
comparison is presented in Table E .l, and the studied waveguide structure is a three
layer asymmetric slab analysed for both TE and TM wave propagation.
structure
A-P-Ag

thickness
(um)
5.9

2 .6

1 .0

Ag-P-G
A-P-Au

A-P-Al

5.9
7.2

5.9

Mode
TE
TE
TE
TM
TM
TE
TE
TE
TM
TM
TM
TE
TE
TM
TM
TM
TM
TE
TE
TE
TM
TM
TM
TM
TE
TE
TE
TM
TM
TM

(PR / k o )

1.587
1.584
1.580
1.715
1.587
1.583
1.570
1.548
1.715
1.5828
1.567
1.562
1.4815
1.715
1.547
1.430
1.715
1.587
1.585
1.582
1.807
1.587
1.585
1.582
1.587
1.584
1.580
1.616
1.587
1.584

(P r / ko)

(P i / ko)

(P i/k J

[E.l]
1.588
1.583
1.580
1.726
1.588
1.583
1.569
1.550
1.718
1.582
1.568
1.56
1.48
1.73
1.55
1.47
1.726
1.588
1.585
1.582
1.825
1.587

x 1 0 '7
0.95
3.822
8.626
5.054xl04

x 10'7 [E.l]
0.9
3.5

11.1

8
11

-

1.582
1.588
1.583
1.580
1.634
1.587
1.581

10.46
42.22
96.4
5.2xl04
136
492
155
652
5.29xl04
2.36xlOJ
5.64xl03
5.46xl04
1.5

6.02
13.5
1.87xl04
7.34
29.3
65.5

6.86
27.5
62.02
3.9xl04
152
564

8
5xl04

45

100
5xl04

110
400
150
700
5xl04
2x l0 3
5xl03
5xl04

2
8
18
3xl05
13
-

50
7
30
70
2x l0 3
190
630

Table E .l. Comparison between the modal solutions of the structures of [E.l] obtained from [E.l]
and the ‘in-house’ developed model.
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For the above analysed waveguide structure: A = air, P = polymer, G = glass,
Au = gold, Ag = silver, A1 = aluminium with refractive indices as given in [E.l].

The results are quite similar between those obtained with the ‘in-house’ developed
program and [E.l]. Any discrepancies observed are due to the different algorithms
employed for solving the corresponding dispersion equation of each of the waveguide
structures. However, it seems that for the structures of [E .l], our model has found one
more extra mode in A-P-Au that is not reported in [E.l]. In addition, in the structures
A-P-Au and A-P-Al the solutions for Pi obtained from our program and [E.l] are very
different which is believed to be due to the different algorithms and accuracy employed
in the two techniques.
The ‘in-house’ developed program of section 3.6 has also been compared with [E.2].
The results of this comparison are given in Tables E.2 and E.3. Table E.2 presents
results for a three layer symmetric slab where the cladding is Ag and the core
Polysterene with 1.8pm thickness, whereas Table E.2 has results for a three layer Ag
cladded Polymer core waveguide of 1 pm thickness.
Mode

(PR /k o )

(PR /k o )

TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE
TE

[E.2]
1.574863
1.548692
1.504169
1.439795
1.353140
1.240454
1.096752

1.5748578
1.548671251
1.504121
1.439706
1.3529933
1.24022
1.0964218

(P, /

k „ ) x 10'4
[E.2]
0.029746

(Pr / ko) x 10*4
0.029773

0.121010

0.12112

0.280294
0.520016
0.861391
1.338221
1.971468

0.28055
0.520511
0.86224
1.339603
1.97336

Table E.2. Comparison between the modal solutions of the structures of [E.2] obtained from [E.2]
and the ‘in-house’ developed model for 1.8pm guide thickness.

Mode

(P R / k o )

(PR / k „ )

TE
TE
TE
TE

[E.2]
1.5623445
1.4832057
1.3432613
1.1286310

1.5623236
1.4831186
1.34305
1.1282237

/ ko) x 10
[E.2]
0.152794
0.640422
1.564895
3.072778

(Pr

(P i

/ k0) x 10'4

0.15298
0.6412304
1.56696
3.07655

Table E.3. Comparison between the modal solutions of the structures of [E.2] obtained from [E.2]
and the ‘in-house’ developed model for 1pm guide thickness.
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Hence, the results obtained from [E.2] and the program of section 3.6 which are
presented in Tables E.2 and E.3, are very similar as they become different after the third
decimal digit.
To conclude, the comparison of the results obtained with the ‘in-house’ developed
program and those from [E.l] and [E.2] are very similar. This observation verifies the
correct operation of the program developed in section 3.6 for solving multilayer
waveguide structures consisted of media with complex relative permittivies 8 which
result into a complex p = Pr - j P i.
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Cascade Matrix Analysis for Multilayer Structures

F .l. TM polarised signals
One of the most commonly used techniques for analysing multilayer structures is the
Cascade Matrix Analysis (CMA). Consider the multilayer configuration of Figure F .l
which has the electric field E parallel to the plane of incident x - z and the magnetic H
normal to it, hence representing TM polarised signals.

— f (n)

— r (n)

dn
— f (n)

( N -l)
(N -l)
( N -l )
f (N -l)

Figure F .l. TM polarised signals in a multilayer structure. The subscripts f and r in the magnetic
and electric field vectors H and E describe forward and reverse travelling wave in each layer. 0„ is
the angle of the nth forward travelling wave with respect to the x axis, while e„ and dn are the
corresponding relative permittivity and thickness of the nth medium.
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The multilayer structure described in Figure F .l is consisted of n layers where n = 1,2,
3, ..., N. The nth layer has a relative permittivity sn and is of finite thickness dn. Note
that the layers n = 1 and n = N are semi-infinite since they represent the input and
output sections of the multilayer structure. It is assumed that there is no field variation
in the y direction and the total field in the nth medium is of the form
F T(„) (x,z, t) = F T(n) (x,z)exp[+jcot]

(F .l)

E T(n) (x, z) = E f („) (x, z) + F r(n) (x, z)

(F.2)

where

and exp[+jo)t] describes time dependent fields where a) and t are the angular
frequency and time respectively, both being real and positive. Subscripts T, f and r
describe total, forward and reverse travelling wave respectively.

If TM polarised signals are considered as shown in Figure F .l, then the analysis of the
structure can be done by starting with the magnetic field vector H. There is only H field
component along the y direction, hence the total magnetic field in the n* layer is
H yT(n)(x >z ) = H yf(n)(x,z) + H yr(ll)(x,z)

(F.3)

where
H yf(n) = A „ e x p [ - j

+ k 2(n)z )]= A n e x p [ - y n x ] e x p l- jk z(n)zj

(F.4)

H yr(„) = B n e x p [ - j ( - k x(n) x + k z(o ) z)J = B n exp[ + y n ]exp[- j k z(a) zj

(F.5)

( k x(n) X

and
Y n = + j k x(n)

(R 6 >

From Maxwell’s equations, eqns.(2.2), the rest of the non zero field components are Ez
and Ex. The total Ez and Ex in the n* medium are
E zt (n) = —

n) K e x p [ - j ( k x(n)x + k z(n)z ) ] - B n e x p [ - j ( - k x(n)x + k z(n)z)]]

0 )£ o £ n

(F.7)

E,T(n) = +

[An exp [- j ( k x(n)x + k z(„)z)]+ B„ e x p [ - j ( - k x(n) x + k z(n)z)]]
0 )£o £ n

(F.8)
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where An and Bn are the field amplitude of the forward and reverse travelling waves
respectively, and eQ is the free space (vacuum) permittivity. The longitudinal and
transverse propagation constants kz (n) and kx(n) are related with the nth angle 0n as
k z( n) =k S 8nSin2 e n

(F-9)

k 2(n)= k 2 e n - k 2(n)

(F.10)

Since the tangential total field components of Ez , eqn.(F.7), and Hy , eqn.(F.4) - (F.5),
have to be continuous at every interface along x for all z, therefore
k z(n) = k z(I- r ) = P = k 0 V f s i n e i

(F .l l )

Note that since an unattenuated infinite plane wave is assumed in medium 1, hence (3,
eqn.(F .ll), is considered real whereas kx(n), eqn.(F.lO), may be complex. In addition, to
represent experimental conditions, 81 is also real and positive in our calculations.

As a consequence, the corresponding transverse (characteristic) impedance for a
forward travelling TM polarised wave can then be evaluated by
_
'O x(n )

(n)

zf(n) _ ^
_

v

tt

l-lyf(n)

“ vac ,

o

(F.12)

where Z vac = A/p 0 / e 0 - 3 7 7 £2. The negative sign of Hyf („> in eqn.(F.12) assumes a
positive power flow in the transverse direction x for x > 0, and follows the right-hand
screw rule for the given co-ordinate system.

By matching the tangential total field components of E z , eqn.(F.7), and Hy , eqn.(F.4) (F.5), at the interface between the nfe and the (n+1)111 layers, the following relationship
between the field amplitudes An, A(n+i), Bn and B(n+i) is obtained
A (n+l) = K . a ;
n

(F.l 3)

_ B (n+l)_

where
K

= -

2
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K 11(h )

K 12( h )

^ 2 l(n )

^ 22(n)

(F.14)
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and
£ (n+l)

k x(n)

£n

k x(n+l)

£ (n+ l)

k x(n)

en

k x(n+l)

E ( n+ 1)

k x(n)

en

k x(n+l)

£ ( n+ l)

k *(n)

(F.15)

K 2i(n)

= e x p [ - jk x(n)d(n)]— ~ +l)

(F.16)

x(n) e x p [-jk x(n)d (n)]

(F .17)

(F.l 8)

k x(n+l)

A relationship between Ai, Bi and A n, B n can then be derived
a

(n )

= n (N-l)

LB ( n ) J

A/

(F.19)

B,

where

n (N -l)

A n

A 12

A 21

a 22

(F.20)

which can be evaluated as
Bf(N-i)_ n (N_2) k (n_1}

(F.21)

with FIj = Kj and di = 0.

Note that Bn = 0 and therefore the field reflection coefficient T of the multilayer
structure can be evaluated from eqns.(F.19) - (F.20),

r =^ - =
Ai

(F.22)
A 22

whereas the field transmission coefficient T is given from eqns.(F.19) - (F.20) as
T = ^ = A , i - A ,2 ^ L
A 1
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F.2. TE polarised signals
The CMA analysis can equally be applied to obtain the reflection and transmission
coefficients for TE polarised signals by following the procedure of section F .l, hence it
will not be given here. The only difference is that with reference to Figure F .l, the
electric field vector E is normal to the plane of incidence whereas H is parallel and the
analysis starts with the electric field Ey instead of the Hy for the TM signals. The
non-zero field components are Ey, Hz and Hx, and can be obtained from eqns.(2.2)
assuming total electric field
E yT(n)(x,z) = E yf(n)(x,z) + E yr(n)(x,z)

(F.24)

where
E yf(n) = A n e x p [ - j ( k x(n) x + k z(n) z)J = A„ exp[- y„ x ] e x p [ - jk z(n)zj

(F.25)

Eyr(n) = B „ e x p [ - j ( - k x(n)x + k z(n)z)J = B n exp[ + Yn ]e x p [-jk z(n)zj

(F.26)

F.3. Transverse Propagation Constant Characteristics
The characteristics of the transverse propagation constant kX(n), eqn.(F.lO), of the n

th

layer due to the corresponding relative permittivity en, are presented in this section. The
study assumes that en is in general complex of the form
£n =

(F.27)

£ n R -j£ n i

In that case kX(n), eqn.(F.lO), can also be assumed in general complex of the form
^x(n) =

k x (n)R

~ j k x (n) I

(F.28)

i) £nR> o, £ni > 0
In that case kX(n), eqn.(F.28), will be
x (n)

where

(n)R

(n)R

(F.29)

(n)l

is the real part describing wave propagation and

(n)l

the imaginary

representing attenuation (decay) rate. The signs of k x(n)R and k x(n)j have been chosen
to follow the forward travelling and exponentially decaying field requirements for x > 0,
as given by eqn.(F.4). As a consequence, y, eqn.(F.6), will now be

Appendix F

ii) enR> 0, Enl < 0
If the dielectric is optically active, i.e. eni < 0, kx(n), eqn.(F.lO), becomes
k-x(n)
where
Yn>

x (n)R

^x(n)R + j

( n) 1

(F.31)

represents wave propagation and k x (n)j growth rate for x > 0. Thus

eqn.(F.6), becomes
Yn

^x(n)l

j ^ x (n) R

(F.32)

iii) EnR> 0, £ni = 0
For a wave travelling in a lossless dielectric ( eni = 0 ) with 8dr > 0, two cases exist:

a) If kz(n) < k^ £n , eqns.(F.lO) and (F.6) become
kx(D) = + |kx (n) r|
Yn = J

x (n) R

(F.33)
(F.34)

representing a forward travelling wave for x > 0.

b) If k j(n) > k^ £n , eqns.(F.lO) and (F.6) are taking the form
k x(n) = _ j | k x (n) i|

(F.35)

Yn =

(F.36)

(n)l

The sign of kX(n) in eqn.(F.35) has been chosen so that Hy f (n) , eqn.(F.4), describes an
exponentially decaying field for x > 0.

IV) EnR< 0, Eni = 0
For a wave travelling in a medium with £nR < 0 and £mi = 0 such as an ideal (lossless)
metal, then kx(n), eqn.(F.lO), is always
k x(n) = - j | k x

(n) 11

(F.37)

defining an exponentially decaying field for x > 0, which makes eqn.(F.6) to be
Yn =

'x (n) I

(F.38)

V) EnR < 0, Eni > 0
If the electromagnetic wave is travelling inside a lossy metal (£ni > 0), kX(n), eqn.(F.lO),
becomes

Appendix F

kx(n) -

|kx (n) l|

(F.39)

x ( n ) I + J k x (n ) R

(F.40)

| k x (n)

r

| - j

and yn, eqn.(F.4),
Yn =
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Appendix G
Optical sources and Detectors

G .l. Relationship between input and output prism angles
Consider an input signal incident on a right angle glass prism with relative permittivity
€p at an angle 0out • The prism is embedded in a dielectric with relative permittivity
ea > 0. To approach experimental conditions ea = 1 < ep. The relationship between the
external prism angle douX and the internal prism angle 6\ can then be derived by studying
the schematic of Figure G .l.
In p u t sig n a l

O u tp u t sig n a l

out

45°

c

45°

45°

A

Figure G .l. Schem atic d iagram for relating input and output prism angles 0j and

0O
U
f

With reference to Figure G .l, the dashed lines represent the reference level of our
measurements at which

0 Out = 0 °

and 0\ =

0 °,

whereas the solid red line indicates the

input signal from the optical source.
The implementation o f Snell’s law at the CF interface formed between the air and the
prism gives,
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^8^”sin \ |/ = -^£p" sin CD

(G.l)

s i n ( 4 5 - e ou,) = ^ s i n (0

(G.2)

From the triangle ADB it is found that
ot) + 0j +135 = 180

(G.3)

and then eqn.(G.2) becomes
sin (45 - 0out) =

sin (45 - Gs)

(G.4)

As a consequence,
0, = 4 5 - s in " 1

L ( 4 5 - e OUI)

(G.5)

G.2. SLD Characteristics
The SLD used in chapter 5 as the optical source for exciting guided waves (SPWs and
‘conventional’ dielectric waves) in various prism coupled waveguide structures, was a
straight stripe (SS) edgeemitting SLD with length L = 1mm,width W = 100pm and
consisted of threequantum wells (QW). The amount of opticalpoweremitted

by the

SLD for various injected currents and the corresponding normalised emission spectra
and far-field profile of the device are presented in Figures G.2 - G.4. Note that all the
measurements of the SLD characteristics have been performed under pulsed operation
with a pulse width of lps and pulse period of 1ms.
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Figure G.2. SLD optical pow er as a function of the injected current.
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F igure G.3. Normalised emission spectrum of the SLD for 2A of injected cu rren t.
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Figure G.4. Far-field profile of the SLD output beam. Note th at it has sim ilar behaviour to a
gaussian function.

G .3. D etector C ircuits
Two types of photodetectors were employed for the experiments of chapter 5 depending
on the optical source used. A continuous wave (cw) photodetector was used with the
HeNe laser and a pulsed one with the SLD. The corresponding circuit diagrams of the
two detectors are shown in Figures G.5 - G.6.
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lOkQ

lOkQ

V out

50Q

+V dc
Figure G.5 C ircuit diagram of the cw detector.

♦

\

30kQ
♦ -V
lk Q

> V out

+V

Figure G.6. Circuit diagram of the pulsed operating detector.

Note that for both the photodetectors, the biased voltage was VdC = 25V. The output
voltage Vout was measured in a digital multimeter for the cw detector and an
oscilloscope for the pulsed one. The optical power P measured from the detectors was
then evaluated as
P=

V,out

(G.6)

pR L
where p is the responsivity of the corresponding photodiode measured in (AAV) and RL
is the load resistor of the photodetector ciruit. Note that in some cases a 50Q resistor
was used on the oscilloscope which made R l « 50£2. The use of the 50£2 resistor was to
increase the response time of the detector
x = Rl C

(G.7)

where C is the capacitor of the photodiode. The disadvantage of such low resistor value
is however the reduced detection sensitivity of the system. In this thesis, as there was no
need for fast detector responses but for high detection sensitivity, the 50£2 resistor has
been omitted during the measurements.
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Gain effect on SPW modal properties

H .l. Permittivity of a gain medium
As discussed in section 2.2, eqn.(2.8), the refractive index n of a medium is in general
complex and can be written as
n = nR-jnj

(H .l)

which gives a relative permittivity s of the form,
e = n 2 = (nR - n f ) - j 2 n R n!

(H.2)

If the medium isa dielectric with nR > ni > 0 and contains optical gain g > 0, where g is
g - ~2k0n T

(H.3)

n = nR + j - i -

(H.4)

when ni < 0, eqn.(H.l) then becomes
Z Kq

and therefore s, eqn.(H.2), can be written as
s = n ~ n R —jflRT ~ £ R " * " j £ i
k0
where Sr > 8i > 0 representing an optically active dielectric medium.

(H.5)

H.2. Optical gain and SPW propagation constant
From eqn.(3.10) the longitudinal propagation constant of a SPW at a singleinterface
formed between a metal and a dielectric with relative permittivies em =
£d

=

£i

+ j £g respectively and |8mR| »

|8mi| and |8mR| >

£i

-|8mR|

-j

|£mi|

and

> eg > 0 is

1/ 2

P = k0

m CD
£ m + ED

which can be rewritten as
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-11/2
P = k0

~ |EmR| _ j|Sm l|)(El + j E )

1/2

£ i ( e L + £ mi) - l£ mR 1(e? + £ g ) | . £g ( e L + £ m i ) - l^mR 1(e? + £ g )

(H.7)

= k.

(|e mR| _ £ l ) 2 + (lEm l | _ 8 g ) 2

dBtnR|_ £ l ) 2 + d8 m l | “ £ g )

If the metal is lossy (Emi ^ 0) and the dielectric optically active (eg > 0) then P should be
complex and of the form
P = Pr - J P i

(H.8)

where P r , Pi > 0 to comply with a forward traveling and exponentially decaying field
for z > 0. Equation (H.7) can then be solved as
El (g^R +

(Pr

) - NmR | (g f + gg )

g g (E L

+ E L ) ~ |E mR | ( g ? + E g )

JPi) “
^ m R | - g l ) 2 + ( l g m l | - g g )2

( | g m R | - g l ) 2 + | g m l | - g g )2

J

= a-jb

(H.9)
where a and b are both positive. Equation (H.9) then gives
(H.10)

4P£ - 4 ( 3 | a - b 2 = 0
Pi=

(H.11)

U

2(3,

from which
1/2
4 2

Pr ~

£ 1 £ mR

|£ mR |£ 1 + V ( e l E ^ K - lE mR I6 ? f

+ (|g m l|g f " Eg E L

f

2
( | g m R | - g l ) 2 + ( l E m l | - g g ) 2 ] 1/2

(H .l 2)
|£ ml |£ 1

£ g £ mR

p,

(H.13)

Equation (H.13) clearly shows that Pi —> 0 when
6 = 8

2 |£ ml |

(H.14)

mR

or if eqns.(H.14) and (H.5) are combined then
3 / 2 |£ ml

g = k O£1

'mR
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For an amount of gain g close to that obtained from eqn.(H.15) it is also possible to
obtain a very high P r.
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Appendix I
Electrostatic Dipole Properties

With reference to the sphere described in Figure 7.2, it is possible to find the potential O
of the sphere by solving the Laplace’s equation
W<F = 0

(1-1)

in spherical co-ordinates, [Appendix A],

_LA f

930^

r2 3r

3r

1
30
+•
sin0
3?
r 2 sin0 3 9

(1.2 )

r sin 0 3 <(>'

Equation (1.2) assumes that the sphere is symmetrical to the z-axis hence independent of
the angle (p.

The potential inside and outside the sphere ®i and 0 2 respectively, is the solution of
eqn.(1.2), [1.1],
*1

=

\
-ir + B r cos (e)
Vr
j

(1.3)

-^j- + F rjc o s(0 )

(1.4)

where A, B, C, D are unknown coefficients, which can be found by applying boundary
conditions at r = ri and r —>00. Hence, it is required that at r = r\
O 1 (r, 0) = 0 2 (r, 0)

(1.5)
m

M iM ),

dr

dr

In addition, the potential at the center of the sphere remains finite,
O i(r = 0, 0) * 0

(1.7)

and the external field remains undisturbed at large distances from the sphere
<J>2(r = + 00, 0) = -Ein cos(0)
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From eqns.(1.5) - (1.8) it is then found that,

®

1 ( r >e

3e.
T— E

) =

Sj + 2 £2

in

rcos(e)
(1.9)

38^
2 e 2 +Ej
£1 £2 A e ,„ cos(0)-Ein rcos(e)
Ej + 2 e 2

<D2 (r>r,,e)=

(1. 10)

= <psc + <f>in
where Ojn is the applied external potential of the optical source, and O sc is known as the
scattering potential [1.2].

The electric field components inside, Ei, and outside, E 2, of the sphere are found from
[1. 1],

I q =-V<I>q

(I.H)

9oq+&i a o q

E„ = r

q

3r

r 30

(1.12)

where q = 1,2, refer to the corresponding medium.

Hence, the fields are:
at r = ri
E 2i (z ) = -

3<E>1
3z
3E o

(1.13)

E| + 2 e 2
at r > ri :
E2

£1 £2
v £l

(2cos(0)r + sin (e)e) + E inz

E in

(1.14)

+ 2 e 2J

where
( £
E r2 -

-

2

>

+ 2 e2j

r £
E 02

_ £

u

—£

2

(1.15)

E ia \s in (0 )

(1.16)

r

^

+ 2 e2j
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(1.17)

^z2 _ E jn

Since the applied electric field on the sphere is along the z direction, hence the
polarization of the dipole is then given by [1.1-3],
Pz = Dz “ e i E zi
= £1Pzl —e 2 Pzl
38 o
= ( e , - e 2)

2 e 2 + SJ

(1-18)
E;,

which gives a dipole moment
Pz=PzV
= 4 (ei - B 2 )

E i»

(1.19)

= OCE:„
where V is the volume of the sphere and a is the corresponding polarisability which
describes average dipole moment per unit field strength [1.1].
Finally, the dielectric polarisation Pz, eqn.(L13), modifies the field within the sphere by
a depolarising factor M [1.3]:
E z l = E i n- M P z

M=

E,1
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(1.20)

(1.21)
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Appendix J
Far Field Dipole Radiation

J .l. Phase due to dipole separation
Consider two elementary dipoles of length dj placed along the z axis and separated by
each other by a distance dz, as it is shown in Figure J.l.

x
Figure J .l . Geom etry of elem entary dipoles located along the z and y axis.

The first dipole is oriented at the origin of the co-ordinate system P and radiates at an
angle 0i with respect to z axis. At the far field observation point O which is at a distance
ri from the dipole, the electric far field component of that dipole is, eqn.(7.33),

E

01

( r i > ® i )

sin(0j)exp[- j k r, ]

~

(J.l)

where Ae is the field amplitude given by eqn.(7.40).
Similarly, the second dipole radiates at an angle 02Z with respect to z axis and at the
observation point O, which is now located at a distance r 2Z from the dipole, has an
electric far field component, eqn.(7.33),
sin(e2z)exp[- j k r 2J

E 0 2 z (r 2 z ’ ® 2 z ) ~ A (
2z

(J.2)
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At the far field it can be assumed that
01 ~ 02z = 0

(J.3)

ri =r2z = r

(J.4)

Note however, that eqn.(J.4) is only valid for the amplitude variations of the field and
not for the corresponding phase variations which for the case of the two dipoles is due
to their separation dz. Hence, r 2Zcan be written in terms of rl to include the field phase
effect in the second dipole:
rL = ri2 + d Z - 2 ri d 2 C0S(e i )

(J -5)

1/2

r 2 z = ri 1 - 2 — cos(e,)
li

r, - d z cos(e,)

(J.6)

r - d z cos(0)
As a consequence the electric field components of the two dipoles will now be,
eqn.(J.l-2),
E e i(r,0) = A,

k2

'

E e2z M ) = A,

sin(0)exp[- j kr ]

(J.7)

sin (0 )e x p [-jk r]e x p[-jA<Dz]

(J.8)

where
AOz = k d z cos(0)

(J.9)

is the phase introduced in the second dipole due to separation dz.

Hence, the total electric field at O is:
E 0 ( t ) (r » 0 ) — E 0 i + E 6 2 z ~ A (

sin(0)exp[- j kr][ 1 + e x p [-jA O z]] (J.10)

Similarly the far field magnetic field component for the two dipoles is, eqn.(7.32):
H «pi M ) = A cp~ ~ - ^ exp [ - j k r ]

(e)

H (p2 z (r. e ) = A „ ^ 2 /ex p [-jk r]ex p [+ jA < I>z ]
where Aq,, eqn.(7.41), is the field amplitude. The total magnetic field at O is then:
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H e (T )M ) = H ei + H 02z - A(p

sin(e)exp[- jk r ] [ l + exp[- jA O z]] (J.13)

Consider now the two dipoles to be located along the y axis and separated by each other
by a distance dy, as it is shown in Figure J .l. The dipole that is oriented at the origin of
the co-ordinate system has a radiating angle 0 i with respect to z axis and is at a distance
ri from the observation point O. The second dipole radiates at an angle 02 y with respect
to z axis and is placed at a distance r 2y from the observation point. The electric far field
components for the two dipoles can be obtained in the same process as the ones for the
dipoles along the z axis. Thus, at far field:
(J.14)

0i ~ 02y = 0

(J. 15)
where
r2y

= ri2 + d y

~ 2 q d y

cos( 0 ')
(J. 17)

i

But
cos( 0 ') = y - r = z [xsin( 0 )cos(cp)+ y sin( 0 )sin((p)+ zcos( 0 )] = sin( 0 )sin((p)

(J. 18)

cos( 0 ') = sin(0 )sin(cp)
As a consequence,
r2y = r - d y sin(0 )sin((p)

(J.20)

The corresponding electric far field components for the two dipoles are now:

E 02y

Ae - ^ 7

sin (0 )e x p [-jk r]e x p [+ jA O y]

(J.22)

where
AOy = k d y sin(0)sin((p)
is the phase in the second dipole due to dy.
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The total electric field at O is then:
k2 E e(T)M )

= E ei + E e 2 y 55 A e — — sin (0 )ex p [-jk r][l + exp[+jA O y]] (J.24)

The corresponding magnetic field components are then, eqn.(7.32):
(J.25)

H*i M ) = A , , ^ ^ e x p [ - j k r ]

H V2 y M ) = \

^ ^ e x p [ - jkr]exp[+ jksin(e)sin((p)dy ]

(J .26)

giving a total magnetic field at O:
H<p(T)( g 0 ) —H<pi

sin(0)exp[- jk r][ 1+ exp[+ jAO ]] (J.27)

l~l<p2y ~^<p

J.2. Linear array along the z axis
Consider a large number of the dipoles discussed in section J.l to form a linear array of
length lz along the z axis, as it is shown in Figure J.2.

1z

►y

X

Figure J.2. G eom etry of a linear a rra y of dipoles along the z axis.

Following the analysis given in section J .l, the far field components for each of the
radiating dipoles with respect to the origin of the co-ordinate system are, eqn.(J.8):
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Ee(m)(r>0) = A e ^ ® e x p [ - j k r ] e x p [ + j ( k c o s ( e ) + Q z)m d z ]

(J.28)

H <p(m)(r ’e )= A v ^ ^ e x p [ - j k r ]exp[+ j(kc°s(0) + Q z)m d z ]

(J.29)

where m = 1, 2 ,.., M and Qz is an extra excitation phase term due to an incident field.

By assuming that the dipoles are very close to each other, hence forming a
homogeneous linear array, it is possible to find the total electric, E q(T), and magnetic
field, H<p(T), of the array by integrating eqns.(J.28-29) along z for the length of the array
lz. Hence,
E e(T )M

)

= A e

;in(0)
12,2
— ^ exp
[ - jk
tA FL~
J ^ r1] j { e x p [+ j(kcos(e) + Q z )z]}dz
-lz/2

sin

I

^ e x p [-jk r]2
sin(0)

= A,

(J.30)

2 j

e x p [-jk r]A F z

/p\
H c(.(t )

(u 1 ^

l z/ 2

(r-e) = A < p ^ ^ e x p [ - j k r ] J {exp[+ j (kcos(e)+Qz )z ] }d z
-lz/2

sm

^u z 1l z ^

in(e)
=A ^ e x p [-jk r]2 - V * J
r
= a <d

exp[- j k r] AFZ

where
(J.32)

u z —kcos(0) + Q.

sin(0)
The term — — e x p [-jk r ] in eqns.(J.30-31) describes a single radiating dipole,
r
whereas AFZis referred to as the array factor. As a consequence, the radiating intensity
is then, eqn.(7.28),
Sr(T) (r,0) - 2 A^ A (
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[a f J
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J.3. Linear array along the y axis
Consider now the case where the linear array is formed along the y axis and has length
ly as it is shown in Figure J.3.
z

x
Figure J.3. G eom etry of a linear a rra y of dipoles along the y axis.

The far field components for each one of the dipoles of the array with respect to the
origin of the co-ordinate system can be written as, eqn.(J.24):

E 0 (n) (r -0 ) = A e

exp[- j k r]exp[+ j (k sin(e)sin(<p) + Q y )n d y ]

(J.34)

H <p(n) (r ’e ) = A < p ^ y ^ e x p [-jk r]e x p [+ j(k siii(0 )sin(cp) + Q y )n d y ]

(J.35)

where n = 0, 1, 2,..,N and Qy is the phase introduced by an excitation wave along the y
axis.

As a consequence, the total electric, Ee(T), and magnetic field, H ^ t), components of the
array can be obtained by integrating eqns.(J.34-35) along y for the length of the array ly,
as it was performed in section J.2, which gives
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/
E 0( t )

M )

=

v

A e ^ Y ^ e x p [ - jk r]2 -

1 \
uy y
2
J

(J .36)

= A 9 im M e x p [-jk r]A F y
r

h v (t )(a e ) = A p —

c i \
sin 11y *
v 2 y

^ e x p [-

—

(J.37)

= A, “~ ^ e x p [ - j k r ]AFy
where AFy is the array factor of the linear array along the y direction and
u = ksin(0)sin((p) + Q,

(J.38)

The total field intensity is then

Sr(T) (r>0)- 2 Ajp A 0

sin(0)

(J.39)

[a f v]:

J.4. Two dim ensional planar dipole array
Consider now that the linear arrays of sections J.2 and J.3 form a planar, two dimension
(2D), array of M rows and N columns, as it is shown in Figure J.4.
(N)

(M)

X

1
Figure J.4. Geom etry of a p lan ar a rra y of dipoles along the z-y plane.
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The far field components of the 2D array can then easily be found by evaluating the
product of the field from a single dipole with the array factors of the linear arrays along
the z and y axis.

Hence, by eqns.(J.30) and (J.36), and eqn.(J.31) and (J.37), the total electric and
magnetic field components of the array are:
E e(T)(r,e) = A 6 ^ l e x p [ - j k r ] A F 2 AFy

(J.40)

H ^ r , (r.O) = Af ^ M ex p [-jk r]A F z AFy

(J.41)

The corresponding field intensity of the array is then found from eqns.(J.33) and (J.36):
Sf(T) (r>Q) - 2 Ajp A 0

sin(0)

[a Fz AFy]2

(J.42)

J.5. far field radiation pattern results
With reference to the numerical example of section 7.5, the far field radiation pattern of
the array of dipoles for various lz and ly when cp = 7t/4 is given in Table J .l.

The results for the various array dimensions follow the same pattern as for the case with
(p = 0, Table 7.2, for the same reasons given in section 7.5.
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Table J . l . Polar plots of the norm alised intensity Sr of the far field radiation p attern from an a rra y of particles as a
function of 0 for different a rra y dim ensions when (j) = n / 4. The solid (blue) line p atterns include the SPW excitation
phase Qz » 271 ( p m 1), w hereas the dotted (red) line plots have Qz = 0.
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Far field measurement

The measurement of the far field profile from a radiating source using a lens is described in
this appendix. Consider a HeNe gas laser with emission wavelength XQ= 630nm producing
a collimated output beam of diameter db = 2mm, which passes through a slit with width
b = 0.25mm, as it is shown in Figure K.l.

Optical
Source

s lit

CCD

Figure K .l. Schematic of parallel beam with diam eter db passing through a slit of width b. The optical
components of the system given in the schematic are not in scale.

Since db » b, the beam diffracts at the slit and produces a far field intensity profile I along
the z direction which is captured at a distance x ~ 24mm by a CCD camera, Figure K.2.
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Figure K.2. F ar field profile of the diffracted from the slit beam.

The results for I are following the well known expression for a diffracted beam produced
by a slit, Figure K.3, given by [K.l-2],

T_ i sin2
o

X

?

(K.l)

where
X-

7tbsin 0

0 is the diffraction angle and IGis the field intensity at 0 = 0
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z f
>

4
max

O

j

slit

o
CCD

Figure K.3. Schematic of a diffracted beam from a slit. The white circles correspond to the maxima of
the fa r field intensity distribution and the black circles to the minima. Dashed lines indicate minimum
in intensity whereas solid lines show maximum. Arrow 1 corresponds to Gmind), arrow 2 to GmaxU), arrow
3 to 6injn(2) and arrow 2 to 0niax(i)> where Ginjn represents a diffracted minimum intensity angle and Gn)ax a
diffracted maximum intensity angle. Snun and SmaXcorrespond to distance between two minima and two
maxima respectively.

With reference to Figure K.3, the distance between two far field intensity minima can then
be found by calculating first the corresponding 0mjn angles given by [K.2]:
(K.3)
where q = ±1, ±2,

±Q correspond to the different number of minima with respect to the

central beam (0 = 0). Since 0™, is considered very small, thus sin 0 min(q) * 0min(q)
(measured in radians). Hence by assuming that the slit is at distance r from the CCD camera
where I is captured, the distance Smin between the first two intensity minima (q = 1,2) is:
m ax(q+ l)

0 m ax(q) J

(K.4)

Consequently, the intensity maxima are found for diffracted angles 0max(q) by [K.2]:
S i n 0 m ax(q)
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Hence, the corresponding distance between the first two maxima SmaX, (q = 1. 2), assuming
t h a t 9 max(q) = L 4 3 q “j f

' S:

max

=|e,

(K.6)

dq)JF

L maxL(q+)l

A different way to produce the far field profile from the slit can be done by imaging the
near field intensity distribution across the slit with the use of a lens. It is well known that a
lens performs a Fourier transform and therefore can be used to convert the near field
intensity distribution into a far field [K.3]. To verify that concept, in the experimental
arrangement of Figure K.l a set of lenses is introduced between the slit and the CCD
camera as it is shown in Figure K.4.
z

A

«— u2 - ><— \a —►
slit

a

Optical
source

fln i
------- ►!
i
LI

!

CCD

L2

i

i

ul

|

j

11

i
1 f2n ! f2n
•4----- 1►4----- »
Fourier
Transform
Plane

Figure K.4. Schematic of converting a n ear field intensity distribution into a far field with the use of
lenses.

A biconvex lens LI with focal length fin = 32mm is placed at a distance ul ~ 37mm from
the slit, in order to image the near field intensity distribution across the slit at a distance
vl ~ 237mm from LI. The imaged near field is then captured by a CCD camera and shown
in Figure K.5.
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Slit width
b = 0.25mm

Figure K.5. Near field image of the illuminating slit.

The front focal length of the lens at x = 2 fin, corresponds to the Fourier transform plane of
the lens, thus where the far field intensity profile from the slit takes place [K .l-2]. If a
second biconvex lens L2 with focal length f2n = 14mm is introduced at a distance
u2 = 15mm from the Fourier transform plane of LI, then the far field intensity distribution
across the slit produced by LI will then be projected at a distance v2 ~ 210mm from L2 and
magnified by a factor
m

im

u2

(K.7)

The far field intensity distribution from the slit as it is produced with the use of the lenses is
shown in Figure K.6.
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Figure K.6. Far field profile of the field intensity across the slit, obtained with the use of lenses.

The maxima and minima of the far field intensity can then be found by eqns.(K.l-6).
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